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1 Notations

For simplification purposes, this thesis uses the Tensor Notation and the
Einstein summation convention in some parts, such as the Introduction
and General Discussion Chapters. As defined from reference [177]: A ten-
sor of order M is a linear function of N covectors and M-N vectors into the
real numbers, which is independent of the reference frame in which those
vectors (and covectors) are calculated. Then, a Tensor is defined by its order
and its indexes. The order is defined as the dimensional size (visualised by
the number of indexes which can be super-scripted or sub-scripted) and the
indexes are referred to the vector basis where the Tensor is defined. In this
thesis only Tensors of order 0 (scalars), order 1 (vectors) and order 2 (ma-
trices) in the spatial (or Cartesian) space (i.e. x, y and z coordinates in the
laboratory frame) are employed (index i for order 1 Tensors, indexes (i,j)
for order 2 Tensors and indexes (i,j,k) for order 3 Tensors). The following
notations are defined:

1. Scalar (order 0 Tensor): Any Tensor with no-index (e.g. number or
algebraic variable like 1 or x) or any order Tensor with valued indexes
(e.g. if Cij is a order 2 Tensor, then C1

1 is a scalar).

2. Vector (row-vector or simply vector, order 1 Tensor): Ci =
[
C0, C1, C2, ..., Cn

]

3. Covector (column-vector, order 1 Tensor): Ci =


C0

C1

C2

...
Cn


4. n-component of a (co)vector: For a vector Ci, its n-component is de-

fined as Cn, while for a covector Ci, its n-component is defined as Cn

(which are scalars).

5. Basis vector: ei (defined in bold). For example, in spatial space the
basis vector is defined as xi (for i = 1:3 they represent the x-, y- and
z- coordinates). Each component is written as the n-component of a
(co)vector as above, but in bold.

6. Einstein Summation Convention (ESC): Any (co)vector Ci (Ci) can be
written as sum of its components with its vector (covector) basis: Ci
= C0e0 + C1e1 + C2e2 + ... =

∑
Ciei (

∑
Ciei in case of a covector).
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Therefore, the ESC simplifies this notation by multiplying a scalar
vector (covector) with a basis covector (vector): Ciei (Ciei).

7. Scalar-vector components of a Tensor: For any Tensor of order 1 (vec-
tor or covector), it can be decomposed by its scalar vector (covector)
and basis covector (vector): Ci = Ci ei (Ci = Ci ei).

8. Dot product: Defined as the product of a vector and covector (i.e. ui
and vi) on the same vector basis: uivi = ui eivi ei = uivi (the multi-
plication of the basis with itself is 1).

9. Two-dimensionalmatrix (order 2 Tensor): Cij =


C0

0 C0
1 C0

2 ... C0
n

C1
0 C1

1 C1
2 ... C1

n

C2
0 C2

1 C2
2 ... C2

n

... ... ... ... ...
Cn0 Cn1 Cn2 ... Cnn



10. Matrix transpose: Cji =


C0

0 C1
0 C2

0 ... Cn0
C0

1 C1
1 C2

1 ... Cn1
C0

2 C1
2 C2

2 ... Cn2
... ... ... ... ...
C0
n C1

n C2
n ... Cnn


11. Cross product: defined as a summation over permutations of compo-

nents of two vectors (or covectors) with different indexes (i.e. uj and
vk): εijkujvkei where εijk is defined as the Levi-Civita symbol (e.g.
in the Cartesian three dimensional space, it is equal to 1 if (i,j,k) =
(1,2,3), (2,3,1) and (3,1,2); to -1 if (i,j,k) = (3,2,1), (1,3,2) and (2,1,3)
and to 0 if i = j, j = k or k = 1).

12. Partial derivative: It is defined as the differentiation of each (func-
tion) component of the Tensor with respect the differential variable.
For example, the partial derivative of a Tensor ui in function of time
is written as ∂tui and defined as: ∂u

i(t)
∂t ei. (only if the basis vector is

not dependent on the variable being differentiated).

For consistency and for a clearer understanding of the terms, the indexes
are evaluated with the coordinates instead of numbers. For example, a
covector Ci with basis in the Cartesian space has scalar components Cx,
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1 Notations

Cy and Cz (instead of C1, C2 and C3 as commonly used. This is also valid
for vectors).
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2 Introduction

2.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

This section provides an introduction to the principles of NuclearMagnetic
Resonance (NMR) andMagnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), its application
for quantitative MRI (qMRI) and diffusion MRI (dMRI) as they pertain to
the subject matter of this thesis. It will review the pulsed-gradient spin-
echo (PGSE), steady-state free precession (SSFP) and the stimulated echo
acquisition method (STEAM) sequences mostly applied in a dMRI context,
which much of the work shown in this thesis is built upon.

2.1.1 Nuclear magnetic resonance, NMR

NMR (and hence MRI) employs the combination of a static magnetic field
(B0

i)1 and oscillating magnetic fields, by using radiofrequency (RF-) pulses
(B1

i), to generate a resonance effect on the magnetic 1/2-spin nuclei [30,
169]. For the purpose of imaging living tissue, this is generally applied
to the protons (1H) in the water molecules (H2O) due to its abundance in
the living organism (e.g. almost 60% in human adults [224]). In princi-
ple, NMR/MRI can also target any other spin-1/2 nuclei (whose abundance
compared to water can be negligibly small). For example, the most com-
mon element after water is Potassium (31P) with a relative abundance of
0.14% and relative sensitivity of 9.3% compared to water.
The magnetic effect of B0

i and B1
i on nuclei can be described from a quan-

tum perspective or using a semi-classical approach. The former is beyond
the scope of this thesis, but the interested reader is referred to reviews
and books that can be found elsewhere (e.g. in references [44, 201]). In the
semi-classical perspective, the interaction of B0

i on the nuclear magnetic
spin (Ji) results in a torque on it (τi) (Figure 2.1A), given by the Larmor
equation (Equation 2.1 left). The resulting angular frequency from Ji is
called the Larmor frequency (ω0), which is proportional to the gyromag-
netic ratio (γ, in [time]-1[magnetic flux density]-1) and the B0

i strength
(Equation 2.1 right).

τ i = ∂tJi = γ(εijkJjB0
kei) −→ ω0 = −γ

√
B0iB0

i. (2.1)

1In this introduction chapter and wherever relevant throughout this thesis, Tensorial nota-
tion and the Einstein summation conventions will be used. Please see Chapter1 for the
meaning of these notations/conventions.
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2.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

where εijk is the Levi-Civita symbol and ei the coordinate frame system
(i.e. for x, y and z axis, here on referred as xi).

In a macro-system with a large number of nuclei (Ns), at thermal equilib-
rium at temperature Ts, the influence of B0

i creates a bulk magnetisation
(Mi) parallel to B0

i (pointing along the longitudinal axis)2. Its transverse
components (Mx and My) are considered null (Figure 2.1B). Its magnitude
is proportional to the temperature of the sample, the Planck’s constant (h̄),
the Boltzmann constant (KB) and the strength of B0

i:

√
MiMi =

γ2h̄2
√
B0iB0

iNs

4KBTs
KB = 1.38 · 10−23J/K , h̄ = 6.63 · 1034Js

(2.2)

Figure 2.1:NMR representation: (A) Semi-classical representation of the effective torque on
a nucleus produced by the interaction between Ji and B0

i (left) which can results in spins
aligned parallel (ground state) or antiparallel (excited state) with respect to B0

i (right). (B)
On the macro-scale, without the influence of B0

i, the Ji of nuclei are distributed randomly
and, on average, no bulk magnetisation is created (left). But when B0

i is applied, a higher
number of (precessing, as shown in A) spins aligns parallel to this field (red and green ar-
rows) and the remaining (precessing spins) are aligned antiparallel (light blue arrows) [44].
An equal number of spins aligned parallel and antiparallel cancel magnetically each other
(yellow spheres), while the remaining spins (blue spheres - green arrows) generate a bulk
magnetisation (main green arrow, Mi) parallel to the main field. These are the spins which
can be manipulated by the RF pulses.

.

2This is conventionally written as Mz, because the alignment of B0
i is by convention along

the z-axis
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2 Introduction

Mi is manipulated by the application of the RF pulse, characterised by
Equation 2.3, where the RF pulse is fully characterised by its initial phase
angle (ϕ), pulse envelope function (or shape, B1

e(t)) and the Larmor fre-
quency ω0.

B1
i(t) = B1

e(t)Eij(ω0, t, ϕ)xj (2.3)

with Eij(ω0, t, ϕ) =

cos(ω0t+ ϕ) −sin(ω0t+ ϕ) 0
cos(ω0t+ ϕ) sin(ω0t+ ϕ) 0

0 0 0

 (2.4)

When the RF pulse is applied in the process known as excitation, Mi is
tilted with respect to the z-axis at a specific angle, also known as the exci-
tation flip angle (α). This is calculated as:

α =

∫ Tdur

0

B1
e(t)dt → Mi

α+ = Ri
j(ϕ)Mj (2.5)

where Tdur is the duration of the RF pulse, Mi
α+ the resulting magneti-

sation after Tdur and Rij represents the rotation matrix with angle α with
respect to the axis defined by ϕ. After Tdur, the nuclei excited byB1

i return
to the initial magnetisation (e.g. ground state [36]) by two relaxation pro-
cesses. These relaxation processes are energy transfers that occur simulta-
neously: (1) between the spins and the medium, referred to as spin-lattice
relaxation, which occurs at the tissue-specific longitudinal relaxation time
T1 (called as T1 relaxation process) [29, 93], and (2) between the spins, re-
ferred to as spin-spin relaxation, that occurs at the transverse relaxation
time T2 (called as T2 relaxation process) [29]. However, in NMR experi-
ment the measured T2 is often shorter. This is principally due to the effect
of inhomogeneities in the main magnetic field (e.g. susceptibility-induced
field distortions produced by other tissues or materials within B0

i). The
resulting T2 relaxation is referred as effective-T2 or T2* (a good summary
of this concept can be found in reference [50]). These relaxation times are
dependent on B0

i and the medium surrounding the excited nucleus. For
example, at a magnetic strength of 1.5 T, the 1H proton in water as a T1/T2
of 4.0 s/2.0 s, respectively, and corresponding ratio of 0.25 s/0.07 s in fat
[33, 190]. Furthermore, when the magnetic field strength increases, T1
generally increases, while T2 always decreases [29, 33]. This T2 relaxation
process is manifested by the release of photons, referred as the free in-
duction decay (FID) signal [36]. This is one of the MR signals that can
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2.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

be acquired and it can be processed either as a temporal signal or spatial
image (see section 2.1.2). The mathematical description that summarises
the FID signal from an RF excitation pulse until complete relaxation was
introduced by Felix Bloch in 1946, known as the Bloch equation [29]. In
1956, Torrey introduced two additional terms in order to take two further
processes into account: the effect of diffusion (D) and flow velocity (v) [204].
This results in the so-called Bloch-Torrey equation:

∂tMi = γ(εijkMjB0
kei) + Ri

jMj + Ci −∇i(vijMj) +∇i(Di
j(∇jMj))

(2.6)

where:

Ri
j =

−1T2
0 0

0 −1
T2

0

0 0 −1
T1

 and Ci =

 0
0
M0

T1

 (2.7)

where M0 corresponds to the total bulk magnetisation magnitude prior to
the RF pulse excitation or after a relaxation process.

2.1.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging, MRI

TheMR signal needs to be spatially encoded in order to obtain an interpre-
tive spatial image. To achieve this, the MRI system contains specialised
hardware like the gradient coils (hereafter gradients, Gi) which can spa-
tially vary (e.g. linearly) themainmagnetic field strength (

√
B0iB0

i) through
the entire scanner bore. One example is the slice selection gradient (Gz),
which varies Bi (in this case, its z-component Bz) linearly along the z-axis
(Equation 2.8). From Equation 2.1, this linear variation of Bi depends on
the strength of the slice selection gradient resulting in a variation of the
resonance frequencies around ω0 (γ|Gz| = δω).

Bz = B0
z + (z − z0)Gz → ω(z) = −γBz = ω0 + (z − z0)δω (2.8)

When the excitation RF pulse is applied at mean frequencyω0 and with a
specific bandwidth (BW), only the nuclei precessing at this (range of) fre-
quencies contained in an specific slice thickness z1 (BW = (z1-z0)δω) will
be excited. This forms the principle of selectively exciting a slice (Figure
2.2A). The use of gradients is also extended to the other two spatial dimen-
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2.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

sions, along the x- and y-axes3 called the frequency and phase encoding
gradients in slice-selective 2D imaging. The x- and y- gradients, in con-
trast to the slice selection gradient, are not applied simultaneously with
an RF pulse (e.g. Figure 2.2B), but serve the purpose of spatially perturb-
ing the frequencies of the already excited nuclei. The frequency encoding
gradient (Gx in Figure 2.2B), as its name indicates, perturbs the frequen-
cies while the signal is being detected by the receiver. This gradient is also
called readout gradient (in Figure 2.2B, gradient (3)). The phase encod-
ing gradient (Gy in Figure 2.2B), on the other hand, perturbs the phase of
the excited nuclei (in Figure 2.2B, gradient (2)). The application of those
gradients for spatial frequency and phase tagging, results in a spatially-
frequency-encoded received signal described as follows:

ki =
γ

2π

∫
t

Gi(t)dt → S(ki) =

∫
y

∫
x

ρ(xi) exp (−2πixiki)dxi (2.9)

where ki is defined as the k-vector (resulting green arrow and dashed ar-
row (3) in Figure 2.2C), a position vector of a frequency-space called the
k-space (S(ki) in Figure 2.2C) and ρ(xi) is the proton density at the spa-
tial position xi. When the k-space is fully sampled, applying the inverse
Fourier transform on it can transform it in a spatially encoded signal. Ac-
quiring the magnitude of the signal in this space results in the conven-
tional MR image (Figure 2.2C, right) [135].
Sampling the complete k-space takes a considerable amount of time com-
pared to the duration of the FID signal after the excitation pulse. To make
the signal last longer, and in turn be affected by the spatial-encoding gradi-
ents, and be recorded afterwards, it is necessary to reverse the dephasing
of the spin’s nuclei during T2. This can be done by using a gradient rever-
sal [230, 77] or by applying an extra RF pulse [100]. This reversal effect
makes the spins rephase again, generating a newMR signal called the echo
[100] (Figure 2.3). The formation of this echo occurs at a time called echo
time (TE), which is equal to two times the time between the excitation of
Mi and when the corresponding refocusing element (RF pulse or gradient)
is applied. If the echo is created by using a gradient reversal, this echo is
known as the gradient-recalled echo (GRE, e.g. see reference [77]) (Figure
2.3A). But if the echo is created by the extra RF pulse, called refocusing
RF pulse, then it is known as the spin-echo (SE) [100] (Figure 2.3B). This
rephasing approach is not only limited to one echo, but can be extended
3The commonly used axis labels are arbitrary, but customarily the remaining two axes of
Gi must be orthogonal to the axis used for the slice-selective gradient
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2 Introduction

to several echoes (or stimulated echo, section 2.2.2) which can be formed
by applying a train of RF pulses and/or gradients reversals. However, the
echoes created by the GRE or SE approaches are not the same in presence
of magnetic field inhomogeneities. Whereas the use of a gradient reversal
does not eliminate the extra dephasing produced by the magnetic inhomo-
geneity, the use of a refocusing RF pulse does. As a consequence, the echo
created by the GRE approach is T2

*-weighted while the one created by the
RF pulse is T2-weighted [77, 50].

12



2.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Figure 2.3: Echo formation. Two approaches can be used to recover the signal created by the
excitation pulse (the free induction decay signal, FID) in a longer period of time. (A) The first
approach is the gradient-reversal echo (GRE), which uses a rephasing gradient with a total
momentum (= gradient amplitude · duration) equal to the dephase gradient used after the
excitation pulse. The resulting echo at the echo time (TE) is T2*-weighted, because the gradi-
ents do not nullify the contribution of any magnetic inhomogeneity. (B) The second approach
is the spin echo (SE, or PGSE in Figure) approach, which uses a (refocusing) RF pulse, which
rotates the transverse plane in such way the spins converge back without affecting their mo-
tion. In contrast to the GRE approach, the resulting echo is T2-weighted (superimposed red
curves) because the pulse does nullify the contribution of any magnetic inhomogeneity.

13



2 Introduction

The sequential combination between RF pulses, echoes and gradients de-
fines the concept of an MR pulse sequence. The intensity (or magnitude)
of the resulting echo in a MR sequence is obtained by solving Equation 2.6
and calculating the resulting transverse component (|Mxy|) at TE. It is
evident that the echo signal will be dependent on (or weighted by) T2, T1,
and other physical factors.

2.2 Diffusion-weighted MRI (dMRI)

As shown in Equation 2.6, the echo signal is also affected by the diffusion
of the nuclei during the MR sequence. By adding and manipulating gradi-
ents, it is possible tomake the resulting signal sensitive to diffusion. To un-
derstand how to obtain anatomical information from MR images weighted
by this phenomenon, it is relevant to introduce the physics of diffusion (sub-
section 2.2.1), and how to acquire and interpret diffusion-weighted MR im-
ages (subsection 2.2.2) through three diffusion-weighted sequences namely
dPGSE, dSTEAM and dSSFP.

2.2.1 The Physics of Diffusion

Diffusion is defined as a physical phenomena in which the molecules move
randomly in a system (or between systems) due to their vibrational-thermal
energy [76, 56]. This phenomena could occur either between different par-
ticles (e.g iodine molecules diffuse in water) or between same particles (e.g.
watermolecules diffusing between each other). The latter scenario is called
self-diffusion [76]. In both cases, the corresponding (self-)diffusivity (D, in
(length)2(time)−1) can be obtained by using Fick’s second law [81]. While
in the first case the diffusivity is determined by (and dependent on) the
concentration of the solute molecules (Csol), the second case is dependent
on the spatial probability distribution of the molecules, which is referred
as the propagator (P (ri, r’i, τ)) [124] (Equation 2.10, Figure 2.4). In this
work, the focus will be on self-diffusivity phenomena.

Self-diffusivity: ∂tP (ri, r’i, τ) = ∇(D∇P (ri, r’i, τ)) (2.10)

The propagator describes the probability of a molecule from an initial
position (ri) be located in another position (r’i) at a specific time lapse

14



2.2 Diffusion-weighted MRI (dMRI)

Figure 2.4: Graphical illustration of the difference between diffusion and self-diffusion.
While diffusion (A) is produced by a change of concentration of the solute molecules, self-
diffusion (B) is produced due to the thermal motion and interaction between molecules. Nev-
ertheless, in both cases, Fick’s second equation is used to estimate the corresponding (self-
)diffusivity.

(τ) (Figure 2.4B). Fick’s second law equation applied to estimate the self-
diffusivity is also called the Fokker-Planck equation [172].
A single-molecule self-diffusing cannot be studied but instead it is plau-
sible to estimate the mean self-diffusivity of many molecules. This is ob-
tained by specifying the density distribution of the molecules across the
medium (ρ(ri)). With this information, the mean self-diffusivity can be
estimated by the ensemble average propagator, also referred as the proba-
bility density function (PDF) of the molecules displacement (Ri = r’i − ri,
Equation 2.11).

PDF(Ri, τ) =

∫
P (ri, r’i, τ)ρ(ri)dri (2.11)

The corresponding solution(s) (using Equation 2.11 in Equation 2.10) is
(are) dependent on the system boundaries (e.g. rigid walls and initial
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2 Introduction

conditions) and timescale [56, 168, 55]. For example, in an homogeneous
media (ρ(ri) = ρ) with isotropic self-diffusivity (D), the resulting PDF is
a probabilistic Gaussian function with mean µ =

√
RiRi and variance

σ2 = 6Dτ . This probabilistic function is known as the Einstein diffu-
sion equation and its variance is referred as the Einstein length [56, 76].
When the self-diffusivity becomes orientationally dependent, or anisotropic
(D = Di

j), the result is extended as shown in Equation 2.12.

PDF (Ri, τ) =
1√

det(Di
j)(4πτ)3

exp

(
−RiDi

jRj

4τ

)
(2.12)

Where Di
j is the diffusion matrix (or rank-2 tensor) and det(Di

j) is the
determinant. It is possible to determine the directions (and corresponding
magnitudes) where the self-diffusivities are predominant by decomposing
Di

j in its corresponding eigenvectors (eis in Vji = (e1,e2,e3)) and eigen-
values (λis in Λii = diag(λ1, λ2, λ3)):

Di
j = VjiΛiiVij (2.13)

This Equation is largely used to describe the self-diffusivity of watermolecules
in well-ordered structures, but it can be used in other biological systems.
However, additional assumptions must be considered. Some of them are
time or geometry dependent on the diffusion process. For example, Figure
2.5 shows the estimation of the self-diffusivity at three time points (τ1, τ2
and τ3) for two systems: free and restricted in a cylinder. In a short time pe-
riod (τ1), for both cases, the self-diffusivity is approximately isotropic and
equal in magnitude. Then, it would be difficult to determine if the water
molecules are diffusing freely or not. However, the motion of the molecules
start to be affected by the barriers of the cylinder for longer times (τ2 and
τ3). This results in a lower diffusivity along the cross section while along
the cylinder it diffuses as if it is still free [127] 4.

4However, other processes make the self-diffusivity along the cylinder lower in comparison
to free diffusivity, as shown in the reference [127]
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Figure 2.5: (A) Graphical illustration of the evolution of the self-diffusivity in two different
systems (top: free, bottom: cylinder) and in three time periods (τi) measured radially (Dr)
and longitudinally (Dl). (B) Curves representing the increment of variance with respect time
(top) and the resulting estimation of self-diffusivity (bottom) by using the Einstein length
equation in both systems for the three different time periods shown in (A). It is clear that the
self-diffusivity decreases when it is restricted and it reaches an asymptote for long times.

2.2.2 Diffusion-weighted MR sequences: dPGSE, dSTEAM and
dSSFP

Diffusion-weighted MR sequences (dMRI) are capable of making the echo
signal sensitive towater self-diffusion phenomena, as explained previously.
Themost common sequences used for this purpose are the (diffusion-weighted)
pulsed-gradient spin-echo (dPGSE)5, the diffusion-weighted stimulated echo
acquisitionmethod (dSTEAM) and the diffusion-weighted steady-state free
precession (dSSFP) sequences.

SE and dPGSE sequence

The SE sequence [100] is anMR sequence which uses two RF pulses to cre-
ate the echo signal (as previously mentioned in section 2.1.2, and shown
in Figure 2.3): the excitation pulse (α1, with phase along the x or y axis)
5Strictly, the pulsed-gradient form of the spin-echo sequence (PGSE) is diffusion-weighted
by definition. Here, we add the ’d’ to PGSE for consistency of notation
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and the refocusing pulse (α2, with phase along the z axis). This sequence
diagram is shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: dPGSE sequence: Sequence diagram where the excitation (α1) and refocusing
(α2) RF pulses are indicated. At time TE is when the echo is formed and commonly encoded
by the readout gradient train (EPI train). The time between excitation pulses is known as
repetition time (TR). Diffusion gradients (in blue) are added to convert the SE sequence to a
dPGSE sequence. The corresponding diffusion parameters are diffusion time (∆), diffusion
gradient duration (δ) and diffusion gradient amplitude (G) are indicated.

Solving the corresponding Bloch equation for this sequence (Equation 2.6
without the diffusion and flow components), the spin-echo signal at time
TE is defined as:

SSE(αi, TR, TE, T1, T2) = S0

(
1− exp

(
−TR
T1

))
sin (α1) sin

(α2
2

)2
exp

(
−TE
T2

)
(2.14)

where S0 represents the unweighted (or total) signal. This signal is max-
imised when the combination of π/2-π rad flip angles (for α1 and α2, re-
spectively) are used.
The dPGSE sequence was the first implemented dMRI sequence. It was
created in 1965 by Stejskal and Tanner [192]. They introduced the dif-
fusion gradients, a couple of gradients (applied along the same gradient
axis) both placed symmetrically before and after the refocusing RF pulse
(Figure 2.6, blue gradients). As mentioned in the last section, it is clear
that the use (and/or addition) of any gradient will perturb the distribution
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of frequencies, resulting in a signal change. It was estimated that the ef-
fect of the diffusion gradients (with any shape, G(t)i) in the signal at echo
time (TE) is calculated as follows:

ln

(
S(τ = TE)

S0

)
=

(
−γ2D

[∫
0

τ

F(t)iF(t)idt− 4fi(
∫ ′
τ

τ

F(t)dt)i + 4fifi(τ − τ ′)
])

(2.15)

with fi = F(τ ′)i and F(t)i =

∫
0

t

G(t′)idt′

(2.16)

In the case the diffusion gradients have a rectangular shape (G(t)i = Gi)
with equal diffusion gradient duration (δ), amplitude g (

√
GiGi) and sep-

arated by a time lapse ∆, known as the diffusion time, the Equation 2.15
can be solved analytically. The resulting signal amplitude at TE is given
by:

ln

(
S(TE)

S(0)

)
= −γ2Dδ2(∆− δ/3)g2 (2.17)

The resulting Equation 2.17 is called the Stejskal-Tanner equation [192].
This shows themain effect produced by the use of the diffusion gradients: if
water molecules diffuse then the second diffusion gradient cannot rephase
completely the spins dephased by the first diffusion gradient. This is con-
sidered as an incomplete rephase process. The resulting signal gets atten-
uated (as shown in Equation 2.17) and it is recorded independently of the
gradient shape (G(t)i 6= Gi). On the other hand, if the water molecules are
static, then the spins are fully rephased and the signal is not affected by
the diffusion gradients.
The expression in Equation 2.17: γ2δ2(∆- δ/3)g2, defines the dMRI param-
eter called b-value (b) [in units of (time)(length)-2]. This parameter sum-
marises the diffusion strength (or weighting) applied to the signal.
The experiment performed by Stejskal and Tanner can be extended for
other MR sequences as shown in the next sections.

STEAM and dSTEAM sequence

A variant of the SE sequence is the stimulated echo acquisition method
(STEAM) sequence [85]. In this sequence, the refocusing RF pulse (α2 in
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Figure 2.6) is replaced by two extra RF pulses with their phases equal
to the phase of the excitation pulse. Instead of reversing the dephasing of
spins and making them rephase at echo time when the α2-pulse is used (in
SE), the first refocusing RF pulse (called the storing pulse, α2) distributes
the spins between the transverse plane and the longitudinal plane. That
means that a certain fraction (dependent on α2 value) of the spins will
create a spin-echo (SE) signal. Meanwhile, the remaining fraction will
be stored and will experience T1 relaxation. The second refocusing RF
pulse (called the recalling pulse, α3) will recover the spins stored in the
longitudinal plane and consequently will create a stimulated echo (STE)
signal. The time between the storing and recalling pulses is called the
mixing time (TM, τ2 in Figure 2.7). The corresponding sequence diagram
is shown in Figure 2.7 (obtained from Chapter 5).
Solving the corresponding Bloch equation for this sequence, both signals

Figure 2.7: dSTEAM sequence: Sequence diagram where the excitation (α1), storing (α2)
and recalling (α3) RF pulses are indicated. At time TE (2τ1) is when the spin-echo is formed
and encoded by the readout gradient (EPI train). The time between the storing and recalling
pulses is known as mixing time (TM). At time TM + TE (2τ1 + τ2) the stimulated echo (STE)
is formed and encoded by another readout gradient (EPI train). Diffusion gradients (in blue)
are added to convert the STEAM sequence to a dSTEAM sequence. Those gradients can be
added to weight the SE and STE signals by diffusion differently (i.e. at different diffusion
times, ∆SE and ∆STE respectively). The other parameters such as diffusion gradient time (δ)
and diffusion gradient amplitude (G) are indicated.
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(the SE and STE) are defined as follows:

SE: SSE(αi, TE, T2) = Mz sin(α1) sin
(α2

2

)2
exp

(
−TE
T2

)
(2.18)

STE: SSTE(αi, TE, TM, T1, T2) = Mz · 0.5

(
3∏
i=1

sin(αi)

)
exp

(
−TE
T2

+
−TM
T1

)
(2.19)

Where Mz is the total available bulk magnetisation in the sequence (see
Chapter 5 for a deeper description of this parameter in function of the
timing parameters). It should be noted that the STEAM sequence can cre-
ate three more SE’s signals (the second, third and fourth spin-echo) after
the STE, which are a consequence of the free induction decay (FID) signal
generated by the storing and recalling pulses. However, the focus of this
thesis is on the primary SE and, mostly, the STE signals. It should also
be noted that the third diffusion gradient, just prior to the recalling pulse,
is strictly unnecessary for the diffusion-weighting of the primary SE and
STE signals. However, it assist in the (partial) crushing of other (unde-
sired) SE signals.
This sequence, in comparison to PGSE, possesses some advantages and
disadvantages. The resulting SE and STE signals are intrinsically lower
(in intensity, at least half) in comparison to the SE signal obtained fromSE,
and the required amount of time for data acquisition (TR comparison) is
longer (and dependent of the duration of TM). On the other hand, STEAM
allows to obtain two signals weighted differently. As shown in Equations
2.18 and 2.19, the SE and STE signals are equally weighted by T2. How-
ever, the STE is also weighted by T1. Besides that, the SE and STE signals
can also be weighted by diffusion differently. As shown in Figure 2.7, at
similar diffusion gradient amplitude and duration, the corresponding dif-
fusion times (∆SE and ∆STE) are different. Although they can be calculated
similarly as in the dPGSE case (by solving Equation 2.15), the correspond-
ing b-values for SE and STE signals in STEAM sequence are different:

bSE : γ2G2δ2(∆SE − δ/3)

dSE: Mxy(αi, τ1, T2) = SSE(αi, TE, T2) exp (−bSED)
(2.20)

bSTE : γ2G2δ2((∆SE + TM)− δ/3)

dSTE: Mxy(αi, τ1, τ2, T1, T2) = SSTE(αi, TE, TM, T1, T2) exp (−bSTED)

(2.21)
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As shown in the following chapters, this intrinsic property becomes rele-
vant for neuroanatomical studies.

SSFP and dSSFP sequence

In comparison to the aforementioned sequences, the steady-state free pre-
cession (SSFP) is a GRE-based sequence (section 2.1.2). This means that
only one RF pulse is used for excitation and the echoes are created by gradi-
ent dephasing-rephasing (shown in Figure 2.3). This sequence was firstly
introduced by Gyngell et al. in 1988 [98] and further developed by Bux-
ton et al. in 1993 [41]. Another feature of this sequence is that the signal
is not purely gradient-echo, SE or STE, but instead the resulting signal
is a combination of different echoes acquired in different time-series. The
corresponding sequence diagram is shown in Figure 2.8 (obtained from
Chapter 4).
Its modification to acquire diffusion-weighted MR data using this se-

Figure 2.8: dSSFP sequence: Sequence diagram where the excitation (α1) RF pulse is in-
dicated. At time TE, the echo is formed and encoded by the readout gradient (EPI train).
Diffusion gradients (in blue) are added to convert the SSFP sequence to a dSSFP sequence.
In comparison to dPGSE, the total diffusion-weighting in the gradient-echo signal from SSFP
is equal to a linear combination with specific weights (wi) of diffusion times (∆i) applied at
different time-series (wi∆i). The other parameters as diffusion gradient time (δ) and diffusion
gradient amplitude (G) are indicated.

quence was introduced recently [41, 143]. Due to its complex signal mixing
behaviour, the corresponding b-value is not obtained straightforward as
for dPGSE or dSTEAM. As shown in [41], the resulting diffusion-weighted
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signal is defined as follows:

SdSSFP :
−M0(1− E1)E2A

−2/3
2 (F1 − E2A1A

2/3
2 ) sin (α)

r − F1s
where

F1 : K −
√
K2 −A2

2,K :
1− E1A1 cos (α)− E2

2A
2
1A

−2/3
2 (E1A1 − cos (α)

E2A1A
−4/3
2 (1 + cos (α))(1− E1A1)

r : 1− E1 cos (α) + E2
2A1A

1/3
2 (cos (α)− E1)

s : E2A1A
−4/3
2 (1− E1 cos (α)) + E2A

−1/3
2 (cosα− 1)

A1 : exp (−bD), A2 : exp (−βD), b : (γGδ)2TR, β : (γGδ)2δ,

E1 : exp (−TR/T1) and E2 : exp (−TR/T2)

(2.22)

This dMRI sequence possesses advantages in comparison to PGSE-based
sequences (e.g. dPGSE and dSTEAM) as presented in [143, 144, 147, 84].
Some of those are high signal-to-noise ratio efficiency (SNR-eff), which is
related to the amount of signal acquired in a period of time; and very
fast acquisition time. A better description of this sequence is developed
in Chapter 4, and conceptually compared to STEAM in Chapter 3.

Diffusion acquisition and analysis

As shown in the previous sections, the use of Equation 2.17 can be useful
to study systems with isotropic self-diffusivity using any dMRI sequence.
However, it can be extended to study anisotropic media as well. This is
achieved by applying a total diffusion gradient defined as a linear com-
bination of diffusion gradients along all the axes (Gi = giei). The corre-
sponding vector magnitude results in the b-value, Equation 2.17) [191]. By
rearranging Equation 2.15 for anisotropic diffusion and for a given diffu-
sion gradient vector (Gi), the resulting signal decay is given by:

ln

(
S(2τ)

S(0)

)
= −γ2(giδ

i
jg
j)δ2(∆− δ/3)

(
eiDi

jej
)

(2.23)

where δij is the Kronecker delta. One example of anisotropicmedia is living
tissue. At body temperature, the estimated water self-diffusivity in human
body, at free and isotropic conditions, is around 3.0 x 10-3 mm2/s. However,
this value changes because the water molecules are hindered or restricted
(or contained) in several biological compartments: the intra-cellular space
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(inside the cells) and in the extracellular space (in between the cells) [127].
Those spaces have a particular geometry (e.g. cell shape) or distribution
(e.g. cell arrangement) depending on the organ or organism. The most
commonly studied specimen with this technique, and the object of interest
in this thesis, is the brain.
The brain is part of the central nervous system (CNS), protected by the
skull and a protein-rich solution called cerebral-spinal fluid (CSF). The
brain contains several types of cells: the neurons (representing 10% of the
total number of cells) and the glial cells (representing the remaining 90%
of cells) [218]6. The neuron is responsible for brain signal transmission
and brain connectivity. It consists of a cell body (soma) with narrow pro-
cesses (dendrites) and, in most of the neurons, a single long process called
axon (Figure 2.9B), which can branch heavily. The neurons are distributed
in the brain in such a way that it creates a structural division: the white
matter (WM) and the grey matter (GM). The WM is the area where pri-
marily remotely projecting axons are extended and they connect between
different areas of the GM. The majority of the axons in the WM are aligned
to create well-organised tracts, but these can also cross each other [188].
Most of the corresponding somas lie in the GM in specific locations. De-
pending on the density and distribution of those, the GM can be subdivided
in structures called layers [38, 217].
Apart from cells, another important element to consider in the cerebral

architecture is the vasculature. It has been shown (i.e. for rats see ref-
erence [120], and humans see reference [141]) that arterial blood vessels
penetrate straight through the cortex and terminate along the way or even
beyond it, like in the subcortical white matter. On the other hand, the cap-
illary networks in the cortex are three times more dense than those in the
white matter.
Due to the wide variety of cell types and structures in the brain, it is nec-
essary therefore to establish several assumptions. Those need to be made
to model how the water molecules will diffuse in this organ:

1. Due to its chemical composition, it can be assumed that the CSF is
nearly a Newtonian fluid and it can be approximated as water [32].

2. Since the living brain is thermally regulated at 37◦C (or 310 K), the
6However, this distribution of cells in the human brain is still under discussion, for example
in the review of [103] reports that just in few regions of the brain this proportion applies.
In other areas, like the grey matter, the ratio between neurons and glial cells is almost
1:2
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Figure 2.9: Brain anatomy: (A) Coronal brain slice where main structures like white matter
(1) and grey matter (2) are indicated. (B) A simplified view of the zoomed area in (A) which
describes the cellular distribution of the brain cells in the grey matter area (gray zone) and
white matter area (white zone)

self-diffusivity of the water molecules is almost constant (∼ 3 x 10-3
mm2/s).

3. Taking both points above, the differences in the self-diffusivity values
when estimated can be explained directly due to the geometry of the
cells and the cell density in the GM and WM structures.

4. For WM, self-diffusivity is considered anisotropic and dependent on
the axonal packing. This anisotropy is considered as a combination of
the restricted diffusivity in the axons and the hindered space in the
extracellular space [127]. Depending on the time scale (Figure 2.5),
boundaries and approximations must be considered to estimate this
parameter: by approximating the axons as cylinders with a specific
radius (as defined in references [44, 56, 213]) as similarly found in
literature (e.g. see reference [134]) or infinitely narrow (i.e. sticks)
(as in reference [26]).

5. In GM, self-diffusivity can be assumed to be isotropic. However, it is
expected that at high resolutions the self-diffusivity becomes anisotropic
due to axonal bundles (close to theWM/GMboundary) and pyramidal
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apical dendrites. Moreover, this can be also influenced by the den-
sity and/or distribution of blood vessels. This anisotropic behaviour
is shown in Chapter 3.

In the context of dMRI applied to brain studies, fully characterisingDi
j can

bring insights about how the fibre bundles are oriented in WM. To fully es-
timateDi

j by using Equation 2.23, it is necessary to acquire at least 6 non-
collinear and evenly spaced b-vectors at a constant high b-value (typically
1000 s/mm2), plus a near-zero low b-value volume (or volumes) as refer-
ence. This acquisition scheme and the estimation ofDi

j is called Diffusion
Tensor Imaging (DTI) [18]. After estimating Di

j , the predominant diffu-
sion orientations and corresponding magnitudes can be obtained by eigen-
decomposing it (as shown in Equation 2.13). Other derived parameters can
be calculated like the fractional anisotropy (FA) andmean diffusivity (MD).
The FA quantifies the normalised variance between the eigenvalues. An
FA of 0 represents isotropic diffusion and an FA of 1 represents perfectly
uni-directional anisotropic diffusion. The MD, on the other hand, quanti-
fies the total amount of diffusion calculated as the average of the eigenval-
ues. It has been shown that these parameters can be used as bio-markers
to characterise brain structures, developmental structural changes (e.g. in
reference [17]) in healthy brains, as well as to detect anomalies in diseased
brains (e.g. in reference [96, 66]) or to study the structure of ex vivo brain
samples (e.g. in reference [97] - or in Chapters 3 and 6).
It can be expected that under certain conditions (larger b-value or higher
b-vector sampling) the signal attenuation in the brain and hence the es-
timated Di

j does not follow the approximation shown in Equation 2.237.
Moreover, specificity gets reduced in certain brain structures because the
averaged self-diffusivity in several biological structural configurations (i.e.
axon packing/distribution) can be approximately the same due to spatial
resolution [117]. This can be counteracted by increasing the total amount
of data using higher b-values and/or higher sampling of b-vectors. In this
case, the use of DTI becomes counterproductive because the model be-
comes unsuitable for high b-values and a high amount of data (e.g. see
reference [9]). For this reason, during the last decades, more complex mod-
els were introduced. As summarised in the work of Jelescu et al. [108],
some of those models characterise empirically (or physically) the diffusion
signal behaviour without any underlying prior information about the tis-
sue in consideration. Even if the results can be considered accurate, they

7In other words, the self-diffusivity is not Gaussian.
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Figure 2.10: DTI acquisition and analysis: (A) A dMRI dataset with the two different types
of volumes, both needed for analysis: (at least) one non-diffusion-weighted image (or b0) and
(at least) one diffusion-weighted image. It is clear how the use of different b-vectors (Gi)
shows different signal contrast, which is proportional of the water self-diffusivity along that
specific direction. For DTI analysis, at least 6 non-collinear dMRI images are required. (B)
Some DTI results parameters like the unweighted-diffusion signal (expected MR signal with-
out diffusion component, S0), fractional anisotropy (normalised variance between the eigen-
values obtained from the decomposed diffusion tensor, FA), mean diffusivity (average of the
eigenvalues, MD) and the diffusion main orientation (RGB colour encoded direction of the
first eigenvector) are shown.

don’t provide biological information (or requires a cautious interpretation)
from the analysed signal. Those models are referred as physical (or signal-
based)models. On the other hand, othermodels take into consideration the
tissue (micro-)structure through compartments. The total signal is then a
sum of compartments, in which each compartment represents the signal
coming from a biological structure (e.g. extra/intra-cellular volumes, ax-
ons and cells)[161]. Fitting the diffusion data to those models can provide
quantitative parameters with greater specificity and better biological in-
terpretation. Those models are referred as bio-physical (or compartment)
models. In the following list, a (sub) group of dMRI signal models (phys-
ical and bio-physical) with their corresponding definition, minimum data
quantity and approximations are shown.8

• Physical models:

– Diffusion Kurtosis Imaging (DKI) [111]: It is understood as the
correction or perturbation of the Gaussian distribution of the

8Only the models used along this thesis are introduced.
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water self-diffusivity. It is characterised by the kurtosis (K) of
this distribution. As it is defined in literature (in reference [111],
for example), this model requires at least 21 (diffusion-weighted)
volumes at b = 1000 s/mm2 (6) and b = 2000 s/mm2 (15). This
model keeps the same parameters fromDTI (like FA orMD – but
corrected) but extra parameters like mean kurtosis (MK) can be
used for studies [193].

• Bio-physicalmodels: In a general approximation, three compartments
are defined: the extra-cellular space (ECS), the intra-axonal space
(IAS) and the intra-cellular/free space (FS). Depending on the as-
sumptions of models used on each of them, the following models are
defined.

– Ball & Stick Model [26]: All the compartments, except the ax-
ons, diffuses freely. The axons, on the other hand, are defined
as parallel zero-radius cylinders (i.e. sticks). This model is used
mostly for estimating orientation profiles. In the model can be
assumed from one to three sticks. It is not an established re-
quirement about a minimum dataset, however it must be equal
or higher than the dataset used for DTI (i.e. 6 volumes at 1000
s/mm2).

– Neurite orientation dispersion and density imaging (NODDI)
[237]: As similar to the Ball & Stick model, the FS is modelled
as a free diffusivity compartment and the IAS is modelled as
sticks. However, those are not arranged in parallel but they fol-
low an orientation distribution defined by the Watson distribu-
tion [140, 236]. The ECS, on the other hand, is modelled by the
anisotropic DTI model. By reported in literature (in reference
[237]), a b = 1000 s/mm2 with 30 directions and b = 2000 s/mm2

with 60 directions.

– Composite hindered and restrictedmodel of diffusion (CHARMED)
[8]: In this model, two spaces are modelled. The IAS is defined
by impermeable parallel cylinders with a gamma distribution of
radii. The ECS, on the other hand, is defined by an anisotropic
DTI model. Years later, the FS is added [15]. By reported in
literature (in reference [8]), at least 10 b-values (with maximum
of b = 10000 s/mm2) with 20 – 30 directions per b-value are re-
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quired. However, a recent study [61] showed a reduced acquisi-
tion scheme that can be used in this model.

In a general perspective, all dMRI models return the (single or multiple)
main self-diffusion direction(s). In brain studies, those directions can be
combined to infer pathways that cross the brain, resulting in connections
between areas. The process to obtain this estimated pathway is often
called fibre tracking or fibre tractography [20]. This technique in itself
is challenging and is highly dependent on its inputs, approximations and
priors [21]. The resulting tracts, even if they are mathematically consis-
tent, do not necessarily represent biological connections. The review in
reference [113] presents this technique in detail.

2.2.3 Biological properties for in vivo and ex vivo human brains

The study of water self-diffusion using dMRI in the in vivo brain presents
several challenges and constraints which could result in a lower specificity
of the estimated parameters [116, 117]. This is mainly because the spatial
(and diffusion-time) resolution is lower than the effect being studied (e.g.
see references [117, 159]). For that reason, the use of ex vivo whole-brain
specimens (e.g. in reference [84]), slices or/and sections (e.g. in references
[59, 69]) have become a promising research field since these can circum-
vent the spatial and measurement time limitations as shown in Chapter 3
and 4.
However, water diffusion in ex vivo brain specimens has discrepancies
in comparison to that in in vivo brains because the biological properties
of both differ dramatically. The temperature is reduced from body tem-
perature (37◦C) to room temperature (20◦C), to even close to the freez-
ing point (3 to 4◦C) for preservation. This difference reduces the water
self-diffusivity value by approximately 20% [104]. Secondly, but also re-
lated with the example above, the thermal self-regulation system is not
present in ex vivo specimens, therefore the temperature of the specimen
can fluctuate during dMRI acquisitions, which would result in an unsta-
ble (or biased) estimation of the self-diffusivity [219]. Another example
is that the chemical used to fixate and preserve the specimen modifies it
structurally. Some of those effects are the reduction of the extra-cellular
space [146] and loss of elasticity of the membrane, and a reduction of the
apparent exchange rate [123, 184, 185]. Furthermore, the autolysis pro-
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cess when the brain ceases its function can reduce the amount and density
of cells. All these changes (and more, as shown in references [184, 185])
are translated in some diffusion-related results, like the mean diffusivity
which gets reduced from the in vivo values to almost half in ex vivo situ-
ations (as shown in Chapter 3). Therefore, the biological interpretation of
the obtained dMRI results requires a cautious and comprehensive under-
standing of water self-diffusion, time and spatial scales.

2.3 Structure of this thesis

This thesis deals with the study of human brain structure (at the macro-,
meso- and microscale), from the MRI perspective, especially from diffusion
MRI. Throughout it leverages the advantages, and finds solutions to the
challenges, of ultra-high field strenght MRI at 7T and 9.4 T. It approaches
the study of brain structure, both ex-vivo and in-vivo, with specific ad-
vances in MRI pulse sequences and image analysis methods that optimally
use the data provided by these pulse sequences. Thework presented in this
thesis establishes, studies, analyses and solves the following questions:

• How can the dSTEAM and dSSFP sequences be used for high reso-
lution ex vivo dMRI studies of the intact human brain at ultra-high
field strengths?

• How can the dSTEAM sequence be used for highly efficient quantita-
tive multi-contrast and dMRI in vivo studies of the human brain at
ultra-high field strengths?

• Can the advantages of the sequence and the corresponding results
be used for a better understanding of dMRI applied on ex vivo and in
vivo brains?

This thesis then is structured in the following chapters, which aim to an-
swer the questions established above:

• Chapter 3 shows how the dSTEAM sequence can be optimised with
parallel RF transmission techniques and tailored analysis for high
resolution ex vivo dMRI studies at 9.4 T. Together with Chapter 4, it
targets question 1 above.
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• Chapter 4, a short intermediate chapter, takes the pulse sequence
focus away from dSTEAM, and shows how the dSSFP sequence can
be optimised with parallel RF transmission techniques for high res-
olution ex vivo dMRI studies at 9.4 T.

• Chapter 5 performs an in-depth signal analysis of the STEAM se-
quence, particularly on the steady-state effects on both SE and STE
signals in short-TR circumstances. It discusses both optimisation of
measurement protocols to avoid unexpected physics interaction in the
SE and STE signals, and non-intuitive contrast mechanisms that can
be utilised.

• Chapter 6 shifts the target from ex vivo human brain acquisitions
to in vivo acquisitions, and from high resolution studies to quanti-
tative multi-contrast studies as a potential strong point of STEAM
at UHF. It presents the MESMERISED sequence, which achieves
super-accelerated 7 T STEAM imaging by combining echo-shifting
and simultaneousmulti-slice acceleration. It evaluatesMESMERISED
as a technique that can efficiently probe combined T1, T2 and diffu-
sion contrast, fast multi-contrast mapping and characterisation of
multi-component relaxometry, diffusion, and exchange.

• Chapter 7 gives a general overview of the thesis and discusses the
outcomes in a broader perspective, while giving an outlook on possi-
ble future developments emanating from it.

• Finally, Chapter 8 briefly summarises the knowledge utilisation and
valorisation aspects of the research presented in this thesis.
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kT-dSTEAM: Ultra-high resolution

and multi-shell diffusion MRI of
intact ex vivo human brains at 9.4

T1

1From the published article: "Fritz et al. Ultra-high resolution and multi-shell diffusion
MRI of intact ex vivo human brains using kT-dSTEAM at 9.4T, NeuroImage, Vol. 202,
2019. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2019.116087" and from the accepted ab-
stracts: "Fritz et al. KtextsubscriptT-dSTEAM: high resolution diffusion-weighted imag-
ing of the ex vivo human brain using B1+ homogenized STEAM at 9.4 T. ISMRM 26th
Annual Meeting and Exhibition, Honolulu, 2017" (accepted as Oral Presentation and
awardedwithMagna cumLaude), "Fritz et al. Ultra-high resolutionmulti-shell dMRI and
tractography of the ex vivo human brain using ktextsubscriptT-dSTEAM at 9.4T. ISMRM
27th Annual Meeting and Exhibition, Paris, 2018" (accepted as Oral Presentation), "Fritz
et al. ktextsubscriptT-STEAM: ktextsubscriptT-points 3D STEAM at 9.4T for high reso-
lution whole brain T1 and T2 weighted MRI ex vivo. ISMRM Benelux Chapter 9th An-
nual Meeting and Exhibition, Tilburg, 2017" (accepted as Oral Presentation) and "Fritz
et al. High resolution diffusion MRI and tractography of post mortem human brains using
kT-dSTEAM at 9.4T. OHBM 23rd Annual Meeting, Vancouver, 2017" (accepted as Oral
Presentation).
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3 kT-dSTEAM: Ultra-high resolution and multi-shell diffusion MRI of
intact ex vivo human brains at 9.4 T

Abstract

Diffusion MRI (dMRI) in ex vivo human brain specimens is an important
research tool for neuroanatomical investigations and the validation of dMRI
techniques. Many ex vivo dMRI applications have benefited from very high
dMRI resolutions achievable on small-bore preclinical or animalMRI scan-
ners for small tissue samples. However, the investigation of entire human
brains post mortem provides the important context of entire white mat-
ter (WM) network systems and entire grey matter (GM) areas connected
through these systems. The investigation of intact ex vivo human brains
in large bore systems creates challenges due to the limited gradient per-
formance and transmit radiofrequency (B1

+) inhomogeneities, specially at
ultra-high field (UHF, 7 T and higher). To overcome these issues, it is nec-
essary to tailor ex vivo diffusion-weighted sequences specifically for high
resolution and high diffusion-weighting. Here, we present kT-dSTEAM,
which achieves B1

+ homogenisation across whole human brain specimens
using parallel transmit (pTx) on a 9.4 T MR system. We use kT-dSTEAM
to obtain multi-shell high b-value and high resolution diffusion-weighted
data in ex vivo whole human brains. Isotropic whole-brain data can be ac-
quired at high b-value (6000 – 8000 s/mm2) at high resolution (1000 µm)
and at moderate b-value (3000 s/mm2) at ultra-high isotropic resolution
(400 µm). As an illustration of the advantages of the ultra-high resolution,
tractography across the WM/GM border shows less of the unwanted gyral
crown bias, andmore high-curvature paths connecting the sulcal wall than
at lower resolution. The kT-dSTEAM also allows for acquisition of T1 and
T2 weighted images suitable for estimating quantitative T1 and T2 maps.
Finally, multi-shell analysis of kT-dSTEAM data at variable mixing time
(TM) is shown as an approach for ex vivo data analysis which is adapted
to the strengths of STEAM diffusion-weighting. Here, we use this gain
for multi-orientation modelling and crossing-fibre tractography. We show
that multi-shell data allows superior multiple orientation tractography of
known crossing fibre structures in the brain stem.

3.1 Introduction

Diffusion MRI (dMRI) in ex vivo human brain specimens is an important
research tool for neuroanatomical investigations and for the validation of
dMRI techniques. For instance, ex vivo dMRI studies have focused on val-
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idation of white matter orientation estimates [129, 178], microstructure
models [12, 129, 150] and tractography [173, 179], as well as the atlasing
and mapping of human subcortical structures [2, 67] and the delineation
of grey matter layers [3, 22, 121, 131]. All ex vivo applications benefit from
high (1000 µm isotropic and far below) dMRI resolution, which is difficult
to achieve primarily because of two effects. First, since post mortem tissue
possesses strongly reduced diffusivity compared to in vivo tissue, the re-
quired b-values for diffusion analysis must be proportionally higher, often
at least doubled [59, 147]. Second, the strongly reduced T2 of fixed tissue
[163] means T2-weighted signal is lower and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is
substantially reduced, especially for relatively long echo times (TE’s). Ex
vivo dMRI using the pulsed gradient spin-echo (PGSE) sequence, which is
the most common dMRI pulse sequence, is especially challenged due to the
strong interaction of both these effects. Using high b-values with PGSE to
compensate the lower diffusivity inherently implies longer TE’s, and there-
fore strong signal decay.
Nonetheless, high quality ex vivo dMRI results can be achieved with PGSE
on small-bore preclinical or animal MRI systems (e.g. [3, 173, 179, 42, 79,
92, 151, 210]), where post mortem tissue dMRI has so far been predom-
inantly performed. This is due to the superior gradient performance of
small-bore preclinical systems, often exceeding five times that of large-
bore systems, allowing short TE/high-b PGSE acquisitions. In addition,
ex vivo imaging often involves scanning post mortem tissue over long scan
sessions (many hours to a couple of days) yielding ultra-high resolution
datasets far below the millimetre scale while maintaining a sufficiently
high SNR for the acquired images. However, the use of small-bore systems
is often limited to small human tissue samples (often less than about 20 x
20 x 20 mm2, and generally smaller than about 50 x 50 x 50 mm2), severely
restricting the size of the brain region examined.
Here we consider the investigation of entire formalin fixed human brains
or hemispheres post mortem to provide the important context of entire
white matter (WM) network systems and entire grey matter areas con-
nected through these systems. Since the acquisition of ex vivo dMRI for in-
tact samples of this size necessarily has to take place in large bore systems,
this re-introduces the challenge of limited gradient performance compared
to small bore systems, and the relative inefficiency of PGSE. Therefore, it
is necessary to find and optimise other diffusion-weighted sequences for
high resolution and high diffusion-weighting for this specific case. Earlier
work by [147] and [84] has shown that the use of diffusion-weighted Steady-
State Free Precession (DW-SSFP) for dMRI acquisition of the whole-brain
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ex vivo at 3 T and 7 T achieves much better SNR efficiency than PGSE.
Additionally, the use of ultra-high field (UHF) strength of 7 T with DW-
SSFP was shown to further increase SNR efficiency and contrast-to-noise
ratio (CNR) for whole-brain ex vivo dMRI acquisitions, in comparison to
3 T. However, a disadvantage of the DW-SSFP sequence is that the signal
has a complex dependence on diffusion-weighting, T1, T2, and flip angle
[41, 144], making its analysis difficult, especially in the case of multi-shell
acquisitions.
Therefore, we consider here the diffusion-weighted STimulated Echo Ac-
quisition Mode (dSTEAM) sequence [145]. The dSTEAM pulse sequence
can create a large part of its diffusion contrast during the slower T1 decay
(i.e. during the mixing time while the spins are stored in the longitudi-
nal axis), rather than during the faster T2 decay. This is advantageous
because it overcomes the challenges already mentioned for post mortem
whole-brain imaging: shortened T2 and required high b-values. In addi-
tion, since T1 increases and T2 decreases with increasing field strength,
this advantage of dSTEAM is amplified at UHF. Compared to a PGSE ac-
quisition, the main disadvantage of dSTEAM is that it uses only half of
the total signal available for the stimulated echo (STE) signal. An effec-
tive use of dSTEAM for whole-brain post mortem dMRI, then, depends
on compensating the need to work with half of the signal with its benefi-
cial effects in the case of UHF ex vivo imaging with low-performing gra-
dients. One general complication of working with large samples at UHF
is that B1

+ inhomogeneity is enhanced, which negatively affects the con-
trast and signal homogeneity of the acquired data. For instance, at 9.4 T
the required RF excitation wavelength is approximately 8 cm (in brain tis-
sue this wavelength is shorter due to its relative permittivity) which leads
to destructive interferences along a whole-brain specimen. In the case of
dSTEAM, the combination of three consecutive pulses required to obtain
the desired STE signal means that B1

+ inhomogeneities are exacerbated
to about the third power of those in single excitation sequences (Figure
3.1). In gradient recalled echo (GRE) sequences, it has been shown that
the B1

+ inhomogeneity can be compensated by replacing the non-selective
rectangular excitation pulse by a composite pulse created using the kT-
points method [53], applied in the work of Sengupta et al. 2018 [180] for
post mortem tissue. Therefore, extending the kT-points B1

+ homogenisa-
tion method to the more complex three-pulse situation of dSTEAM would
potentially create an effective large field-of-view (FoV) dSTEAM imaging
method.
In this work, we address the following objectives for large human brain
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sample ex vivo dMRI: first, we achieve B1
+ homogenisation across whole

human brain specimens using parallel transmit (pTx) on a 9.4 T MR sys-
tem by integrating the kT-points technique in the three-pulse dSTEAM
sequence, creating kT-dSTEAM. Second, we use the kT-dSTEAM sequence
to obtain multi-shell high b-value diffusion-weighted data (6000 – 8000
s/mm2) at high resolution (1000µm) andmoderate b-value diffusion-weighted
data (3000 s/mm2) at ultra-high isotropic resolution (400 µm), as well as
T1 and T2 weighted STEAM images suitable for estimating quantitative
T1 and T2 maps. Finally, we perform T1-compensated multi-shell diffu-
sion modelling using kT-dSTEAM data using the estimated quantitative
T1 maps. We illustrate how ultra-high resolution (400 µm isotropic) whole-
brain data can benefit tractography at thewhitematter/greymatter border
and how multi-shell multi-orientation analysis can benefit delineation of
crossing fibres in deep white matter.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 kT-dSTEAM sequence and B1
+ inhomogeneity

The STEAM pulse sequence uses three RF pulses: excitation, storing and
recalling pulses, which can create several spin-echoes (SE’s) and a stimu-
lated echo (STE), and was first introduced by Frahm and colleagues [85].
In general terms, the excitation pulse places the magnetisation into the
transverse plane where it undergoes T2 decay. After that, the storing pulse
places (‘stores’) part of the total magnetisation along the longitudinal axis
where it is subject to T1 decay during themixing time (TM). The remaining
part of the magnetisation forms the primary SE signal. Finally, the recall-
ing pulse places (‘recalls’) the stored magnetisation to the transverse plane
where it once again undergoes T2 decay until the STE is formed. This se-
quence can actually create three more SE signals (the second, third and
fourth spin-echo) after the STE, which are consequence of the free induc-
tion decay (FID) signal generated by the storing and recalling pulses [27].
We focus on the first or primary SE signal in the remainder of this work and
refer to it simply as ‘the SE’ hereafter. Whereas the SE undergoes only T2
decay, the STE signal undergoes both T1 and T2 decay, because the signal
is obtained from spins stored along the longitudinal axis for the duration
of the TM, making the spins relax under a T1 regime during this time (see
reference [133] for more detail). Furthermore, both echoes (SE and STE)
share the transverse magnetisation created by the excitation pulse and
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therefore split the total excited signal, which becomes evenly distributed
between SE and STE when the storing pulse has a flip angle of π/2 rad
(90◦). The resulting magnitude signal of the STE after excitation in an
on-resonance condition [133] is defined as:

SSTE = 1
2

(∏3
i=1 sinαi

)
exp

(
−TM
T1

)
exp

(
−TE
T2

)
(3.1)

Here α1, α2, and α3 (αi in general) are the flip angles of excitation, stor-
ing and recalling pulses, respectively. From Equation 3.1, it is clear that
the maximum signal for STE is achieved when all the flip angles are π/2
rad (90◦). Due to the three multiplicative flip angle components in the
signal, any B1

+ inhomogeneity will greatly affect the resulting signal as
illustrated in Figure 3.1. Here, for illustration, magnetisation (i.e. signal
disregarding relaxation decay) for a single pulse sequence, such as GRE
(proportional to sin(α)) and for a STEAM sequence (proportional to sin(α)3)
is derived from an actual post mortem human brain flip angle map at 9.4 T.
In UHF scanners, high B1

+ inhomogeneity over large samples causes sig-
nal attenuation and even complete signal loss in some areas. The signal
loss and drop-out are alreadywell visible in a single pulse sequence (Figure
3.1A, left), but can be considerably amplified in the three pulse STEAM se-
quence (Figure 3.1A, right). Plotting the sin(α) single pulse magnetisation
and the sin(α)3 STEAM magnetisation against flip angle α (Figure 3.1B),
shows that signal loss is higher everywhere for the STEAM sequence, but
particularly magnified for flip angles α which are moderately off-target,
such as the approximately π/4 rad (45◦) flip angle at (2). This translates to
a severely amplified signal losses in STEAM in moderately under-flipped
regions in the sample (e.g. (2) in Figure 3.1A). It also leads to smaller
spatial extent of high signal spots (e.g. (1) in 3.1A) and larger extent of
low signal or drop-out spots (e.g. (3) in Figure 3.1A). This demonstrates
the increased need for achieving B1

+ homogeneity for whole-brain STEAM
imaging at UHF.
To this end, we introduce the kT-dSTEAM sequence which is capable of
acquiring diffusion-weighted images with improved signal homogeneity in
the three pulse STEAM sequence, for whole human brain post mortem
imaging.
This proposed sequence (Figure 3.2C) employs composite kT-points RF pulses,
in contrast to the standard dSTEAM (Figure 3.2A)with simple non-selective
rectangular pulses. The resulting B1

+ profile is improved, which is mani-
fested in a greatly homogenised STEAM signal over the specimen (Figure
3.2C, right). For illustration and comparison, merely replacing only the
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excitation pulse with a composite kT-points pulse, does not achieve the de-
sired signal homogeneity (Figure 3.2B).

3.2.2 kT-dSTEAM signal model

A full 3D acquisition considerably improves SNR efficiency for whole-brain
ex vivo acquisitions [146], but also requires relatively short repetition times
(TR’s) close to T1 values whichmeans that the signal reaches a steady-state
condition. In the case of STEAM, the STE signal possesses an extra com-
ponent which is dependent on T1, as shown in the references [7, 137]. A
proper steady-state is achieved if the signal is completely spoiled before
the action of the excitation pulse and the primary SE signal is also com-
pletely spoiled before the action of the recalling pulse. If those conditions
are fulfilled, the STE signal equation can be adapted to:

SSTE(TR, TM, TE, αi) =
1
2

(∏3
i=1 sinαi

)(
exp

(
−TM
T1

)
− exp

(
−TR
T1

))
exp

(
−TE
T2

)
(3.2)

The diffusion-weighting of the resulting STE signal requires the use of
diffusion gradients before the storing and after the recalling pulses (Fig-
ure 3.2). The advantage compared to PGSE is to obtain high diffusion-
weighting data at short TE’s [145], since the diffusion time is extended
with TM.
Proper consideration of the T1 components in the signal decay, including
the TR-TM steady-state term shown in Equation 3.2, would allow for the
analysis of diffusion-weighted data froma varying-TMmulti-shell dSTEAM
acquisition. Since the change in TM implies both a different diffusion-
weighting and a different T1 decay, the combined images can be analysed
if the effect of T1 decay is incorporated into the diffusion equation:

dSSTE = SSTE exp

(
−(γGδ)2

(
∆SE + TMi −

δ

3

)
D

)
(3.3)

SSTE exp(−bD) exp
(
(γGδ)2TMiD

)
(3.4)

where the b-value, b, is defined as (γGδ)2(∆SE - δ/3). If the acquisition
scheme for diffusion data only varies TM and all flip angles are considered
to be appropriately homogenised and close to π/2 rad, then the Equation
3.3 is simplified to:

dSSTE(b, TMi) = S∗
0

(
exp

(
−TMi
T1

)
− exp

(
−TR
T1

))
exp(−bD) exp

(
(γGδ)2TMiD

) (3.5)
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where S0
* represents the T1-unweighted signal (in the limit of TM = 0).

However, this requires T1 to be known, and it must be estimated prior
to diffusion analysis, as described below. If all data are acquired at the
same TM, the signal equation returns to a form similar to the one used for
PGSE:

dSSTE(b, TM0) = S0 exp(−bD) exp
(
(γGδ)2TM0D

)
(3.6)

3.2.3 Ex vivo specimens and data acquisition

Two formalin-fixed whole-brains (specimen 1 and specimen 2) and one
formalin-fixed left hemisphere specimen (specimen 3), acquired from sub-
jects without known neurological or psychiatric diseases, were used in
this study. Specimen 1 was from a donor giving informed consent un-
der the Maastricht University, Department of Anatomy and Embryology
body donation program (post mortem interval to fixation: 12 h, fixation
to scanning: 30 months) as regulated by the Dutch law for the use of
human remains for scientific research and education ("Wet op de Lijkbe-
zorging"). Specimen 2 was obtained from the University of Rostock body
donor program (post mortem interval to fixation: 32 h, fixation to scan-
ning: 25 months). Specimen 3 (post mortem interval to fixation: 3.5 h,
fixation to scanning: 3 months) was borrowed from Dr. R.N. Kooijmans
(NIN/KNAW), and originally obtained from The Netherlands Brain Bank
(NBB - NHB1037 - 121/2018), Netherlands Institute for Neuroscience, Am-
sterdam (open access: www.brainbank.nl). All material has been collected
from donors for or from whom a written informed consent for a brain au-
topsy and the use of the material and clinical information for research
purposes had been obtained by the NBB. Each specimen was immersed in
its fixation solution and then enclosed in a 3D conformal container printed
using a watertight, chemically resistant material SOMOS XC11122 (DSM
Heerlen) [174]. The specimen vary quite strongly in their white matter T1,
T2 and diffusivity D parameters, as a consequence of their post mortem in-
terval (PMI), fixation time and general tissue quality, discussed inmore de-
tail elsewhere [59, 147, 175, 197]. Specimen 1 had a white matter T1/T2/D
average of approximately 0.350 s/0.009 s/2.0 x 10-4 mm2/s, which is rela-
tively low for fixed ex vivo brain specimen. Specimen 2 and specimen 3 had
a white matter T1/T2/D average of approximately 0.550 s/0.018 s/2.2 x 10-4
mm2/s, which are relatively high for fixed ex vivo brain specimen. These
differences, particularly in T2 andD, served to investigate the performance
of kT-dSTEAM over a reasonably expected range of tissue quality.
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3.2 Methods

The kT-dSTEAMsequencewas implemented on a 9.4 T, 82 cmbore Siemens
MAGNETOMresearch scanner (SiemensHealthineers, Erlangen, Germany)
with maximum gradient amplitude of 80 mT/m and maximum slew rate
of 330 mT/m/ms per physical axis. For RF transmission and reception, a
custom-built 9.4 T whole-brain coil (400 MHz) with 24 receive channels
and 8 transmit channels was used [174]. In this coil, the 24 receive coil
loops are laid out as a phased array, conformal and tightly fitting to the
brain container, with on-coil preamplifier circuits and decoupled by geo-
metric overlap and preamplifier decoupling. The eight separate transmit
loops have a 2 x 2 x 2 layout, placed on 2 separate hemispheric formers
(4 transmit channels in a 2 x 2 pattern on each half), allowing for full 3D
parallel transmission.
The composite kT-point pulses in kT-dSTEAM are created analogous to the
composite kT-point excitation pulse in GRE sequences [53, 208]. Each one
is a globally non-selective composite pulse with 8 to 16 sub-pulses, opti-
mised for B1

+ homogeneity (Figure 3.2). For the kT-points pulse design,
a B0 map [57] and transmit RF profile (B1

+) map for each of the transmit
channels were acquired with transmitting phase-encoded by using a T2
and T2

* compensated version of DREAM [152]. B0 shimming and kT-point
pulse calculation for B1

+ shimming was performed by the approach estab-
lished in the references [181] and [208], using custom-written MATLAB
routines (MathWorks, MA, USA). For the kT-points pulses, the sub-pulse
spacing was set to 180 µs for all three composite pulses. The excitation and
recalling pulses used 8 sub-pulses, whereas the storing pulse was imple-
mented with 16 composite sub-pulses as shown in the following references
[72] and [73].
After B0 shimming and composite RF pulse calculations, kT-dSTEAM im-
ages were acquired for T1 and T2 relaxometry, and diffusion analysis. The
acquisition parameters per study are specified in Table 3.3. The imag-
ing was performed using a segmented 3D EPI readout. All scans were
acquired at the same field of view (FoV) of 162 x 150 mm2 in sagittal orien-
tation, readout along the anterior-posterior (AP) direction (parallel to the
scanner bore) with an EPI-factor of 5. All diffusion acquisitions used for
modelling (for parameters see Table 3.3) were acquired with a minimum
of 24 directions per shell and accompanied by 3 or 4 b0-weighted volumes
per shell. The crusher gradients around the storing and recalling pulses in
these b0 volumes accumulated an actual b-value approximately 200 s/mm2,
which we therefore also refer to as low b-value or low-b. In some of the ac-
quisitions, a factor of two undersampling was applied along the partition
encoding dimension (2x PA) in the left-right (LR) direction of the brain.
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In those cases, a low-resolution reference image (auto-calibration signal or
ACS image) was acquired using the same sequence and parameters but
at 2 mm isotropic resolution and full encoding, for subsequent offline re-
construction in Matlab. Noise-only scans were also acquired in order to
estimate the channel-by-channel noise covariance matrix [119].

Figure 3.3: kT-dSTEAM relaxometry and diffusion acquisitions parameters and specimens
used in this study. All acquisitions were performed using isotropic resolution. For diffu-
sion, each b-value corresponds to a single mixing time (longer TM’s for higher b-values). A
sequence of timing parameters, such as TM or TE, are described as low:step:high. The acqui-
sition time, on the other hand, is referred to as hrs:min:sec. Total acquisition times includes
all volumes (for diffusion, including b0 images). In the case of PGSE, the TM column reports
the diffusion gradient duration (δ) and diffusion time (∆) used per acquired b-value as indi-
cated in the relevant PGSE cell. 2x PA: a factor of two undersampling was applied along the
partition encoding (3D phase encoding) dimension.

For the purpose of comparing varying-TM multi-shell acquisition to same-
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TM multi-shell acquisition we acquired, for specimen 3, a short TM b =
4000 s/mm2 (b4k) shell and long TM b = 6000 s/mm2 (b6k) shell and added
a matched long TM b4k shell. To show the achievable advantages of kT-
dSTEAM over PGSE in this study, a matched set of diffusion acquisitions
at different b-values were acquired on the same specimen as specified in
Table 3.3. For comparison purposes, the diffusion gradient amplitude (G)
was set to the maximum possible (80 mT/m) for both sequences so that TE
could beminimised. To avoid B1

+ inhomogeneity in the PGSE acquisitions,
the kT-dSTEAM was converted to kT-PGSE accordingly, by changing the
phase (from x to z) and flip angle (from π/2 to π rad) of the storing pulse
and removing the recalling pulse. This allowed for the use of the same
composite pulses to achieve the same level of B1

+ homogenisation.

3.2.4 Image reconstruction and analysis

All the acquired images were reconstructed offline in MATLAB. EPI ghost
correction (by odd-even echo offsets) were corrected using phase naviga-
tors [164] and Inverse Fourier transforms were applied without window-
ing along all axes. Accelerated undersampled relaxometry T1w and T2w
data were reconstructed using ESPIRiT [209] as implemented in the BART
toolbox [198], using the low-resolution reference image and the noise co-
variance matrix. For diffusion-weighted data, covariance-weighted root
sum-of-squares (rCovSos) reconstruction [119, 207] was used for channel
combination to achieve a superior SNR compared to unweighted root sum-
of-squares (rSoS).
After offline image reconstruction, several analyseswere performed. Signal-
to-noise (SNR) comparisons between kT-PGSE and kT-dSTEAMweremade
for equal b-values (4000 s/mm2 and 6000 s/mm2), as well as between kT-
dSTEAM volumes at different b-values and TM’s (4000 s/mm2 at TM of
0.134 s, 4000 s/mm2 at TM of 0.205 s and 6000 s/mm2 at TM of 0.205
s). Image SNR values were calculated as mean(signal)/std.dev(noise) over
spherical volumes of interest (VOIs), 9 voxels in diameter. The mean sig-
nal was estimated in different areas in specimen 3 and the noise standard
deviation was obtained using 4 VOIs in signal-free image background re-
gions.
All quantitative T1 (qT1) and T2 (qT2) and diffusion model fitting from
the kT-dSTEAM data were performed using the Microstructure Diffusion
Toolkit (MDT, https://github.com/cbclab/MDT) by nonlinear GPU accel-
erated optimisation [101]. Powell optimisation with Patience 20 was em-
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ployed for qT1 and qT2 estimation using Equation 3.2. Unweighted sig-
nal (S0) in Equation 3.2 was initialised using the highest measured signal
(usually the lowest TE or TM) and an offset-Gaussian likelihood function
was used to account for the Rician rectified noise floor. The noise level was
estimated by selecting a region of interest (ROI) in the signal-free image
background and calculating its complex standard deviation by assuming a
Rayleigh distribution [95]
Multi-shell kT-dSTEAMdatawere analysed both separately as single shells
(of b4k and b6k), and jointly as multi-shell data using the same TM (same-
TM, in specimen 3) and varying TM (varying-TM, in specimen 1 and 3).
Single-shell data was analysed with Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) and
Ball&Stick (B&S) with one (B&Sr1) and two (B&Sr2) sticks models us-
ing Equation 3.6. The diffusivity for the stick compartment was fixed to
the mean diffusivity obtained from the corresponding DTI analysis. For
same-TM multi-shell data, the analysis was identical to the one used for
single-shell analysis (i.e. using Equation 3.6). The analysis for varying-TM
multi-shell data was performed in a 5-step cascade approach summarised
in Figure 3.4. First, the qT1 obtained from relaxometry fitting (step 1, Fig-
ure 3.4) was used as a fixed T1 value to disentangle the T1 and diffusion
contributions to the signal between shells using Equation 3.5 (steps 2 to
4, Figure 3.4). Finally, Diffusion models B&Sr1 and B&Sr2 were estimated
with fixed S0 and T1 contributions (step 5, Figure 3.4). Again, Powell opti-
misation with patience 20 was employed for all the cases. After modelling,
a voxel-wise model selection of the optimal number of stick orientations
was performed (B&Sr2 selected) by selecting voxel-wise the model corre-
sponding to the lowest Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC). In addition,
if the stick fraction was lower than 10% (for stick0) and 17.5% (for stick1)
during model optimisation then the diffusivity is considered as null to help
avoid multiplicity in the stick orientations.
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Figure 3.4: kT-dSTEAM cascade data analysis using nonlinear multi-shell diffusion model
optimisation. Parameters in more complex diffusion models are initialised with or held fixed
at, values from simpler models (steps 4-5). Simpler models are estimated from separate T1
relaxometry data (step 1) and the b0 volumes (step 2 and 3).

As an illustration of the resolution effects on tractography, determinis-
tic streamline tractography was performed on the DTI modelling results
of the 1000 µm and 400 µm whole-brain volumes (specimen 1 and speci-
men 2, respectively). Simple deterministic DTI tractography was chosen to
highlight the effect of data resolution, rather than tractography algorithm
sophistication. The tractography parameters used for both resolutions
were: propagation direction by the truncated tensor projection operator
[173, 226], trilinear interpolation, Euler integration, fractional anisotropy
threshold of 0.1, step size of 0.4 mm and angle threshold of 35◦ leading to
minimum radius of curvature of 0.5729 mm. Tractography was performed
across the whole-brain and seeded using a WM mask in a 5 x 5 x 5 grid
per 1000 µm voxel and a 2 x 2 x 2 grid per 400 µm voxel to match seeding
density.
To compare deterministic crossing fibre tractography in the cerebellar pe-
duncle between the single-shell B&Sr2 model, multi-shell B&Sr1 model and
multi-shell B&Sr2 model, the same tractography parameters were used in
the 1000 µm resolution data of specimen 1, except for: propagation di-
rection by selection of the most collinear local direction, 4th-order Runge-
Kutta integration and angle threshold of 30◦. Cerebellar peduncle trac-
tography was seeded using a box mask in a 3 x 3 x 3 grid per 1000 µm
voxel covering the cerebellar peduncle volume and exclusion masks were
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positioned 5 mm below and 5 mm above the seeding mask to exclude the
cortico-spinal tract (CST) streamlines.

3.3 Results

The results are organised as follows. We first validate the predicted im-
provement of kT-dSTEAMovermore conventional PGSEdMRI in the large-
sample-large-bore case, through a comparative study between (kT)-PGSE
and kT-dSTEAM. Subsequently, we use the superior SNR efficiency of kT-
dSTEAM for ultra-high resolution whole-brain diffusion MRI. We then
show how this sequence can be conveniently used for quantitative T1 and
T2 mapping, by relaxometry over varying TE’s and TM’s. This is a prereq-
uisite for multi-shell diffusion acquisition and multi-orientation analysis,
which we focus on in the final subsection.

3.3.1 Comparative study between (kT)-PGSE and kT-dSTEAM

To compare the SNR efficiency of kT-dSTEAM to that of a conventional
PGSE acquisition, a matched set of diffusion acquisitions at different b-
values were acquired on the same specimen. The same TR and maximum
diffusion gradient amplitude was used with minimised TE (see Table 3.3).
Furthermore, the same kT-points B1

+ homogenisation was used in the
PGSE acquisitions, which we therefore refer to as kT-PGSE. Figure 3.5
shows the kT-PGSE vs kT-dSTEAM comparison for specimen 3 at b-values
of 4000 and 6000 s/mm2. For both b-values, kT-dSTEAM images qualita-
tively show higher signal in comparison to kT-PGSE (Figure 3.5A). This is
corroborated quantitatively by the estimated SNR in three different areas
along the specimen (figure 3.5B). In the areas where the signal is high (red
ROI) or moderately high (green ROI), the SNR for kT-dSTEAM is over 40%
higher than for kT-PGSE, and over 20% higher in the low signal area (blue
ROI). In ROI 2 and 3, but not ROI 1, the kT-dSTEAM SNR improvement
shows a tendency to increase from b = 4000 s/mm2 to b = 6000 s/mm2.
Note that the SNR’s reported here are for diffusion-weighted single vol-
umes (arguably the worst-case SNR), whereas in the literature the SNR
for b0 volumes is often reported (arguably the best-case SNR).
To assess the effects of SNR differences on dMRI analysis, figure 3.6 shows
the mean b0 (S0, figure 3.6A) and fractional anisotropy (FA, figure 3.6B)
parameter maps from DTI model fitting for the kT-PGSE and kT-dSTEAM
data at the same b-value of b = 4000 s/mm2 (b4k). The estimated S0 for
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kT-PGSE is lower along the entire specimen than the S0 for kT-dSTEAM,
reflecting similar signal level differences as the diffusion-weighted volumes
in Figure 3.5. The FA maps show even clearer differences with lower and
noisier FA estimates for kT-PGSE, reflecting the known downward bias in
FA estimates caused by low SNR [115].

3.3.2 Ultra-high resolution whole-brain diffusion MRI

Figure 3.7 shows single volumes of whole-brain kT-dSTEAM acquisitions
for both the low-T2 specimen 1 (Figure 3.7A) and the high-T2 specimen 2
(Figure 3.7B) at two different b-values (low and high) and two resolutions
(high and ultra-high). In the low-b acquisitions, the homogeneous high-
SNR STEAM signal can be appreciated, as well as the considerable in-
crease in visible detail in going from the high (for whole-brain diffusion ac-
quisitions) resolution of 1000 µm isotropic to 8x (500 µm for specimen 1) or
16x (400 µm for specimen 2) higher isotropic resolution. The high b-value
acquisitions (separately windowed and levelled) at 1000 µm isotropic show
the effect of diffusion-weighting using moderate b-values. At the much
lower diffusivities in fixed post mortem tissue, the contrast achieved with
these b-values is more subtle and dependent on the varying tissue diffu-
sivity between samples. Notably, the WM contrast achieved with b = 3000
s/mm2 in the high-T2/high diffusivity specimen 2 is qualitatively higher
than that achieved with b = 4000 s/mm2 in the low-T2/low diffusivity speci-
men 1. Finally, the high-b ultra-high resolution acquisitions show that the
kT-dSTEAM sequence is capable of producing imaging volumes in this ex-
tremely SNR-challenged regime, although there exists a clear trade-off in
expending SNR towards higher diffusion-weighting or higher resolution.
Nevertheless, these images have sufficient SNR for diffusion imaging and
tractography analysis.
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Figure 3.7: Single diffusion direction volumes of kT-dSTEAM whole-brain acquisitions. (A)
Mid-transverse views at high (1000 µm) and ultra-high (500 µm) resolution for specimen 1
for low (top) and high (bottom) b-values. (B) Mid-transverse views at high (1000 µm) and
ultra-high (400 µm) resolution for specimen 2 for low (top) and high (bottom) b-values.

Figure 3.8 shows 400 µm single-shell results using DTI and B&Sr1 models.
The stick fraction map (Figure 3.8A) displays good contrast between WM
and GM, even in deep brain nuclei, as well as a tendency for a higher stick
fraction in dense tracts such as the corpus callosum (CC) and CST. DTI
primary eigenvectors (Figure 3.8B) define both large WM tracts, such as
CC, CST, and Cingulum (Cg), as well as radial directions in the GM at high
spatial fidelity. The high resolution could potentially support tractography
of the high curvature insertions (and exits) of white matter projections into
(and out of) the cortex. Tractography at standard in vivo resolutions is
known to be biased towards connecting gyral crowns, but not sulcal walls
throughwhitematter, which does not reflect knownneuroanatomy [212].
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Figure 3.8: kTT-dSTEAM single-shell 400 µm analysis results for specimen 2. A) Two axial
slices through the Stick0 fraction map resulting from a Ball& Stickr1 model fit. B) Direction
colour coded DTI primary eigenvector in coronal (left) and sagittal (right) slices, the posi-
tion indicated in the inset on the far right (and the direction colour encoded in coronal view).
Radial directions in the GM are indicated by the white arrows, between WM/GM boundary
(dashed white line) and pial boundary (dashed yellow line). CC: Corpus Callosum, Cg: Cin-
gulum, CST: Cortico-Spinal Tract.

Figure 3.9 shows a comparison between tractography near the white/grey
matter border in a gyral crown performed at high (1000 µm isotropic) and
ultra-high (400 µm isotropic) resolutions. Using the same deterministic
tractography parameters for both resolutions, streamlines can be tracked
beyond the WM/GM boundary. However, at the ultra-high resolution, the
streamlines show less of the unwanted gyral crown bias, and more high-
curvature paths connecting part of the sulcal wall through white matter.
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Figure 3.9: kT-dSTEAMdiffusion tractography of the whole-brain at high (1000 µm, left) and
ultra-high (400 µm, right) resolution. whole-brain tractography is zoomed in to a gyral crown
in frontal cortex indicated by the white box in the upper right inset. The arrows indicate, for
both datasets, the approximate extreme extents of the gyral greymatter connectivity through
white matter, which extends further into the sulcal wall at the higher resolution.

3.3.3 Relaxometry for quantitative T1 and T2 mapping

STEAM sequence in general, and kT-dSTEAM in particular, are highly
suitable for both quantitative T1 and T2 mapping by relaxometry on TM
and TE respectively. Figure 3.10 shows relaxometry data and correspond-
ing quantitative T1 (qT1) and T2 (qT2) maps for specimen 1, estimated us-
ing Equation 3.2. Fitted T1 values were between about 0.3 and 0.7 sec
with no clear difference in qT1 distribution between GM and WM, as is
also clear from the visual lack of contrast in the qT1 map (Figure 3.10A).
On the other hand, qT2 values show a clear contrast between GM andWM,
where the GM qT2 values had a mode of 0.011 sec and WM qT2 values had
a mode of 0.009 sec, as indicated by the histograms in Figure 3.10D. This
agrees with the observations that little T1 contrast remains between grey
and white matter ex vivo and that, rather than T2/T2* contrast, dominates
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the ex vivo image [14].

Figure 3.10: kT-dSTEAM relaxometry data and corresponding quantitative T1 (qT1) and
T2 (qT2) maps for specimen 1. (A) Volumes at increasing mixing times showing T1 signal
decay (left), the corresponding qT1 map frommodel fitting (middle), and (C) histograms of T1
values along the slice separately for GM and WM masks (right). (B) Volumes at increasing
echo times showing T2 signal decay (left), the corresponding qT2 maps from model fitting
(middle), and (D) histograms of T2 values along the slice separately for GM and WM masks
(right). In contrast to the qT1 histograms, qT2 shows two peaks corresponding to WM and
GM structures. (E) and (F) show the experimental T1 and T2 signal decay (circles) for the
corpus callosum (CC, blue) and GM (red) and their corresponding T1 and T2 signal fitting
(solid lines) respectively.

3.3.4 Multi-shell diffusion acquisition and multi-orientation analysis

Figure 3.11 shows diffusion-weighted volumes acquired using kT-dSTEAM
at 1000 µm isotropic over a range of b-values in order to investigate the
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basic diffusion-induced signal decay and resulting image quality. High
b-values could be achieved at reasonable SNR, up to 6000 s/mm2 in the
low-T2/low-D specimen 1 (Figure 3.11B) and up to 8000 s/mm2 in the high-
T2/high-D in specimen 2. It is evident that for both specimens, SNR de-
creases as a function of b-value. At about b = 4000 s/mm2, the higher
unweighted signal but also higher diffusivity in GM compared to WM re-
sults in a loss of WM/GM contrast. For both specimens, the majority of
diffusion-induced signal decay is observed between b = 2000 s/mm2 and b
= 4000 s/mm2. It must be noted that the increased signal decay at higher
b-values is not only intrinsic to the diffusion-weighting but it is also due
to increasing T1-weighting in the STE signal, since higher b-values are
acquired with longer mixing times. Because T1 for specimen 1 also is
lower than that of specimen 2, this explains the lower CNR in specimen
1 at increasing b-value in comparison to specimen 2. However, the T1-
contribution in the signal decay does not affect the signal difference in dif-
ferent diffusion directions (Figure 3.9B, bottom). In the case of specimen
1, where the mid-sagittal genu of the CC is taken as a reference, the signal
decays faster along the LR (bz) direction in comparison with perpendicular
AP (bx) or superior-inferior (SI – by) directions, as expected.
Having established the quality of kT-dSTEAMdata overmultiple b-values,
we analysed both single-shell (usingEquation 3.6) andmulti-shell kT-dSTEAM
data using the B&Sr2 model to investigate the support for the fitting of
multiple fibre orientations in a voxel. Varying-TM multi-shell diffusion
data analysis was performed using the qT1 map (Figure 3.10A) and Equa-
tion 3.5, following the pipeline shown in Figure 3.4. The comparison be-
tween fitting results using single-shell and multi-shell analysis is shown
in Figure 3.12. Note that the S0* fit for the multi-shell analysis is an ex-
trapolated fit of the ‘zero-TM’ non T1-weighted signal derived from the b0
volumes at the different TM’s (Figure 3.4), in contrast to the fits of S0 in
the single-shell cases. As expected, the magnitude of extrapolated S0* ob-
tained in the multi-shell analysis is ≈10 times higher than the b4k and
b6k S0 (the colour scale is adjusted in Figure 3.12 for the multi-shell S0*).
The multi-shell S0* fit is more similar to the b4k S0 fit than to the b6k
S0 fit, lacking the signal drop near the genu of the CC visible in the b6k
S0 fit (indicated with the white arrow). This is also reflected in the stick
fraction and orientation maps: whereas the b6k single-shell analysis suf-
fers from a rather noisy estimation at the frontal location, the multi-shell
analysis achieves reasonable estimates everywhere. Although the stick
fraction resulting from the multi-shell fit is well defined, it has a slightly
elevated level compared to the single-shell fractions. This is quantified
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in Figure 3.12B, where the linear regression through scatter plots shows
higher stick fraction values for the multi-shell analysis, leading to lower
than unity regression slopes α. This effect is stronger for b6k single-shell
analysis (α = 0.6941) than for b4k single-shell analysis (α = 0.8409). How-
ever, the level differences in the stick fraction parameters do not seem to
affect the orientation estimation, as shown in Figure 3.12A (bottom) and C.
Comparing Stick0 orientations in clearly defined tracts, such as the sple-
nium and genu of the CC and the optical radiations (see yellow mask in
Figure 3.10C), 60% of the orientations are within 10◦ and 80% of the ori-
entations are within about 20◦.
Next, we investigated the relative advantages of a varying-TM multi-shell
acquisition and a same-TM multi-shell acquisition. To this end we ac-
quired, for specimen 3, a short TM b4k shell and long TM b6k shell, as
before, and added a matched long TM b4k shell. As illustrated in supple-
mentary figure 3.14, there is a 10-15% decrease in SNR in going from the
short TM to the long TM at b4k. However, this is relatively modest com-
pared to the 25-30% SNR decrease in going from short TM b4k to long TM
b6k. Therefore, it may be justified in some cases to forego the SNR advan-
tage (in the b4k shell) of a varying-TM multi-shell acquisition and instead
choose a same-TM multi-shell acquisition. Ball & Stick modelling (B&Sr2)
of both the varying-TM and same-TM options on the same specimen shows
that a high correlation in stick fraction (R2 = 0.926) and highly similar fibre
orientation fits are obtained, with 90% of single-tract orientations within
20◦ (supplementary figure 3.15).
Figure 3.13 shows the comparison between single orientation and mul-

tiple orientation analysis of kT-dSTEAM multi-shell data and the result-
ing tractography in the cerebellar peduncle. The use of multi-shell multi-
orientation tractography enables superior definition of crossing fibre struc-
tures, such as the raphe nuclei fibres (at the white arrow) and transverse
pontine fibres (at the yellow arrow). This is true both in comparison to a
multi-orientation analysis of the high-b single-shell data (Figure 3.13A, B)
and in comparison to the single orientation analysis of the multi-shell data
(Figure 3.13C, D).
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3 kT-dSTEAM: Ultra-high resolution and multi-shell diffusion MRI of
intact ex vivo human brains at 9.4 T

Figure 3.13: kT-dSTEAM multi-shell multi-orientation fitting and tractography of the cere-
bellar peduncle. A, C and E show the orientations of sticks using: the B&Sr2 model for a
single b6k shell (A), the B&Sr1 model for multi-shell (b4k + b6k) data (C) the B&Sr2 model
for multi-shell (b4k + b6k) data (E) at the position indicated in the inset. B, D and F show the
corresponding tractography on the orientations in A, C and E, respectively. Arrows indicate
the raphe nuclei projections (green streamlines at the white arrow) and transverse pontine
fibres (red streamlines at the yellow arrow).

3.4 Discussion

We show that kT-dSTEAM achieves homogeneous T1, T2 and diffusion-
weighted STEAM signal across human whole-brain and hemisphere speci-
mens at 9.4 T, solving a complex B1

+ homogenisation problem for the three-
pulse STEAM situation (Figure 3.1) where current solutions do not suf-
fice. As shown in Figure 3.2B, the use of a composite kT-points pulse only
for excitation, as performed in a single pulse sequence such as GRE, is
not enough to improve the signal homogeneity. kT-dSTEAM’s full applica-
tion of composite pulses in all the three STEAM pulses is the only way to
achieve B1

+ homogeneity (Figure 3.2C). Composite kT-points pulses have
been used in sequences with more than one pulse before, as for example in
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turbo spin-echo (TSE) sequences [72] but, to our knowledge, this is the first
time they are used in a three pulse combination as is the case for STEAM.
Solving the challenge of getting a more homogeneous signal over intact hu-
man brains allowed us to use the advantages of STEAMdiffusion-weighting
at UHF: creating a large part of diffusion contrast during T1 decay, which
is more advantageous at higher fields for fixed post mortem tissue. Even
though a stimulated echo has half the signal (before T1 or T2 decay) of
a spin-echo from PGSE, in the whole ex vivo brain context of short T2’s,
high b-values and low gradient performance, this is compensated with the
advantage of less T2 decay for a given b-value. This advantage is clearly
illustrated in the kT-PGSE vs. kT-dSTEAM comparison (Figure 3.5 and
3.6), showing a 20-40% SNR advantage for single diffusion-weighted vol-
umes for b-values of 4000 to 6000 s/mm2, resulting in increased precision
(reduced noise and variability) and accuracy (reduced bias) in dMRI mod-
elling results. Of course, this does not conclude that high precision and
high accuracy results could not be obtained with PGSE in the investiga-
tion of large human brain specimen. For instance, approximately 40% of
SNR could be regained by doubling PGSE acquisition time and obtaining
two averages of each volume. However, the fundamentally higher SNR-
per-unit-time or SNR-efficiency of kT-dSTEAM implies that kT-dSTEAM
could, in the same time, either boost SNR further by another 40% through
averaging, or acquire twice the number of diffusion directions at the same
SNR, making it a superior option. It should be noted that this conclusion
is specific to the investigated case of human whole-brain or hemisphere
samples which are formalin-fixed and investigated in large-bore scanners.
Small tissue samples can be investigated in smaller bore systems with
much higher performing gradients, often in excess of 5 times the maxi-
mum gradient amplitude (80 mT/m) available in this study. In the small-
bore high max-G situation, T2 signal decay can be effectively mitigated by
using very short gradient pulses and TE’s, and high quality dMRI data
can still be obtained for high b-values. However, in general, with higher
field-strengths (and, hence, shorter T2’s), lower gradient performance, and
higher desired b-values and diffusion times, the advantages of STEAM
compared to PGSE will increase. Finally, whole human brain ex vivo dif-
fusion MRI also could be achieved by in-situ acquisition very soon after
death, at which point relaxation parameters, such as T2 would be much
closer to in vivo values. However, autolysis and tissue degeneration sets
in almost immediately after death and progresses steadily in the hours
thereafter. This means an in-situ ex vivo acquisition does not take place
in a physiological steady-state condition. Moreover, acquisitions over sev-
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eral days, as performed for fixed brain samples, are therefore much more
difficult.
In the future, further advantages can be achieved by utilising the fact that
the storing pulse splits the magnetisation, where half the signal forms
the first spin-echo after the storing pulse and another half of the signal is
stored along the longitudinal axis and is available for a stimulated echo.
Both the SE and STE can be phase encoded and read out without inter-
ference [85, 138], doubling the effective data rate. In the context of kT-
dSTEAM (Figure 3.2), this would mean moving the spoiler gradient (green
in Figure 3.2C) towards the recalling pulse and adding a diffusion gradient
and EPI train after the storing pulse, similar to those after the recalling
pulse. One would then have both a diffusion-weighted SE and a diffusion-
weighted STE signal available in the same acquisition time, although the
b-value for the SE would always be considerably lower than that the STE.
The practical use of both echoes in the same model fit necessitates further
advances in modelling (including dealing with different diffusion- and T1-
weighted echoes, along the lines set out in this work for STE only) and
careful consideration of the steady-state conditions for the SE with corre-
sponding spoiling and diffusion-gradient requirements.

3.4.1 Ultra-high resolution whole-brain diffusion MRI

Weuse the kT-dSTEAMsequence to obtain high resolution diffusion-weighted
data in ex vivo specimens. We achieve ultra-high isotropic resolutionwhole-
brain dMRI data, 400 µm for high T2/high-D specimen 2, which to our
knowledge is the highest isotropic resolution reported for ex vivo whole-
brain diffusion acquisition. There exists a clear trade-off inweighing higher
diffusion-weighting against higher resolution (at the same SNR). kT-dSTEAM
acquisitions at very high b-values (over 5000 s/mm2) can be achieved in low
T2/low-D ex vivo samples and even higher b-values (over 8000 s/mm2) in
high T2/high-D samples (Figure 3.10) at 1000 µm isotropic. Volumes with
an 8x higher (500 µm), and even 16x higher (400 µm) resolution could be
acquired at lower b-values (3000 - 4000 s/mm2) as shown in Figure 3.7.
These ultra-high resolution acquisitions (400 - 500 µm) were calibrated
to have enough SNR to be submitted to diffusion imaging and tractog-
raphy pipelines (Figure 3.8,3.9) and show that the kT-dSTEAM sequence
has enough SNR efficiency to produce useful data in this SNR challenged
regime. It should be noted that the achievable resolution (at a given SNR
and b-values) or the achievable b-value (at a given SNRand resolution) also
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depends on the quality of the sample, notably its T2 value. Post mortem
acquisitions, in particular on large human samples which are scarce, need
to be individually tailored to the quality of the sample, which explains our
choices for differences in acquisitions, e.g. an ≈2x higher resolution for
specimen 2 (400 µm with a T2 of 18 ms) than for specimen 1 (500 µm with
a T2 of 9 ms). As an illustration of the advantages of the higher resolu-
tion, tractography across the WM/GM border shows less of the unwanted
gyral crown bias, and more high-curvature paths connecting the sulcal
wall. Simple deterministic streamlining tractography was used to empha-
sise the effect of data resolution, rather than the effect of tractography
technique. More sophisticated tractography could support high-curvature
paths into the sulcal wall in lower resolution data, possibly with addi-
tional assumptions on likely insertion paths. Future combination of so-
phisticated tractography and the ultra-high resolution whole-brain diffu-
sion MRI data presented here could improve the fidelity of MRI-based hu-
man cortico-cortical connectomes.

3.4.2 Relaxometry for quantitative T1 and T2 mapping

Quantitative T1 and T2 could be estimated by using T1w and T2w kT-
dSTEAM acquisitions by varying TM and TE respectively. In the case
of the qT1 relaxometry, Equation 3.2 can be used in short TR conditions.
This short TR equation is also used in the multi-shell diffusion analysis
pipeline. The estimated S0* in qT1 relaxometry contains information about
the proton density, coil sensitivity and T2 with high contrast between WM
and GM in S0* maps. The resulting qT1 values for WM and GM are ap-
proximately in a range between 0.2 and 0.7 sec with no clear contrast be-
tween WM and GM. In contrast with the qT1 estimation, the qT2 map
and corresponding histogram show a well-defined contrast between WM
and GM structures in the specimen. The estimated S0 for qT2 modelling
shows little contrast between WM and GM, containing information about
the proton density, coil sensitivity, and T1. This is in agreement with ob-
servations that T2/T2*, rather than T1, dominates the contrast in ex vivo
images [14].

3.4.3 Multi-shell diffusion acquisition and multi-orientation analysis

Multi-shell analysis of kT-dSTEAM at variable TM (varying-TM) is shown
as an approach for ex vivo data analysis which is adapted to the strengths
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of STEAM diffusion-weighting. The varying-TM analysis incorporates qT1
parameter maps and uses the cascaded modelling pipeline in Figure 3.4,
which is based on the signal model in Equation 3.5. This allows parameter
estimates, such as stick volume fractions and orientations, for varying-
TM data which are not well suited for analysis with standard models.
The advantage of acquiring varying-TM data is that SNR at each shell
is maximised, rather than compromising SNR for lower b shells (c.f Sup-
plementary Figure 3.14). Therefore, the high SNR of low-b shells and the
high orientation contrast of high-b shells are used effectively. Here, we
used this gain for multi-orientation modelling and crossing-fibre tractog-
raphy. An additional advantage of varying-TM multi-shell acquisitions is
that they could support sophisticated diffusion microstructure modelling
[6] which relies on data with a range of different diffusion times, such as
axon diameter modelling [5, 12, 15, 65, 70, 235]. However, future varying-
TM microstructure modelling would have to take the decreasing appar-
ent diffusion coefficient (ADC) with increasing diffusion time into account
[65, 112, 122], as well as the microstructural changes due to autolysis after
death [69, 71, 175]. Equation 3.5 currently does not contain TM-dependent
ADC, which may explain the constant slope difference between stick frac-
tions estimated from the single-shell and varying-TMmulti-shell data (c.f.
Figure 3.12B). It is important to note that the orientationmodelling, which
is the focus here, is not affected by any ADC-weighting in the stick frac-
tion as clearly shown in Figure 3.13. The use of varying-TM multi-shell
analysis is well suited for multi-orientation models as B&Sr2 and B&Sr3
since it enables the incorporation of high SNR dMRI volumes at different
diffusion directions and at different b-values. This supports better mod-
elling of crossing fibres such as in the brain stem (Figure 3.13), by effec-
tively using both low-b shells and high-b shells at the highest possible SNR
and contrast. Future applications which aim at diffusion microstructure
modelling of multi-shell data without the need for varying diffusion times,
could employ the same-TM multi-shell acquisition (cf. Supplementary fig-
ure 3.15) without potentially introducing bias due to the varying-TM.

3.4.4 Outlook

In this work, kT-dSTEAMdatawas acquired at 400-500 µmresolutionwith
moderate 3000-4000 s/mm2 b-values single-shell and at 1000 µm resolu-
tion with high 6000-8000 s/mm2 b-values. A combination of ultra-high
resolution and high b-values in the same dataset would have the com-
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bined advantage for tractography of delineating both high curvature fibres
(by high resolution) and crossing fibres (by multi-shell multi-orientation
modelling). However, under the current conditions, this would tax the
SNR in the resulting data (or the acquisition times) too much. Neverthe-
less, such data could be acquired in the future by combining kT-dSTEAM
with one or more additional techniques. On the acquisition side, k-space
undersampled acquisitions with parallel imaging reconstruction, as used
in the relaxometry data here, can help balance the trade-off between a
number of diffusion direction volumes, amount of time per volume and
SNR. Denoising approaches that use the redundancy present in many dif-
fusion volumes can help in regaining SNR in SNR-starved acquisitions
[24, 189, 215]. Finally, it has been shown that high resolution/low-b data
and low-resolution/high-b data in the same specimen can be combined in
the analysis to provide the advantage of both [78, 186]. Such ultra-high
resolution and multi-shell kT-dSTEAM data have the potential to improve
the fidelity of MRI-based human cortico-cortical connectomes.
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3.6 Supplementary material

Figure 3.14: kT-dSTEAM signal and SNR comparison for long and short TM. (A) Transverse
(top) and sagittal (bottom) views for single diffusion-weighted volumes of specimen 3 acquired
at b = 4000 s/mm2 (b4k) at TM’s of 0.134 s (short) and 0.205 s (long) and, for comparison, at b =
6000 s/mm2 (b6k) at long TM. (B) SNR was calculated in three different areas (red, green and
blue ROI’s in the inset, with noise evaluated in the yellow ROI’s) over different b-values and
TM’s. The b4k/short TM and b6k/long TM data are combined in the multi-shell varying-TM
analyses, whereas the b4k/long TM and b6k/long TM data are combined in the multi-shell
same-TM analyses.
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Figure 3.15: kT-dSTEAM diffusion analysis comparison between multi-shell varying-TM
modelling and multi-shell same-TM modelling. (A) Comparison between multi-shell same-
TM analysis (right) and T1-compensated multi-shell varying-TM analysis (left). For same-
TM B&Sr2 model fitting is performed as for single-shell analysis, whereas for varying-TM
model fitting the pipeline in Figure 3.4 is used. Depicted is a transverse slice through the
fitted S0, fraction of the first stick compartment Stick0.w, and the colour-coded direction of
the first stick. (B) Correlation scatter plot between stick0 fraction estimated using multi-
shell same-TM and varying-TM data with the corresponding linear regression (slope/R2 of
1.1132/0.9263). (C) Cumulative distribution histogram of the calculated angles between
stick0 vectors obtained from multi-shell same-TM and multi-shell varying-TM data for the
voxels in the yellow mask in the inset. (*) Fitted unweighted signal (S0*) for the multi-shell
varying-TM analysis results is 10 times greater than the unweighted signal from the multi-
shell same-TM analysis.
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4
Human whole-brain diffusion MRI

at 450 µm post mortem with
kT-dSSFP and a specialised 9.4 T

RF-coil1

1Adapted from the accepted abstracts: "(Lagos) Fritz et al. Whole human brain diffu-
sion MRI at 450 µm post mortem with dwSSFP and a specialized 9.4T RF-coil. ISMRM
24th Annual Meeting and Exhibition, 2016" (as Power Pitch), "Fritz et al. Whole human
brain diffusion MRI at 450 µm post mortem with dwSSFP and a specialized 9.4T RF-
coil. ISMRM Benelux Chapter 8th Annual Meeting and Exhibition, Eindhoven, 2016"
(accepted as Oral Presentation)
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kT-dSSFP and a specialised 9.4 T RF-coil

4.1 Introduction

Diffusion-weighted MRI (dMRI) in ex vivo human brain specimens is a
valuable tool for neuroanatomical investigations and it helps in the val-
idation of white matter orientation estimates [129, 178], microstructure
models [12, 129, 150] and tractography [173, 179]. It is also highly use-
ful for the atlasing and mapping of human subcortical structures [2, 67]
and the delineation of grey matter layers [3, 22, 121, 131]. The benefits of
this technique emerge at high (≈ 1000 µm isotropic) and far higher resolu-
tions (≈ 400 µm isotropic) [60]. However, increasing image resolution for
ex vivo diffusion imaging carries several difficulties primarily because of
two effects: strongly reduced diffusivity (at least half) and T2 [163, 59, 175].
Therefore, dMRI sequences applied in this context must be capable of ac-
quiring dMRI data at higher b-values to compensate this reduced diffusiv-
ity, at least double commonly used in vivo values [59, 147]. At the same
time, it must achieve a lower echo time (TE) than values suitable for in
vivo use to avoid excessive signal loss through the fast T2 signal decay. For
the pulsed gradient spin-echo (PGSE) sequence, which is the most com-
mon dMRI pulse sequence, it is very challenging to meet these require-
ments. This is because of the intrinsically intertwined relationship be-
tween b-value and TE, in which higher b-values require longer TE’s, which
then leads to stronger signal reduction due to T2 decay. Nevertheless, it
is still possible to acquire high-quality ex vivo dMRI data with the PGSE
sequence on small-bore preclinical or animal MRI systems (e.g. see refer-
ences [3, 173, 179, 42, 79, 92, 151, 210]). In that case, the superior gradient
performance (which allows shorter TE thanks to reduced diffusion gradi-
ent and EPI readout duration) and long scanning sessions (many hours to
multiple days, which allows averaging) yield ultra-high resolution datasets
far below the millimetre scale while maintaining a sufficiently high SNR
for the acquired images. However, the drawback of small-bore systems is
limited tissue sample size (often less than about 20 x 20 x 20 mm3, and
generally smaller than about 50 x 50 x 50 mm3), severely restricting the
size of the brain region examined. This is a strong practical limitation for
the use on human brain samples, since even single brain areas in the hu-
man brain can exceed this size.
If the goal of Neuroscience is to provide the important context of entire
whitematter (WM) network and entire greymatter areas connected through
these systems, the acquisition of ex vivo dMRI for intact human brain sam-
ples necessarily has to take place in large-bore systems. This re-introduces
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the challenge of limited gradient performance compared to small-bore sys-
tems, and the relative inefficiency of PGSE already mentioned.
In this context, it is necessary to explore the use of other dMRI sequences
that can be employed for high resolution and high diffusion-weighting. One
of those is the diffusion-weighted Steady-State Free Precession (dSSFP)
sequence. Earlier works by Miller et al. 2012 [147] and Foxley et al. 2014
[84] have shown whole-brain ex vivo dMRI SSFP data at 3 T and 7 T, re-
spectively, and demonstrated that this sequence can achieve much higher
SNR efficiency than PGSE for that purpose. Additionally, increasing the
main magnetic field strength (B0) resulted in a further increased SNR effi-
ciency and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) in ex vivo dMRI. Therefore, using
dSSPF at even higher B0 (i.e. 9.4 T) appears promising for high quality
dMRI data.
One drawback of using ultra-high field scanners (UHF, B0 >= 7 T) is the
increase of the radiofrequency (RF) field inhomogeneity, i.e. B1

+ inhomo-
geneity (see references [125, 211]), negatively affecting the contrast and
signal homogeneity of the acquired data. For instance, at 9.4 T, the re-
quired RF excitation wavelength is approximately 8 cm (in brain tissue
this wavelength can be even shorter due to its relative permittivity) which
leads to destructive interferences along a whole-brain specimen. One ap-
proach to compensate the B1

+ inhomogeneity is by using parallel RF trans-
mission (pTx, [181]). pTx is a system where the RF coil doesn’t transmit
a unique B1

+ field (i.e. by a circularly polarised (CP) phase distribution
according to the transmit channels coil position) but, instead, a set of B1

+

subfields per element (i.e. a coil’s channels are each driven by a unique RF
pulse). The combination of those subfields generates a more homogeneous
B1

+ field. In gradient recalled echo (GRE) sequences, the non-selective
rectangular excitation pulse was replaced by a composite pulse created us-
ing the kT-points method [53]. This method has already been applied in
[180] for post mortem acquisitions on tissue sizes of approximately 80 x
80 x 80 mm3. Therefore, given the sequence similarity between GRE and
SSFP, we asked whether the kT-points B1

+ homogenisation method can be
used in a similar manner for the dSSFP sequence.
In this work, we aimed to achieve high resolution with high SNR and CNR
in whole-brain human specimen dMRI by using the dSSFP sequence on
a 9.4 T human bore MR scanner. Consequently, we need to address the
following objectives: First, we have to achieve B1

+ homogenisation across
whole human brain specimens on a 9.4 TMR system by integrating the kT-
points technique in the dSSFP sequence (hereafter named kT-dSSFP). Sec-
ond, we use the kT-dSSFP sequence to obtain multi-shell moderate b-value
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diffusion-weighted data (4000 s/mm2) at ultra-high whole post mortem
brain resolution (500 µm to 450 µm). Finally, we perform diffusion ten-
sor imaging (SE-DTI) analysis in the kT-dSSFP data at both resolutions.
We enable high time-efficiency in ultra-high resolution diffusion imaging
of the whole human brain. We illustrate how ultra-high resolution (450
µm isotropic) whole-brain data shows a very good contrast and delineation
between different tissues (white/grey matter) and between different tracts
in white matter.

4.2 Methods

Two human brain hemispheres from two different subjects were used in
the present study. One hemisphere was obtained from a subject without
neurological or psychiatric diseases, while the second hemisphere was ob-
tained from a patient with Alzheimer’s Disease. The hemispheres were
enclosed in a conformal container whose dimensions are suitable for hu-
man brains (Figure 4.1A). It was inserted into the custom-designed 9.4 T
8-channel pTx, 24 Ch receive RF-coil built onto a conformal receive former
modelled as a precise fit around the container (Figure 4.1D and E).

Figure 4.1: A) The conformal whole-brain container with opened inferior (left) and superior
(right) halves. B) The entire assembled RF-coil array closed, viewed from the back, C) The
closed container in the opened RF-coil array, showing conformal matching geometry of con-
tainer and inner receive array former. D and E) View into the disassembled upper (D) and
lower (E) casing.

Experiments were performed on a 9.4 T 82 cm bore human MR scanner
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(Magnetom 9.4 T, Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) with
an 80 mT/m, 330 T/m/s head gradient system, using 8-channels of its 16-
channel pTx system (1 KW per channel). Prior to acquiring high resolution
diffusion-weighted data (500 and 450 µm isotropic, Table 4.1), B0 shim-
ming and B1

+ pTx pulse calculations were performed. First, a localizer
was acquired for spatial-localisation reference; then a B0 fieldmap [57]
and a T2 and T2* compensated version of DREAM [152] were acquired
to characterise B0 and B1

+ profiles in the specimen. An in-house routine
in MATLAB (MathWorks, MA, USA) used those acquisitions to optimise
both B0 shimming and B1

+ pulse calculation [181]. B0 shimming was per-
formed with two to three iterations to improve B0 homogeneity. For the kT-
points pulse design [53], the resulting B0 and B1

+ maps after B0 shimming
were used and composite pulses were calculated using the magnitude least
square (MLS) approach [208] (c.f. Chapter 3). kT-points sub-pulse spacing
was set to 280 µs for the excitation composite pulse as shown in Figure
4.2.

Figure 4.2: kT-dSSFP sequence diagram: the rectangular excitation RF pulse was replaced
by a composite kT-points pulse to achieve higher B1

+ homogeneity at 9.4 T. Diffusion param-
eters gradient amplitude (G) and duration (δ), and diffusion time (∆) per each repetition time
(defined by the index i) are indicated. The total diffusion contrast is resulted by an accumula-
tion (estimated from the weighted (defined byωi) sum, in Einstein notation.) of the diffusion
times (∆i) across all TR.

Subsequently, a set of 3D diffusion-weighted kT-dSSFP volumes at 500 and
450 µm isotropic resolution were acquired (as specified in Table 4.1). For
all acquisitions, image resolutions and coverage (the field of view (FoV)
of 162 x 150 mm2 in sagittal orientation) were kept fixed. In SSFP se-
quences, in contrast to PGSE sequences, the diffusion-weighting parame-
ter under direct control is the q-value (in units of (length)-1 and defined as q
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= (2π)-1γδG, with γ the gyromagnetic ratio), rather than the b-value, which
is not well defined for dSSFP. To calculate the effective b-value, which is
reported for the kT-dSSFP sequence, the ratio between the SSFP signal
(SdSSFP) at a specific q-value (with defined T1, T2 and B1

+ values) and at q
= 0 (often in units of (cm)-1) is taken. This signal equation is defined as:

SdSSFP :
−M0(1− E1)E2A

−2/3
2 (F1 − E2A1A

2/3
2 ) sin (α)

r − F1s
where

F1 : K −
√
K2 −A2

2,K :
1− E1A1 cos (α)− E2

2A
2
1A
−2/3
2 (E1A1 − cos (α)

E2A1A
−4/3
2 (1 + cos (α))(1− E1A1)

r : 1− E1 cos (α) + E2
2A1A

1/3
2 (cos (α)− E1)

s : E2A1A
−4/3
2 (1− E1 cos (α)) + E2A

−1/3
2 (cosα− 1)

A1 : exp (−bD), A2 : exp (−βD), b : (γGδ)2TR, β : (γGδ)2δ,

E1 : exp (−TR/T1) and E2 : exp (−TR/T2)

(4.1)

(from Appendix 1 section (A1) in the work of McNab et al. 2008 [143] and
in the Introduction chapter of this thesis, Equation 2.22). In this study, the
effective b-value was estimated for white matter (T1 ≈ 400 ms and T2 ≈ 10
ms) and used for diffusion analysis. Given the complexity of the SSFP sig-
nal equation, several parameters were optimised to achieve optimal SNR
and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) for a given b-value, as suggested in the
work of Miller et al. 2012 [147]. In this optimisation constraints like max-
imum gradient amplitude, duty cycle and heat-load of the 9.4 T gradient
system were considered. For comparison, a heat-load parameter was esti-
mated by approximating the total work load (i.e. equal to the total gradi-
ent moment, mainly from the diffusion gradients) of the gradients during
TR. The estimated heat-load for all the acquisitions were normalised with
respect to the acquisition performed at 7 T [84] (Table 4.1). Reconstruc-
tion was performed using root of sum-of-squares (rSos) for full-sampled
3D k-space. kT-dSSFP data were analysed using the PGSE-based diffu-
sion tensor imaging (SE-DTI) model in FSL v4.0.1 [110]. This analysis
was performed by using multiple diffusion shells: the lowest (which is con-
sidered as a b0 reference volume) and themoderate or high q-values (which
approximates to an effective b-value of 2000 s/mm2) per resolution2, given
2SE-DTI requires, at minimum, a b0 and b-value of 1000 s/mm2 for in vivo diffusivity values
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the assumption of Gaussian diffusivity.

Setup 7 T 9.4 T 9.4 T
Max q-value (cm-1) 300 300 300

Coil (Tx/Rx) 1/32 8/24 8/24
beff (s/mm2) 5150 3682.2 4000
TE/TR (s) 21/30 25/36 18/28

Resolution (µm) 1000 500 450
EPI-factor 3 3 1

Max Gamp (mT/m) 56 50 75
G-diffusion time (ms) 13 14.1 9.4
Number directions 49 72 66

AT per volume (min:sec) 11:27 19:45 40:18
Relative heat-load 1 0.72 1.39

Table 4.1: kT-dSSFP sequence parameters: Comparison of the sequence parameters used for
the two ultra-high resolutions and the one reported in the work of Foxley et al. 2014 [84]. The
heat-load is relative to the experiment performed in the 7 T, where it quantifies the scanner’s
hardware workload.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.3 shows the transmit B1
+ maps for the standard non-selective and

pTx transmit modes of the coil (Figure 4.3A top and bottom, respectively).
Standard non-selective transmit mode shows large bands of (near) signal
drop-out that are translated to dark bands in the dSSFP results (Figure
4.3B, top). Homogenised B1

+ by the kT-points technique vastly improves
the transmit profile (Figure 4.3A, bottom) and achieves homogeneous and
higher signal, as well as high contrast (Figure 4.3B, bottom).
Figure 4.4 shows single volumes of whole-brain kT-dSSFP acquisitions for
two ultra-high resolutions (500 µm and 450 µm) at three different q-values
with their respective effective b-value for white matter (WM). In the low-q
acquisitions (for both resolutions) show homogeneous high-SNR kT-SSFP
signal. However, the increasing tissue contrast achieved at increasing q-
value is highly dependent on their respective T1, T2 and the excitation
flip angle. Finally, at high-q value the highest resolution possesses better
SNR, which can be explained due to better optimised sequence parameters
at a higher gradient heat-load. Nevertheless, both sets of dMRI images

and at least, twice that for ex vivo [2]
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have sufficient SNR for diffusion analysis.
Figure 4.5 shows the SE-DTI analysis results from the acquired dMRI

data at 500 and 450 µm isotropic resolution. The corresponding fractional
anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) maps show a high contrast be-
tween grey matter (GM) and WM, with well defined WM tracts in the FA
maps, such as the corpus callosum and the optical tract (Figure 4.5A, FA).
The MD maps, on the other hand, show excellent contrast in between GM
and WM.

4.4 Discussion

In this work, we show how the kT-dSSFP sequence achieves homogeneous
diffusion-weighted SSFP whole-brain images at 9.4 T by improving B1

+

homogenisation with the composite kT-points pulses (Figure 4.2) method.
The benefit of using these pulses, in comparison to a global single pulse, is
an enhancement in the total signal intensity and improved homogeneity
as shown in Figure 4.3A. The dark regions resulting from the destructive
interference of the RF pulses are recovered (Figure 4.3B). It is important
to mention that the improvement in B1

+ homogeneity and overall SNRwas
not only due to the better excitation profile but also due to the use of an
efficient transmit and receiver coil (Figure 4.1), compared to earlier ex vivo
human brain studies that used more standard head coils.
The improved B1

+ homogeneity, and hence signal, over a human brain
hemisphere allowed us to exploit the advantages of kT-SSFP diffusion-
weighting at UHF through the acquisition of high b-values at ultra-high
resolution. As shown in Figure 4.4, effective b-values of 4000 s/mm2 were
acquired at 500 and 450 µm isotropic resolution. An SNR decline of a factor
of approximately 1.34 would be expected when the resolution is increased
from 500 to 450 µm isotropic. However, the hardware and sequence spec-
ifications (i.e. Gmax amplitude and EPI-factor) used for each case were
different. As shown in Table 4.1, the 450 µm resolution data was acquired
with higher load on hardware components (i.e. highest gradient ampli-
tude possible and higher duty cycle, therefore shorter TR/TE) with almost
twice the heat-load in comparison to the 500 µm data. At the same time,
the heat-load needed to acquire this data was, at least, one quarter less
than used in the 7 T. The most feasible explanations are the magnetic field
increment (from 7 T to 9.4 T, therefore more signal) and the better signal
efficiency from the custom RF-coil transmission and, especially, reception
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4 Human whole-brain diffusion MRI at 450 μm post mortem with
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(Figure 4.1). These ultra-high resolution acquisitions (450-500 µm) have
enough SNR to be submitted to diffusion analysis and yield feasible re-
sults [115]. Preliminary SE-DTI analysis was performed in these data
showing high contrast between GM/WM and in between WM structures
(especially in the FA maps) (Figure 4.5). This shows that the kT-dSSFP
sequence can generate high-quality data in this SNR-challenged regime
(moderate b-value at ultra-high resolution). However, multi-shell analysis
of kT-SSFP was not performed in this work. Nevertheless, it is feasible
to acquire several q-values ranging from 60 (used as q0 or b0) to 300 cm-1

for multiple single-shell diffusion analyses. It is also important to note
that due to the short acquisition time per volume (from ≈ 20 min at 500
µm to ≈ 40 min at 450 µm isotropic, Table 4.1), it is possible to acquire
a considerable amount of diffusion directions, which can be beneficial for
higher complexity modelling such as Ball&Stick with two or three sticks or
constrained spherical deconvolution [206]. Even though the amount and
quality of the kT-dSSFP data can be superior in comparison to PGSE, the
highly complex signal modelling and dependency in parameters as B1

+ (i.e.
flip angle), T1 and T2 can heavily bias the quantitative diffusion parame-
ters, such as the ones obtained in Figure 4.5. Therefore, it is important to
obtain an accurate B1

+ map when using the kT-points pulses, as well as
accurately estimated T1 and T2 maps.

4.4.1 Outlook

kT-dSSFP data was acquired at 450-500 µm resolution with moderate q-
value of 300 cm-1 (or an effective 4000 s/mm2 b-value). A combined multi-
shell analysis in this dataset would perhaps allow improved tractography
and crossing fibre modelling (c.f. Chapter 3). However, this would require
a better estimation of B1

+, T1 and T2 due to the highly complex signal be-
haviour of SSFP. Furthermore, given the low tolerable heat-load factor for
the 500 µm isotropic acquisition, it is feasible to optimise the sequence
parameters further to improve even higher SNR. With further develop-
ments in data analysis and modelling this data can play an important role
in mesoscale human connectomics and microstructure studies and help to
bridge the gap between in vivo MRI studies and post mortem histology.
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characterisation of the steady-state
signal in the STEAM sequence1

1In preparation for submission.
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5 Comprehensive analysis and characterisation of the steady-state signal
in the STEAM sequence

5.1 Introduction

The Stimulated Echo Acquisition Method (STEAM) is an MR sequence in-
troduced by Frahm and colleagues in 1985 [85]. It consists of three RF
pulses with equal phase: the excitation, storing and recalling pulses. The
combination of those pulses generates a controlled primary spin-echo (SE),
stimulated echo (STE) and three extra echoes signals (called 2nd, 3rd and
4th SE). In comparison to the pulse-gradient spin-echo (PGSE) sequence,
where the refocusing pulse (i.e. with π rad flip angle) refocuses all the
excited spins to generate the SE signal; in STEAM, the storing pulse re-
focuses a fraction of the total magnetisation to create the SE signal while
moving the remaining fraction to the longitudinal plane. After a specific
period called mixing time (TM), the recalling pulse places back the mag-
netisation sent to the longitudinal plane by the storing RF pulse into the
transverse plane, generating the STE signal. The extra echoes are gener-
ated by refocusing the free induction decay (FID) signals from the storing
and recalling pulses. The fraction of signal divided by the storing and the
fraction stored recovered by the recalling pulses depend on their respective
flip angles. Using π/2 rad flip angles in both pulses, the storing RF pulse
divides the total magnetisation by half, and this fraction is completely re-
covered by the recalling RF pulse afterwards.
The (hereafter only) primary SE and STE signals are analytically defined
by solving the Bloch equation for STEAM, whose solutions are shown in
Equation 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. These signal equations present an
equal T2-weighting (dependent on the echo time, TE) and total magneti-
sation component (Mz, often approximated to 1). Besides, an extra T1-
weighting (dependent on TM) is only present in the STE signal. The re-
sulting multi-weighting (or contrast) in the STE signal, and the equal T2
information that can be obtained from SE and STE signals, makes acquir-
ing the SE signal seemingly redundant. Therefore, it is conventional to use
the STEAM sequence with the SE signal spoiled (e.g. in reference [40]) for
a reduced acquisition time (or TM) or, if the signal is acquired nevertheless,
it is used as a normalisation component for the STE signal (e.g. see refer-
ence [138]). However, performing an independent analysis on the SE signal
acquired in STEAM could be beneficial for microstructure analysis using
diffusion MRI (dMRI). As illustrated in Figure 5.1, while the STE signal is
diffusion-weighted by a diffusion time defined as ∆ + TM, the SE signal is
diffusion-weighted by ∆. This difference in diffusion-weighting (low in SE
and high in STE) could help in revealing microstructural information (see
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references [45, 153, 52]) if a joint analysis SE-STE is performed. Despite
that, this type of analysis requires an explicit definition of Mz that not nec-
essarily is simplified to the unit in dMRI, especially when repetition time
(TR) and TM are lower than T1 (similar to the partial saturation effect for
gradient echo sequence [99]).
In recent works, Alexander et al. 2013 [7] introduced an explicit definition
for Mz in the STE signal equation, and later it was modified in the work
of Zhang et al. 2019 [238]. This factor is referred to as the steady-state
component, which represents the fraction of the total magnetisation avail-
able when it is not fully relaxed (e.g. see reference [99]). This component
shows to be T1-dependent and weighted by the time parameter called effec-
tive repetition time (eff-TR), defined in the work of Alexander et al. as the
difference between the repetition time (TR) and TM: (TR – TM), and later
in the work of Zhang et al. with an additional TE/2: (TR – TM – TE/2).
The addition of the steady-state component in the STE signal (and there-
fore in the SE signal) increases the complexity of estimating the different
signal components (or weightings, i.e. T1). And, it could imply acquiring
data in a more densely sampled scheme of TR, TM, and TE. In addition
to this increasing complexity in acquisition and analysis, it is not com-
pletely understood (or explicit) if this steady-state component is sensitive
to other sequence parameters. For example, to flip angles (in comparison
to the Equations 5.1 and 5.2, which affect the transverse component), to
time regimes where TM is very close to TR or TE/2, or if the acquisition
of the SE signal could influence it. At this point, it is not the acquisition
per se affecting this component but it is the remnant SE signal before ap-
plying the recalling RF pulse. If this situation occurs, then this remnant
transverse SE signal is sent to the longitudinal plane until TR is reached.
Thus, understanding this signal component will help to predict accurately
how the STE signal will behave in time regimes (i.e. TR) lower than T1.
Moreover, in special cases where this signal is acquired in an MR system
with a severe inhomogeneous B1

+, T1 relaxometry performed at TM val-
ues sampled close to TE/2 and TR, and if the SE signal is used for joint
microstructural dMRI analysis.
Therefore, this work aims to study the steady-state signal component in
the STEAM sequence in further detail, with the purpose of describing how
sensitive this component is in the aforementioned scenarios: in case of
B1

+ inhomogeneity (i.e. angle dependence), time constraints and SE rem-
nant contamination. Firstly, two detailed steady-state components are ob-
tained by solving the Bloch equation for the longitudinal component (Mz)
in STEAM. Those equations represent the steady-state component when
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a remnant transverse SE signal affects this component (referred to as the
unspoiled SE case) or not (referred to as the spoiled SE case). Those ex-
pressions are compared to define in which time and angle conditions the
discrepancy between both models is maximum or minimum. Without los-
ing generality, the full SE/STE signals equations with the unspoiled SE
steady-state signal component added are then used. Second, these equa-
tions are analysed in function of normalised values, signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) and signal-to-noise ratio efficiency (SNR-eff) in an extended range
of TM and TR (both normalised and not normalised by T1), and flip angles
(αi) values. Finally, those signal models are compared with MR data ac-
quired using a homogeneous material (i.e. phantom) and an ex vivo brain
specimen at 9.4 T. This is because at ultra-high field (UHF) scanners, T1
increases and B1

+ inhomogeneity is more severe than in lower-field scan-
ners. Therefore, conditions with variable flip angles and short timing pa-
rameters (i.e. TR and TM) in comparison to T1 can be better explored.

5.2 Methods

The STEAMsequencewith diffusion gradients (diffusion-weighted STEAM,
dSTEAM) is represented in Figure 5.1. Timing parameters such as the
echo time (TE), repetition time (TR) and mixing time (TM) are represented
as a function of τ1, τ2 and τ3 where TE = 2τ1, TM = τ2 and TR = τ3 + τ2 +
τ1. The corresponding diffusion times (if needed) can be approximated as
a function of τ1 and τ2, with the assumption that there are no time gaps
between gradients. The transverse scalar component (Mxy) of the magneti-
sation vector (Mi) in the SE signal at echo time (2τ1) and in the STE signal
at echo time (2τ1 + τ2) is defined respectively as:

SE: Mxy(αi, τ1, T2) = Mz sin(α1) sin
(α2

2

)2
exp

(
−2τ1
T2

)
(5.1)

STE: Mxy(αi, τ1, τ2, T1, T2) = 0.5Mz

3∏
i=1

sin(αi) exp

(
−2τ1
T2

)
exp

(
−τ2
T1

)
(5.2)

where the longitudinal scalar component of the total magnetisation vector,
Mi (Mz) is not explicitly defined. Therefore, we will derive this component
here, in order to evaluate the steady-state behaviour of SE and STE signals
over a range of parameters. For this derivation, it is necessary to solve the
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Figure 5.1: The diffusion-weighted STEAM sequence diagram for one repetition time (TR)
with readout for the both (primary) SE signal at echo time (2τ1) and the STE signal at echo
time plus mixing time (2τ1 + τ2). RF pulses can be globally selective, generally with a seg-
mented 3D EPI readout (shown here), or slice selective, generally with a single-shot 2D EPI
readout. Corresponding diffusion parameters are also indicated: diffusion times for SE (∆SE)
and STE (∆STE), diffusion gradient amplitude (G) and diffusion gradient duration (δ). For
simplicity, it is assumed that the diffusion gradient duration is the same along all of them.

Bloch equation for τ= TR. Its solution then is defined by:

Mz(τ) = M0
z (1− exp(−τ3/T1)) +Mα3

z exp(−τ3/T1) (5.3)

where τ3 = TR - (τ2 + τ1) = TR - (TM + TE/2), referred as the effective TR (as
defined in reference [238]), is the remaining time after the application of
the α3 RF-pulse, andMαi

z is hereafter equal to the resultingMz component
of Mi after the application of the αi RF-pulse. Obtaining the expanded
form of Equation 5.3 (whichwill be used in this study) requires the addition
of two assumptions. The first assumption is that the total signal in the
STEAM sequence reached a steady-state condition (Equation 5.4-top). The
second assumption is that there is no-remaining transverse magnetisation
signal after each TR (Equation 5.4-bottom), i.e. there is complete spoiling
just before each excitation pulse.

Mz(TRi) = Mz(TRi−1) and
Mx(TRi) = Mx(TRi−1) = My(TRi) = My(TRi−1) = 0 ∀i > 0

(5.4)
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Expanding Equation 5.3, and applying the assumptions fromEquation 5.4,
results in:

Mz(TR) = M0
z (TR)

−Mz(sin(α1) cos(α2) sin(α3) cos(ωτ1) cos(ωτ2)E2(τ1 + τ2)E1(τ3)

+ sin(α1) sin(α2) cos(α3) cos(ωτ1)E2(τ1)E1(τ2 + τ3)

− sin(α1) sin(α3) sin(ωτ1) sin(ωτ2)E2(τ1 + τ2)E1(τ3)

+ cos(α1) sin(α2) sin(α3) cos(ωτ2)E2(τ2)E1(τ1 + τ3)

− cos(α1) cos(α2) cos(α3)E1(τ1 + τ2 + τ3))

(5.5)

Whereω is the corresponding (Larmor) frequency of Mi, E1(τ) = exp(-τ/T1),
E2(τ) = exp(-τ/T2) for any time τ, and Mz0(TR) is the parameter containing
all the components related to the full longitudinal magnetisation (Mz0). Its
corresponding expanded form is given by:

M0
z (TR) = M0

z ((1− E1(τ3)) + (1− E1(τ2))E1(τ3) cos(α3)

+(1− E1(τ1))E1(τ2 + τ3) cos(α2) cos(α3)

−(1− E1(τ1))E2(τ2)E1(τ3) sin(α2) sin(α3) cos(ωτ2))

(5.6)

where it is important to note that this parameter is not dependent on α1.
Conventionally, it is expected that the three RF pulses are the same (α1 =
α2 = α3 = α)2. This allows simplifying Equation 5.5 (and implicitly Equa-
tion 5.6) to:

Mz(TR) = M0
z (TR)−Mz(sin(α)2 cos(α) cos(ωτ1) cos(ωτ2)E2(τ1 + τ2)E1(τ3)

+ sin(α)2 cos(α) cos(ωτ1)E2(τ1)E1(τ2 + τ3)

− sin(α)2 sin(ωτ1) sin(ωτ2)E2(τ1 + τ2)E1(τ3)

+ cos(α) sin(α)2 cos(ωτ2)E2(τ2)E1(τ1 + τ3)

− cos(α)3E1(τ1 + τ2 + τ3))

(5.7)

Equation 5.7 shows that the resulting Mz can be studied under two sepa-
rated situations: (1) Mz is dependent only on the timing and frequency by
fixing the flip angles (i.e. αi = π/2) or (2) Mz is dependent only on the timing

2In experimental conditions, α≈ α0 ± εα (with εα the error). This analysis is still valid if the
trigonometric functions containing this variable are expanded using first order Taylor’s
expansion.
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and flip angles by assuming an isocromat condition (the proton density is
uni-valued only at Larmor frequency ω0, ρ(ω) = δ(ω - ω0)3). Since timing
and flip angles are parameters that can be manipulated by the user during
a MR scanning session, the second situation will be explored in this work.
Removing the ω-dependency from Equation 5.7 requires an integration
over frequency along all the possible values (Equation 5.8-top). Since we
are considering the isocromat condition previously mentioned, somemath-
ematical simplifications can be applied (Equation 5.8).∫ ∞

0

Mz(α, τ1, τ2, ω)δ(ω)dω = Mz(α, τ1, τ2)∫ ∞
0

sin(ωτ)nδ(ω)dω = 0;

∫ ∞
0

cos(ωτ)nδ(ω)dω = 1 n > 0.

(5.8)

Using these simplifications Equation 5.7 reduces to:

Mz(TR) = M0
z (TR)

−Mz(sin(α)2 cos(α)E2(τ1 + τ2)E1(τ3) + sin(α)2 cos(α)E2(τ1)E1(τ2 + τ3)

+ cos(α) sin(α)2E1(τ1 + τ3)E2(τ2)− cos(α)3E1(τ1 + τ2 + τ3))

(5.9)

Taking the first assumption in Equation 5.4 into Equation 5.9, an expres-
sion for Mz(0) or for the resulting steady-state longitudinal component is
obtained:

Mz(α, τi) = M0
z

(
A(α, τi, β = 1)

B(α, τi, β = 1)

)
(5.10)

where:

AAA(α, τi, β) = (1− E1(τ3)) + (1− E1(τ2))E1(τ3) cos(α)

+β(1− E1(τ1))(E1(τ2 + τ3) cos(α)2 − E2(τ2)E1(τ3) sin(α)2)

BBB(α, τi, β) = 1 + sin(α)2 cos(α)E1(τ3)(βE2(τ1 + τ2)

+E2(τ1)E1(τ2) + βE1(τ1)E2(τ2))− cos(α)3E1(τ1 + τ2 + τ3)

(5.11)

Equation 5.10 represents the total available signal in the STEAM sequence
when the steady-state is achieved. The parameter β introduced in this
equationwill be useful to differentiate the longitudinal component between

3δ(x) is the Kronecker delta function, where δ(x) = 1 for x = 0 and 0 elsewhere.
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when a remaining SE signal contributes to the longitudinal component
due to the recalling RF pulse or not. For the case in which the SE signal is
affecting the longitudinal component (hereafter referred as unspoiled SE),
the parameter β will be evaluated to 1. However, if the SE signal decays
fully or it is crushed before the recalling RF pulse (hereafter referred as
spoiled SE), all the components related to cos(ωτ2) or sin(ωτ2) in Equation
5.5 are simplified. The resulting longitudinal component is equal to 5.10
but with the parameter β evaluated to 0:

Mz(α, τi) = M0
z

(
A(α, τi, β = 0)

B(α, τi, β = 0)

)
(5.12)

In ideal conditions, where a perfect set of π/2-rad pulses are used in STEAM,
equations 5.10 and 5.12 are reduced (and become only timing-dependent)
respectively to:

Unspoiled SE: Mz(τi) = M0
z (1− (1 + (1− E1(τ1))E2(τ2)))E1(τ3)) (5.13)

Spoiled SE: Mz(τ3) = M0
z (1− E1(τ3)) (5.14)

Equation 5.14 recovers the equation defined firstly by Alexander et al. [7]
and extended (by adding the TE/2 term) by Zhang et al. [238]. Achieving
this equation here shows underwhich assumptions it was obtained: perfect
π/2-rad flip angles, spoiled SE and isocromat. Therefore, as the goal of
this work, we will take a step further by studying the equations 5.10 in a
broader range of parameter values, emphasising the effects of short TR’s
and varying flip angles, and comparing the signal behaviour with specific
STEAM acquisitions using a cylindrical phantom and an ex vivo human
brain specimen.

5.2.1 Modelling and acquisition

This work will use the full STE and SE signal equations (equations 5.1
and 5.2) with an explicit Mz component added (equations 5.10 and 5.12) to
model the signal behaviour in function of the timing parameters TR-TM-T1
and flip angles (αi). The signal modelling aims:

1. To study the difference in the total STE signal where we assume un-
spoiled and spoiled SE signal conditions. This will be performed for
a range of TR’s (0.5, 1, 2 and 4 s) and TM values (0 to the correspond-
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ing upper limit defined by TR), and flip angle values (π/3, π/2, and
5π/9 rad). The results will determine whether the following tests re-
quire to be performed separately for unspoiled and spoiled SE signal
conditions.

2. To study the flip angle dependence of the STE signal by varying the
excitation RF pulse flip angle with fixed storing/recalling flip angles
(α1-π/2-π/2) or varying the storing and recalling pulses with fixed ex-
citation flip angle (π/2-α2-α3). This investigates whether the combi-
nation of π/2 flip angles results in the highest STE echo signal achiev-
able in STEAM for a short TR regime.

3. To estimate an optimum TR for a fixed TM in such a way that the
highest SNR efficiency (SNR-eff ∼ SNR/

√
TR) in the perfect flip an-

gles scenario (αi = π/2, i.e. using equations 5.13 and 5.14) can be
achieved.

4. To determine how the STE signal model differs in the TM-TR space
(e.g. variable TM-TR combinations) when the signal is in a steady-
state regime (Mz defined by Equation 5.10) or it is fully recovered (Mz
∼ 1).

5.2.2 Phantom and ex vivo acquisitions

To validate the presented signal models, MRI data was acquired (SE and
STE images) with the STEAM sequence using a homogeneous phantom
(with a relatively long T1, over one second) and an ex vivo human brain
sample (with a relatively short T1, lower than one second). Whereas the
phantom was used to study the signal decay in a homogeneous T1 spec-
imen, the human brain specimen was used to study the SE-STE signals
in a broader range of T1 and T2 values. The MRI phantom data were ac-
quired using a cylindrical container (8 cm radius x 8 cm height) filled with
phosphate buffer saline (PBS) + 0.01% azide and the ex vivo whole human
brain MRI data were acquired using a formalin-fixed whole-brain spec-
imen from a subject without known neurological or psychiatric disease,
which was previously used (see reference [88] or Chapter 3). For both stud-
ies, the images were acquired in a 9.4 T 82 cm bore Siemens MAGNETOM
research scanner (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) with maxi-
mum gradient amplitude of 80 mT/m and maximum slew rate of 330 T/m/s
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per physical axis. For RF transmission and reception, a custom-built 16-
channel cylindrical coil [180] and 24-channel whole-brain coil [174] were
used, for phantom and ex vivo brain acquisitions, respectively. Table 5.1
lists the sequence parameters used, relevant for the comparison with the
theoretical signal modelling.

Parameters/Study Cylindrical Phantom Specimen 1
<T1> (s) 4.000 0.450
<T2> (s) 0.016 0.010
TM (τ2) (s)

0.03, 0.04,
0.10:0.10:0.30

0.06, 0.90, 0.12,
0.18, 0.26, (0.34, 0.42)

TE (2τ1) (s) 0.023 0.014
TR (τ1+τ2+τ3) (s) 0.35/0.70 0.35/1.00

Table 5.1: Parameter values used for steady-state signal behaviour in phantom and ex vivo
brain studies. Averaged T1 and T2 for the ex vivo brain are based on estimations in WM and
for the phantom based on the embedding solution of the ex vivo specimen (Chapter 3)

It can be argued that the SE signal is amore specificmeasure of the steady-
state component in STEAM than the STE signal, for the following two rea-
sons:

• As reported, theoretically (e.g. see references [85, 40, 133] and others,
and also shown in Equation 5.1) the transverse SE signal component
is only dependent on TE (which is kept constant during the entire
study) and expected to be invariant under TM. However, if the SE
signal presents a variation on TM, then it is explained by the change
in the Mz component.

• In contradistinction, the STE signal is highly dependent on TM, as
shown in Equation 5.2. The TM not only weights the STE signal by
T1 during storing but also weights the signal due to diffusion (i.e.
in the diffusion time, Figure 5.1). Therefore, since the Mz is also
dependent on TM, the STE signal is affected by TM simultaneously
in three differentways and disentangling those components increases
in difficulty exponentially.

As a consequence, isolating steady-state component contributions is far
easier in the SE than the STE signal. Therefore, we will report both STE
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and SE signals and focus the interpretation of steady-state effects on the
SE signal results.

5.3 Results

This section is divided into two subsections. The first subsectionwill present
the modelled signal under the influence of the timing parameters TR-TM-
T1 and flip angles, with fixed TE-T2 and the remaining parameters nor-
malised (e.g. proton density and transmit/receiver profiles). The second
subsection will present the comparison between the modelled signal and
experimental MR STEAM (i.e. SE signal) data acquired in phantom and
ex vivo human brain samples.

5.3.1 Steady-state signal dependencies and total signal behaviour

Figure 5.2 shows the normalised difference between the STE signals mod-
elled with the steady-state component in the cases of unspoiled (Equation
5.10) and spoiled (Equation 5.12) SE signals, for four different T1’s (from
0.25 to 2.0 s). These T1’s were chosen from a range of values typical for the
in vivo (e.g. see reference [223]) and ex vivo (e.g. see reference [170, 88])
human brain. For consistency, those values are used throughout this work.
Fixed TR’s of 0.5, 1, 2 and 4 s (in columns) are used to obtain a ratio of
TR/T1 from 0.25 (TR: 0.5 s - T1: 2.0 s) to 16 (TR: 4.0 s - T1: 0.25 s). Three
different flip angles (equal for all the pulses in STEAM) are used (in rows):
π/3 rad (60 degrees), π/2 rad (90 degrees) and 5π/9 rad (100 degrees), which
represent the range of flip angles that might be expected in an MR scan-
ner due to B1

+ inhomogeneity (with a reference flip angle of π/2 rad, e.g.
in reference [208]). For all the TR/flip angles combinations, the difference
between STE signals is the highest in the short TM regime. Moreover,
the greatest differences are observable for long T1’s where both signal es-
timations differ from almost -15% at low flip angles (π/3 rad, short TR) to
+15% at high flip angles (5π/9 rad, short TR). In the case of flip angles at
π/2 rad, the difference between models almost vanishes (less than 1%) for
any TR. In a general perspective, the difference between models decreases
with TM until the point where both models become equal. This can be ex-
plained by the E2(TM) factor in Equation 5.10 (or more visible in Equation
5.13) which approximates to near zero when TM > T2. Since the signal
models are equal for most of the TM-TR ranges, we will focus on showing
results for the unspoiled SE case (equations 5.10 and 5.13) which repre-
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sents, nevertheless, a generalised version of the steady-state component
in STEAM. But it is important to take precautions in the signal study for
the very short TM and TR regimes.
Figure 5.3 shows the resulting SNR efficiency (SNR-eff) of the STE signal
for two TM/T1’s ratios: 0.25 and 2.0, as a function of the TR/T1 ratio and
flip angles. Figure 5.3A shows four SNR-eff curves at different excitation
flip angles (π/3, π/2, 2π/3 and 5π/6 rads) with fixed storing and recalling flip
angles (equal to π/2 rad). For both TM/T1 ratios, the excitation flip angle
acts as a scaling factor which results in scaled SNR-eff profiles; moreover
when symmetric flip angles with respect to π/2 rad are used (i.e. π/3 and
2π/3 rad in this case), the SNR-eff profiles are equal. This behaviour is
expected because this RF pulse just excites the desired amount of spins
from the longitudinal plane, achieving its maximum at π/2 rad flip angle.
Figure 5.3B shows, on the other hand, the variation of the SNR-eff in the
function of the storing and recalling flip angles (also at π/3, π/2, 2π/3 and
5π/6 rads) with fixed excitation flip angle (equal to π/2). For both TM/T1
ratios, in comparison with 5.3A, the effect of both RF pulses scales and
modifies the signal behaviour. In this particular scenario, the maximum
SNR-eff efficiency is not necessarily achieved when both flip angles are π/2
rad. In fact, for the long TM/T1 and short TR/T1 case (when TR/T1 - TM/T1
< 1), using lower flip angles results in a higher SNR-eff.
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Figure 5.3: SNR-eff behaviour as a function of TR/T1 with fixed TM/T1 ratios (0.25 - blue
curve, and 2.0 - red curve): (A) for variable excitation and fixed storing and recalling flip
angles (equal to π/2). For both ratios, the excitation flip angle just scales the total SNR-eff
and achieves its maximum at π/2. (B) For variable storing and recalling (both equal), and
fixed excitation flip angles (equal to π/2). In this case flip angle variation not only scales but
also modifies the SNR-eff behaviour. The maximum SNR-eff is still achieved for flip angles
equal to π/2. However, this is not true in the range of (TR - TM)/T1 < 1(· T1), where SNR-eff
is higher when smaller flip angles are used.

Figure 5.4 shows another perspective of the SNR-eff behaviour, but only
as a function of timing parameters (TM/T1 and TR/T1 ratios) with equally
fixed flip angles (π/2 rad). Figure 5.4A shows the SNR-eff profile in the
TM/T1-TR/T1 space, where the highest SNR-eff is achieved in the region
close to a TR/T1 ratio of 1.4 and TM/T1 ratio lower than 0.25. The SNR-
eff decays slower along TR/T1 than along TM/T1 as shown in Figure 5.4B,
resulting in a relatively broad maximum optimal SNR-eff peaks. By se-
lecting the maximum SNR-eff values per TM/T1-TR/T1 (Figure 5.4A, white
dashed line), it is possible to obtain a linear relationship between TM/T1-
TR/T1 defined in Equation 5.15. This relationship is equally applicable for
the unspoiled and spoiled SE signal model.

Non-spoiled & spoiled: TR = 1.424TM + 1.463 (R2 : 0.9971) (5.15)
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Figure 5.4: SNR-eff behaviour as a function of TR/T1-TM/T1 ratios with fixed flip angles (all
equal to π/2): In (A), the SNR-eff is represented in the TM/TR space where the maximum is
achieved for TR/T1 ratio around 1.4 and TM/T1 lower than 0.25. The red line indicates the
sequence limitations in the combination TR/TM (TM < TR - TE) with the right side forbidden.
The white dashed line indicates the maximum value for each isocurve, which can be modelled
with Equation 5.15. In (B), it shows some discrete curves from (A) for different TM/T1 ratios.
For any TM/T1 ratio, the SNR-eff reaches a maximum and afterwards decays steadily. The
maximum for each point can be obtained by using Equation 5.15.

Figure 5.5 shows, on the other hand, the contribution of each component
of the modelled signal equation: the longitudinal (first row) and the trans-
verse (second row) STE signal components, including how it is compared
with the full STE signal model (third row, as shown in the previous re-
sults). All of them are shown in the TM/TR space at π/2 rad flip angles.
The longitudinal component behaves approximately linear with (TR-TM)
for all the T1’s (in columns). As expected, the value of this component
is higher for long effective-TR values (∼ TR – TM) and short T1’s (to the
limit where Mz = 1). In contrast, the transverse signal decays exponen-
tially and it is completely insensitive to TR. When both components are
multiplied, the resulting STE signal behaves exponentially along TR and
TM. It should be noted that the total STE signal is then modulated by two
different mechanisms, which are highly dependent on T1. While the lon-
gitudinal component recovers significantly faster for short T1, at the same
time it decays quickly with increasing TM. Therefore, the total signal avail-
able in STE for very short to short T1’s is strongly attenuated and mostly
(if not only) dependent on TM. However, for the medium and longer T1’s
values, there is a broader combination of TM-TR times where the signal is
highly dependent on TM and TR. Such dependency can even allow obtain-
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ing equal signal intensities at different TM-TR combinations.
The dependency shown by TM-TR-T1 in the previous figure (Figure 5.5)

is further illustrated in Figure 5.6. This figure shows how the STE signal
decays for five different T1’s at fixed TR’s (in columns). By decreasing TR,
a higher attenuating effect for longer T1’s (e.g. T1 = 2 s and 4 s in purple
and green curves, respectively) in comparison to shorter T1’s (e.g. T1 = 1
s in yellow) is observed. This attenuation in long T1’s can reach intensity
values (especially at TM = 0 s) below the point of shorter-T1’s (e.g. the pur-
ple decay curve falls progressively lower below the yellow curve, and even
slower for the green curve decay). This effect is explained by showing that
the total magnetisation is not fully recovered for long T1’s and decaying
slower in comparison with short T1’s where the total magnetisation is al-
ready (if not fully) recovered but decaying faster. Given the fact that those
high T1’s are commonly present in water, cerebrospinal fluid and blood,
this interaction results in a significant attenuation of these substances in
the short TR STEAM signal regime. This also means that the STE (and
SE) signal for different T1’s can match under certain TM/TR combinations.
For example, there exists a specific TM value, at short TR, where the sig-
nal of the longest T1’s (purple and green curves) is equal for some of the
shortest T1’s curves.

5.3.2 Experimental STEAM data analysis

Figure 5.7 shows the STEAM SE images obtained from a homogeneous
phantom acquired in a 9.4 T scanner at two different TR’s (0.35 and 0.70
s) and several TM’s (0.030 to 0.300 s). This specimen was used to charac-
terise the variation of the SE signal, for any arbitrary TM-TR values, as a
result of the flip angle fluctuation (i.e. B1

+-dependency, as shown in the in-
set). Figure 5.7A shows qualitatively how the signal decays in the images
with respect to TM but increases at increasing TR. This is not properly
shown since the images at TR = 0.70 s were scaled twice the value in com-
parison to the signal scale at TR = 0.35 s. This was done with the purpose
to determine, if possible, other qualitative differences between images at
different TR’s beyond signal scaling. As observed in Figure 5.7B, in where
signal profiles of the images shown in 5.7A were plotted, no variation was
observed between images. It corroborates the established qualitative ob-
servations, in which it is indeed an increment in signal with increasing TR
in almost 1.5 times (e.g. in voxel position 16, from 1.2 to 1.8 · 105 units)
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with a subtle difference in signal profiles at each TM. At the same time, the
increment in TR just scales the SE signal proportionally, as demonstrated
in Figure 5.5, top row. As argued above, the SE signal decay in function of
TM can only be explained by the longitudinal component variation. More-
over, the SE signal is almost identical for the first three TM’s (0.03, 0.042
and 0.1 s) which can be explained by the fact that the T1 value for the spec-
imen is long enough to ensure a slow longitudinal decay. That is, for a T1
(far) above 0.7 s, the (1 - E1(τ3)) component from Equation 5.14 is equal to
0.35, 0.34 and 0.28 at TR = 0.35 s, and equal to 0.61, 0.60 and 0.56 at TR
= 0.7 s (for TM: 0.03, 0.042 and 0.1 s in both cases, respectively).
Figure 5.8 shows, on the other hand, the STEAM SE signal obtained from
an ex vivo human brain sample acquired at two different TR’s (0.35 and
1.00 s) and several TM’s, equally scaled. Figure 5.8A shows how the im-
age intensity and contrast varies as a function of TM for several T1 values
from different substrates (i.e. white matter, grey matter, and fluid). The
long T1 attenuation effect, stronger for the shorter TR (0.35 s) than for the
longer TR (0.7 s), which was demonstrated in Figure 5.6, is appreciable.
At equal TM (e.g. 0.12 s) the signal from long T1’s (i.e. from the solution)
is recovered at longer TR. In contrast, the signals from white matter (WM)
and grey matter (GM) show little signal variation at different TR with the
same TM. As shown in Figure 5.8B (and similarly shown in 5.6), the signal
from GM is higher because of its shorter T1 (∼ 0.3 s as estimated in Chap-
ter 3) in comparison toWM (∼ 0.5 s) and solution (∼ 4.0 s)4. The qualitative
similarity between the modelled signal from Equation 5.10 (and shown in
Figure 5.6) and the acquired data is also clear.
A more quantitative comparison between the modelled and experimen-

tal SE ex vivo brain signals, including the observed attenuation effects, is
shown in 5.9. By comparing the SE signal ratios between WM/GM and so-
lution/GM from the modelled (dashed lines) and acquired MR data (solid
lines), shows both a contrast of interest (WM/GM) and a measure of fluid
attenuation (Fluid/GM). Besides that, it also ensures that the effects of
other signal components in the experimental data (e.g. Tx-Rx profiles) are
minimised. For both ratios, at both TR’s, the correspondence between the
modelled and experimental data is high, except when TM approaches TR
(i.e. for short effective TR) This points out that one of the assumptions
(Equation 5.4) is not fulfilled in the experimental data.

4GM also has higher PD and T2 values, as shown in Chapter 3, in comparison to WM.
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Figure 5.9: SE signal ratios both modelled by Equation 5.1 with Mz defined by 5.10 (dashed
lines), and measured experimentally with ex vivo data from Figure 5.8 (solid lines). SE sig-
nal ratios are shown for WM/GM (blue) and solution/GM (red) for TR: 0.35 s (top) and 0.7 s
(bottom). The shadowed area represents the restriction of TM due to TR.

5.4 Discussion

This work aimed to study in detail the contribution of the longitudinal
magnetisation component in the SE and STE signals when the STEAM
sequence reaches a steady-state regime (i.e. TM, TR < T1). Even though
this component was previously introduced (e.g. in references [7, 238]), it
became necessary to obtain a complete analytical expression in which it
can be broadly explored and studied. These analyses allowed not only to
study this component as a function of TR, TM and T1 as previously estab-
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lished; but it was also possible to explore it in case of variable flip angles
and possible remnant SE signal contribution. The addition of this compo-
nent to the transverse SE and STE signal equations helped to understand
in deeper detail the variation of these signals under several scenarios and,
at the same time, it established a precedent regarding the expectations on
the SE and STE signals in empirical observations in restricted regimes.
Given the fact that the experimental signal behaviour can be explained by
the signal model shown in this work, makes it possible to explain no intu-
itive empirical results (e.g. SE signal decay as a function of TM). Or, even
better, giving insights into the possibilities of implementing other contrast
mechanisms like fluid-attenuated, or dark-blood, STEAM imaging.

5.4.1 A steady-state signal in the STEAM sequence

To acquire an analytical expression for Mz, it was necessary to solve the
Bloch equation for STEAM under two assumptions: where there is no
residual transverse magnetisation after TR, and the sequence reached an
steady-state regime immediately after the first TR. From this solution, two
equations were obtained which represent the cases where a remnant SE
signal contributes to this component (referred as unspoiled SE, Equation
5.10 and 5.13 for α= π/2 rad) or it is fully suppressed (spoiled SE, Equa-
tion 5.12 and 5.14 for α= π/2 rad). Figure 5.7 showed how the proposed Mz
models differ from each other. The difference between both is highest at
the short TM and TR regime (TM, TR « T1), and with TM shorter than T2
(fixed at 0.040 s). This difference is explained by the E2(TM) component
in Equation 5.13. In the time regime where TM becomes higher than T2,
both equations become indistinguishable and can be used to describe the
signal equally. Therefore, without losing generality, the following results
were performed using equations 5.10 and 5.13.

5.4.2 Steady-state signal dependencies and total signal behaviour

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 showed the STE signal dependency, with the included
steady-state component, with respect to TM, TR and flip angles. To gener-
alise the results, it was necessary to normalise all the timing parameters
to T1. Figure 5.3 clearly shows the contribution of the RF pulses to the
STE signal behaviour: the excitation flip angle only modulates the total
signal available in the STEAM sequence, while the storing and recalling
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RF pulses not only scale but are also more sensitive to TR-TM values. In
the SE signal (not shown), on the other hand, the excitation flip angle con-
tributes in the same way but in the storing RF pulse, even if it shows a
similar TM-TR dependency as in STE, the signal increases with higher
flip angle. Figure 5.4 shows the STE signal (expressed in units of SNR-eff)
only dependent on TM-TR (in the TM-TR space) while fixing the flip angles
at π/2 rad (where it is maximum). On a global scale, the highest SNR-eff
is achieved in the shortest TM with a TR close to 1.4 times T1. It is also
shown that it is possible to find a set of TM-TR values where a maximum
SNR-eff (Figure 5.4B) can be achieved. This would allow defining STEAM
acquisitions protocols with optimised SNR-eff by using the obtained linear
relationship defined in Equation 5.15. As an example, Table 5.2 shows sev-
eral TM-TR values required to obtain STE images in ex vivo and in vivo
human brains at 9.4 T and 7 T respectively with the highest SNR-eff.

TM/Desired TR Ex vivo WM
9.4 T - T1: 0.3 s

In vivo WM
7 T - T1: 1.1 s

0.5T1/2.2T1 0.15 s/0.66 s 0.55 s/2.42 s
1.0T1/3T1 0.3 s/0.9 s 1.1 s/3.3 s
2.0T1/5T1 0.6 s/1.5 s 2.2 s/5.5 s

Table 5.2: TR required for a predefined TM to achieve the highest SNR efficiency for ex vivo
and in vivo human brain MR studies. The desired TR was obtained by using Equation 5.15.

On the other hand, it was important to examine how the different compo-
nents (longitudinal and transverse) in the STE signal modelling are mod-
ulated by TR and TM. Figure 5.5 (top) showed how the longitudinal compo-
nent is highly dependent on TR and almost null on TM.Moreover, for all T1
values, the intensity of this component increases by TR as well. Therefore,
even if the effective TR is defined to be TR/TE/TM dependent (which ex-
plains the angled isocurves), the relation between TR/T1 is predominant.
The transverse component, on the other hand, is only TM dependent as
expected (which explains the vertical isocurves in 5.5 middle). Thus, the
combined dependencies of TR and TM permits the modulation of the STE
signal at different T1’s to achieve desired contrasts or attenuation. For ex-
ample, for short T1 values, the longitudinal component gets recovered re-
ally fast (or already fully) at really short TR values (∼ 2T1) but it is barely
recovered for long T1’s. At the same time, in the opposite scenario, the
transverse component gets attenuated really fast by TM in short T1’s but
slowly decays for long T1’s. Therefore, as shown in Figure 5.6, it is possible
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to obtain TR-TM combinations where the contrast between different T1’s
is minimised or maximised. Examples of this STEAM contrast benefit is
shown in Figure 5.10 for GM and solution, where the contrast is almost
minimum; as well as the almost full attenuation of fluid in the short TR
regime, while GM and WM signals become contrast-enhanced.

5.4.3 Experimental data comparison with signal modelling

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 showed the experimental signal behaviour of the SE
signal at different TR/TM/flip angle combinations. Figure 5.7 showed clearly
how, for a homogeneous specimen (with an expected constant T1), the sig-
nal varies with timing and flip angle parameters. The SE signal decays as
a function of TM, which is not expected if it is explained by the transverse
component formulation only. Then, this variation must come from the lon-
gitudinal component dependency on this parameter. Using a qualitative
comparison between images, shows an increment of the signal at increas-
ing TR, as indicated in Figure 5.5 (top). From this qualitative compari-
son between experimental signal behaviour and modelling, it was possi-
ble to study in more detail how accurately the proposed signal formulation
(Equation 5.10) can model the experimental SE signal from STEAM acqui-
sitions in a more complex system like an ex vivo brain specimen. Figure
5.8A showed similar signal changes as in phantom: increasing signal with
increased TR at constant TM and, at the same time, the signal decays with
increased TM. The increasing TR clearly benefits the signal coming from
the solution, because it possesses the longest T1 in comparison to the bio-
logical structures in the brain specimen. As shown in Figure 5.6, it is clear
how the combination between TR-TM gives a signal advantage for a spe-
cific T1 value, like in this case for GM. Figure 5.8B shows an explicit com-
parison between the simulated signal (first column) and the signal from
the acquired data (second column). Qualitatively, the signal behaviour of
those biological structures are identical to those proposed by the model.
Figure 5.9 takes the next step and compares the model and the experimen-
tal data by taking the ratios between WM/GM and solution/GM. It shows
a strong correlation of the model with the experimental data, especially
for the WM/GM ratio in which the highest difference for the longest TM is
almost 11% in the short TR regime and 5.6% in the long TR regime. The
bifurcation in the similarity between the simulated and experimental data
in the long TM’s can be explained with the break of one of the conditions
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(either the steady-state regime has not been achieved or the remaining
transverse magnetisation is not completely spoiled, Equation 5.4) in the
experimental data. Therefore, the use of the proposed Mz components in
the SE signal equation can represent adequately the behaviour of the SE
signal decay and by extension to STE signal. It is important to remark,
again, that demonstrating this point using STE images instead could be
more complicated due to the high dependence of this signal to TM (i.e. in
the longitudinal component, in the relaxation transverse component and
in the diffusion component) as shown in Figure 5.10.

5.5 Conclusion

In this work, full SE and STE signal equations from the STEAM sequence
were obtained. It was modelled for cases of unspoiled and spoiled SE sig-
nal, timing parameters (i.e. TR-TM-T1) and flip angles. Using this compo-
nent for a full STE signalmodelling, it was possible to obtain a relationship
between TM-TR for achieving the highest SNR-eff possible and maximis-
ing the contrast of a specific T1 by equalising the signal coming from other
T1 components. The corroboration of this modelling was performed by
comparing it with the SE signal behaviour from experimental data. High
correspondence between the experimental and modelling signal for cases
of homogeneous and inhomogeneous specimens were obtained. With this
complete signal modelling, it is possible to understand the SE and STE sig-
nals for different T1’s in a broader range of times (TR, TM) and flip angles.
Besides, in the future the option of performing relaxometry with variable
TR and diffusion with variable TM-TR analysis can be tested by using both
signals without using the ratio (if available). For instance, it can be ideal
for microstructure diffusion analysis, where the SE and STE signals can
be obtained simultaneously in STEAM acquisition at different diffusion
times (therefore, b-values), where the SE diffusion signal can be used for
short diffusion time regimes while the STE diffusion signal can be used for
long diffusion time regimes.
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5.6 Supplementary material

Figure 5.10: STEAM MRI images acquired from ex vivo brain specimen data: (A) STE im-
ages at different TR/TM combinations. Signal increment in function of TR is shown and
simultaneous signal decay in function of TM are appreciable. It is noticeable how the sig-
nal decay from solution is minimum in the first situation, explained by its long T1 value. (B)
Corresponding signal plots obtained for three different positions: solution (blue), grey matter
(GM, red) and white matter (WM, yellow). The modelled signal from Equation 5.10 is shown
along the first column by using as input the B1

+ and T2 maps obtained experimentally (Chap-
ter 3) and fixed T1 ’s values (4.0, 0.3 and 0.5 s respectively). The corresponding experimental
signal decay is shown in the second column. It is clear that the intersection between signals
shown in Figure 5.6 could be replicated in the STE signal. The third column shows the sig-
nal decay ratios for WM/GM (blue) and solution/GM (red) from the experimental data (solid
lines) and modelled data (dashed lines). In comparison to Figure 5.9, the correspondence is
not as high, since the diffusion component is not added to the signal modelling.
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1From the pre-printed article: "Fritz et al. MESMERISED: Super-accelerated 7 T
STEAM imaging for quantitative multi-contrast and diffusion MRI. BioArXiv, 2020,
DOI:https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.05.15.098269 " and under review. From the accepted ab-
stracts: "Fritz et al. MESMERISED: Super-accelerated 7T STEAM imaging for quantita-
tive T1 and diffusionMRI. ISMRM 27th Annual Meeting and Exhibition, Montreal, 2019"
(accepted as Oral Presentation and awarded with Summa cum Laude, and the Ultra-High
Field Study Group 1 Abstract Award), and "Fritz et al. MESMERISED: Super-accelerated
7T STEAM imaging for quantitative T1w MRI. ISMRM Benelux Chapter 11th Annual
Meeting and Exhibition, Leiden, 2019" (accepted as Poster)
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Abstract

There is an increasing interest in quantitative imaging of T1, T2 and dif-
fusion contrast in the brain due to greater robustness against bias fields
and artefacts, as well as better biophysical interpretability in terms of mi-
crostructure. However, acquisition time constraints are a challenge, par-
ticularlywhenmultiple quantitative contrasts are desired andwhen exten-
sive sampling of diffusion directions, high b-values or long diffusion times
is needed formulti-compartmentmicrostructuremodelling. Although ultra-
high fields of 7 T and above have desirable properties for many MR modal-
ities, the shortening T2 and the high specific absorption rate (SAR) of in-
version and refocusing pulses bring great challenges to quantitative T1,
T2 and diffusion imaging. Here, we present the MESMERISED sequence
(MultiplexedEcho ShiftedMultibandExcited andRecalled Imaging of STEAM
Encoded Diffusion). MESMERISED removes the dead time in stimulated
acquisition mode (STEAM) imaging by an echo-shifting mechanism. The
echo-shifting (ES) factor is independent of MB acceleration and allows for
very high multiplicative ESxMB acceleration factors, particularly under
moderate and long mixing times. This results in high duty cycle and time
efficiency at 7 T, particularly for quantitative T1 and diffusion imaging,
while also retaining the capacity to perform quantitative T2 and B1 map-
ping. We demonstrate the super-acceleration of MESMERISED for whole-
brain T1 relaxometry with total acceleration factors up to 36 at 1.8 mm
isotropic resolution, and up to 54 at 1.25 mm resolution qT1 imaging, cor-
responding to a 6x and 9x speed-up, respectively, compared to MB-only
accelerated acquisitions. We demonstrate quantitative T2 and B1 map-
ping to illustrate multi-contrast mapping with the same MESMERISED
sequence and the same readout train. Finally, we demonstrate highly ef-
ficient diffusion MRI with high b-values and long diffusion times in two
separate cases. First, we show that super-accelerated multi-shell diffu-
sion acquisitions with 370 whole-brain diffusion volumes over 8 b-value
shells up to b = 7000 s/mm2 can be generated at 2 mm isotropic in under 8
minutes, a data rate of almost a volume per second, or at 1.8 mm isotropic
in under 11 minutes. Second, we demonstrate a time-efficient sampling
of different diffusion times with 1.8 mm isotropic diffusion data acquired
at four diffusion times up to 290 ms, which supports both DTI and DKI
at each diffusion time. MESMERISED extends possibilities to efficiently
probe T1, T2 and diffusion contrast for multi-componentmodelling of tissue
microstructure.
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6.1 Introduction

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) derives most of its versatility as an
imaging technique from being able to weight images towards a multitude
of contrasts, prominently among which are T1, T2/T2* and diffusion con-
trasts. Recently, there is an increasing interest in quantitative imaging of
these contrasts for two main reasons. First, quantitative T1, T2 and diffu-
sion images possess greater robustness against bias fields and artefacts,
since the effects of spatially slowly varying radiofrequency (RF) transmit
and receive fields are mostly removed. Second, quantitative images have
better biophysical interpretability, since they have interpretable physical
units. This makes them a better proxy for biological microstructure and
phenomena, such as myelin (e.g. in references [43, 139, 225]), iron (e.g.
in references [225, 196, 89]), axonal density (e.g. in references [8, 237])
or coarse-graining due to random axonal packing (e.g. in reference [157]).
However, since quantitative MRI (qMRI) requires the acquisition of many
volumes, from which the quantitative image is then derived, long acqui-
sition times are a challenge, particularly when multiple quantitative con-
trasts are desired.
Acquisition time constraints are particularly pressing for diffusion MRI
(dMRI). The signal varies with the orientation, strength and diffusion time
encoded by diffusion gradients, making diffusion contrast inherentlymulti-
dimensional. Moreover, recent developments in biophysical microstruc-
ture quantificationwith dMRI require samplingmore of themulti-dimensional
contrast space than with older methods. The conventional method for the
analysis of white matter in dMRI imaging is the tensor model in Diffu-
sion Tensor Imaging (DTI; [18, 19, 165]). Although a DTI derived index
variable such as Fractional Anisotropy (FA) is sensitive, it is also unspe-
cific, since differences in FA can reflect different axonal properties such as
axon density, diameter distribution and myelination [11, 10, 23, 62, 117].
Therefore, advances in diffusion microstructure modelling have aimed at
greater specificity than DTI in relating the dMRI signal to the underly-
ing cellular microstructure [5, 13, 8, 237, 11, 82, 109, 161, 62, 61, 12].
Models such as the Neurite Orientation Dispersion and Density Imaging
model (NODDI; [237]), the Combined Hindered And Restricted Model of
Diffusion (CHARMED; [8]), and the White Matter Tract Integrity model
(WMTI; [82]) can providemeasures specific to fibre density and orientation
dispersion. These require the acquisition of a large number of diffusion di-
rections over multiple b-values, sometimes extending to b-values as high
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as 6000 - 8000 s/mm2, leading to acquisition times of 10 - 20 minutes or
longer. Sensitivity can additionally be gained to axonal diameter distribu-
tions [5, 12, 236, 63], water-exchange over cell membranes [132, 154] and
coarse-graining effects [39, 157], but this requires the acquisition of a large
number of b-values and diffusion times extending to 200 - 800 ms, often
leading to acquisition times of 30 - 60 min.
Developments in echo-planar imaging (EPI) acquisition have allowed sig-
nificant speed-up in the acquisition of volume time series weighted for T1,
T2/T2* or diffusion. Prominently among these is multiband (MB) or simul-
taneous multi-slice (SMS) acquisition [80, 148, 182], which allows 2- to
4-fold speed-up for high flip angle applications at the expense of a higher
specific absorption rate (SAR). However, even with MB acceleration, quan-
titativemulti-contrast studies that require extensive diffusionMRI, aswell
as quantitative mapping of T1 and/or T2, are facing prohibitively long ac-
quisition times.
In the domain of high spatial resolution imaging, ultra-high fields (UHF)
of 7 Tesla (7 T) and above have enabled efficient high spatial resolution
mapping of quantitative T1 (e.g. in references [142, 160]), T2* (e.g. in
reference [89]) and diffusion (e.g. see reference [220]). In this work, our
main aim was to establish whether the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
available at 7 T could be used for highly time-efficient quantitative multi-
contrast acquisition at moderate resolutions, particularly when including
dMRI at high b-values or long diffusion times. Although UHF has desir-
able properties for many MRmodalities, the shortening of T2 and the high
SAR load of inversion and refocusing pulses bring challenges to efficient
quantitative T1, T2 and diffusion imaging. Diffusion MRI sequences such
as pulsed-gradient spin-echo (PGSE; e.g. in reference [220]) and steady-
state free precession (SSFP; e.g. in reference [136]) have been optimised
at 7 T to mitigate some of these limitations. However, they remain limited
to MB acceleration factors of 2 to 4 [75, 220, 232], with SAR as the main
limiting factor.
Therefore, we investigated the possibilities of the stimulated echo acquisi-
tion mode (STEAM) sequence [85]. The STEAM sequence has some attrac-
tive advantages for multi-contrast MRI at UHF. First, it is highly multi-
contrast capable, being able to provide quantitative T1 (qT1) contrast (by
relaxometry on themixing time, TM), quantitative T2 (qT2) contrast (by re-
laxometry on the echo time, TE), transmit (B1

+) field mapping, and quan-
titative diffusion contrast. Furthermore, both b-value and diffusion time
parameters in diffusionMRI with STEAM can be probed at the high values
desirable for many diffusion microstructure applications. Second, both a
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spin-echo (SE) and stimulated echo (STE) signal can be independently ac-
quired after a single excitation pulse, enhancing the capacity for efficient
multi-contrast acquisition. Third, STEAM is highly efficient in SAR given
its preferred 90◦-90◦-90◦ flip angle scheme. It has ∼ 60% of the SAR of a
comparable 90◦-180◦ spin-echo sequence and ∼ 33% of the SAR of a com-
parable 180◦-90◦-180◦ inversion-prepared spin-echo sequence (assuming
similar slice-selection and a quadratic SAR/flip angle relationship). This
also means that applying multiband pulses for SMS imaging is easier to
apply for highMB factors in STEAM since SAR increases linearly withMB
factor. However, the STEAM sequence also has inherent disadvantages.
Both the SE and STE signals have only 50% of the signal level and signal to
noise ratio (SNR), compared to the SE from a 90◦-180◦ spin-echo sequence.
Moreover, there is a considerable dead time in STEAM (Figure 6.1A), es-
pecially when moderate to long mixing times (useful for T1-weighting and
probing of long diffusion times) are required, which leads to a low SNR per
unit time efficiency.
Here, we present the MESMERISED sequence (Multiplexed Echo Shifted
Multiband Excited and Recalled Imaging of STEAM Encoded Diffusion).
MESMERISED removes the dead time in stimulated acquisition mode
(STEAM) imaging by an echo-shifting mechanism. The echo-shift (ES)
factor is independent of MB acceleration and allows for very high mul-
tiplicative ESxMB acceleration factors, particularly under moderate and
long TM’s. This results in a high duty cycle and high time efficiency at 7
T, particularly for quantitative T1 and diffusion imaging. We demonstrate
the super-acceleration of MESMERISED for whole-brain T1 relaxometry
with total acceleration factors up to 36 for 1.8 mm resolution and up to 54
for 1.25 mm resolution qT1 imaging. We then demonstrate quantitative T2
andB1

+ mapping to illustratemulti-contrastmappingwith the sameMES-
MERISED sequence. Finally, we demonstrate highly efficient diffusion
MRI with high b-values and long diffusion times in two cases: First, we
show super-accelerated multi-shell diffusion acquisitions with 370 whole-
brain diffusion volumes over 8 b-value shells up to b = 7000 s/mm2. Second,
we demonstrate a time-efficient sampling of different diffusion times with
1.8 mm isotropic diffusion data acquired at four diffusion times up to 290
ms.
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6.2 Theory

TheMESMERISED sequence is based on the standard (diffusion-weighted)
STEAM sequence (Figure 6.1A). The STEAMpulse sequence uses three ra-
diofrequency (RF) pulses: excitation (Exc), storing (Sto) and recalling (Rec)
pulses, which can create several spin echoes (SE’s) and a stimulated echo
(STE), and was first introduced by Frahm and colleagues [85]. In general
terms, the excitation pulse places the magnetisation into the transverse
plane where it undergoes T2 decay. Subsequently, the storing pulse places
(‘stores’) part of the total magnetisation along the longitudinal axis where
it is subject to T1 decay during the mixing time (TM). The remaining part
of the magnetisation forms the primary SE signal. Finally, the recalling
pulse places (‘recalls’) the stored magnetisation to the transverse plane
where it once again undergoes T2 decay until the STE is formed. This se-
quence of pulses can create three more SE signals (the second, third and
fourth spin-echo) after the STE, which are the consequence of the free in-
duction decay (FID) signal generated by the storing and recalling pulses.
We focus on the first or primary SE signal in the remainder of this work
and refer to it simply as ‘the SE’ hereafter. Whereas the SE undergoes only
by T2 decay, the STE signal undergoes both T1 and T2 decay, because the
signal is obtained from spins stored along the longitudinal axis for the du-
ration of the TM, during which there is T1 relaxation. Furthermore, both
echoes (SE and STE) share the transverse magnetisation created by the
excitation pulse and therefore split the total excited signal, which becomes
evenly distributed between SE and STE when the storing pulse has a flip
angle of 90◦.
MESMERISED removes the dead time in STEAMby shifting Exc-Sto pulse
pairs and SE readout for one or more MB slice groups into the dead time of
earlier slice groups (Figure 6.1B). We refer to this as echo-shifting, by anal-
ogy to sequences that shift sequence elements to achieve echo times longer
than their repetition time (TR) in gradient-echo or steady-state free pre-
cession sequences (c.f. see reference [74, 90]). However, we note the shift-
ing mechanism here is fundamentally different and does not achieve TE >
TR. The echo-shifting in MESMERISED temporally interleaves and mul-
tiplexes the contrast evolution of several slices or MB slice-groups. The
stored longitudinal magnetisation of earlier Exc-Sto and SE readout se-
quence blocks (SBA blocks) evolves while later SBA blocks are executed
and SE’s are acquired. Subsequently, STE’s are recalled and read-out in
a sequence of SBB blocks (Figure 6.1B), placed at time TM to their corre-
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sponding SBA blocks. We refer to the number of echo-shifted slice groups
as the echo-shift factor (ES factor). The echo-shifting is independent of MB
acceleration and allows for very high multiplicative ESxMB acceleration
factors, particularly under moderate and long TM’s. This results in full
duty cycle and high time efficiency, particularly for quantitative T1 and
diffusion imaging.
For instance, T1 relaxometry with STEAM requires a range of TM’s ac-
quired under the same TR and TE. Whereas total acquisition time of T1 re-
laxometry with MB-STEAM would be determined by the TR of the longest
TM, acquisition time of T1 relaxometry with MESMERISED is limited by
the TR of shortest possible TM. All TM’s required for accurately fitting
an exponential decay model can be acquired at the full duty cycle and a
short TR. Essentially, in MESMERISED a different choice of ES factor de-
termines a simple reordering of the same sequence blocks and enable a
different mixing time to be acquired at the same minimised TR (see Sup-
plementary Figure 6.15).
For diffusion imaging, monopolar diffusion gradient pairs are inserted sym-
metrically around the storing and recalling pulses. Although only the
first (before the storing pulse) and fourth (after the recalling pulse) gra-
dients are needed for diffusion-weighting of the STE signal, there are sev-
eral advantages to a double symmetric placement of four gradients. First,
these also serve as crusher gradients at low amplitude and duration in
non-diffusion-weighted imaging, helping to remove unwanted echo path-
ways. Second, the first pair of gradients create a pulsed-gradient spin-echo
(PGSE) acquisition in the SBA block, with the corresponding PGSE diffu-
sion contrast in the SE. Third, the second and third gradient act as spoilers
during the mixing time for unwanted (secondary and tertiary) spin-echo
pathways. Additionally, this spoiler action is enhanced in MESMERISED,
since the gradients of echo-shifted blocks add to the total spoiler-moment
during TM. MESMERISED can acquire diffusion-weighted signals at long
diffusion times and high b-values in its STE signal, at relatively low duty
cycle demands on the gradients. Besides, it allows highly accelerated prob-
ing of multiple diffusion times at the same TR and TE as for T1 relaxome-
try explained above. Finally, as a STEAM variant with both a SE and STE
readout, MESMERISED can acquire both a low b-value and short diffusion
time (in its diffusion-weighted SE’s) and a high b-value and long diffusion
time (in its diffusion-weighted STE’s) in a single TR.
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6.3 Methods

6.3.1 MESMERISED sequence implementation

The MESMERISED sequence was implemented on a Siemens 7 T MAG-
NETOMplatform (SiemensHealthineers Erlangen, Germany). A sequence
unit (or building block) was created consisting of a single multiband se-
lective pulse surrounded by two gradient pulses and followed by an echo-
planar imaging (EPI) readout. This unit serves both as a SBB block and,
preceded by a matched multiband pulse, like a SBA block (Figure 6.1B).
Blipped-CAIPIRINHA simultaneous multi-slice reconstruction [182] with
the split-slice GRAPPA leak-block approach [47] was performed by using
the online reconstruction that is part of the MGH SMS-EPI release for
Siemens platforms (https://www.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/software/c2p/sms).
In-plane acceleration was reconstructed with GRAPPA [94] using FLEET
auto-calibration scans as described in reference [28]. The MESMERISED
implementation allows for user-controllable MB, GRAPPA and ES accel-
eration factors, along with the common parameters (TE, TR, number of
slices, and resolution parameters: slice thickness, in-plane resolution, read-
out bandwidth). For diffusion imaging, duration δ, amplitude |G| and
time spacing ∆ of the diffusion gradient pairs are user-controllable to de-
termine b-value and diffusion time for the SE (bSE and ∆SE = ∆) and the
STE (bSTE and∆STE =∆ + TM). Diffusion gradient direction tables were im-
plemented as multiples of 12 directions (24, 36, 48, 60) distributed around
a full sphere by an electrostatic repulsion algorithm [114], interspersed
with b0 volumes every 12 directions. Multi-shell tables were implemented
by combining tables and suitable modulation of |G| by scaling the length
of the diffusion direction vector. To remove the need for SAR-intensive
Fat Saturation (FatSat) pulses, “fat-unfocusing” as described in the work
of Ivanov et al. 2010 [107] was achieved by the appropriate setting of the
pulse lengths and bandwidth-time product (BWTP).

6.3.2 MRI data acquisition

Whole-brain acquisitions were performed on a whole-body research 7 T
Siemens MAGNETOM (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) system
with gradients delivering 70mT/mmaximum strength at amaximum slew
rate of 200 T/m/s per physical axis. For RF transmission and reception, a
single-channel-transmit/32-channel-receive head coil (NovaMedical, Wilm-
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ington, MA, USA) was used. Written informed consent was obtained from
all the subjects before imaging and all procedures were approved by the
Ethics Review Committee Psychology and Neuroscience (ERCPN) of the
faculty of Psychology andNeuroscience, MaastrichtUniversity. MESMERISED
was tested on five healthy subjects (3 males and 2 females, average weight
75 ± 5 kg and age 29 ± 3 years). Dielectric pads [200] were used to im-
prove B1

+ field homogeneity by positioning two pads at the ears/temples.
All sessions started with a localizer scan in three orthogonal directions.
Subsequently, a B0 fieldmap was acquired [57] and used to optimised B0
shim currents. An absolute B1

+ map (using a pre-saturation turbo-flash
(PreSat-TFL) sequence [51]) was then acquired and used to calibrate the
global transmit flip angle.
Subsequently, MESMERISED acquisitions were performed with full brain
coverage, with slices in a transverse orientation. EPI readout was exe-
cuted along the anterior-posterior (AP) direction, and undersampled with
GRAPPA acceleration factor 2 or 3 and using a partial Fourier factor of
6/8. In-plane reference (ACS) lines for GRAPPA (24 lines for factor 2, 36
lines for factor 3) were acquired using FLEET at a flip angle 12◦ with 2 to
5 dummy pre-scans. For blipped CAIPI MB [34, 182], a CAIPI-shift (CS)
factor was employed (MB: 3, CS: 2; and MB: 4, CS: 3). Every acquisition
was accompanied by 5 volumes with a reversed-phase encoding direction
(posterior-anterior) only for the contrast with highest signal (i.e. shortest
TM or TE, flip angles 90◦-90◦-90◦, and/or b0 acquisition), used for correc-
tion of off-resonance distortions.
MESMERISEDprotocols were created for imaging of quantitative T1 (qT1),
quantitative T2 (qT2), transmit field (B1

+) mapping and diffusion. In MES-
MERISED the number of slices must be an integer multiple of MBxES for
all employed MB and ES factors. For qT2, B1

+ and diffusion protocols with
a single mixing time or diffusion time (∆) this provides a single constraint.
For qT1 or diffusion protocols with multiple TM or ∆’s , this provides a
set of constraints, one for each ES/TM combination. These constraints are
easily solved by choosing slice numbers N with a large number of integer
divisors (highly composite numbers), such as 60, 72, 90 and 108, which can
be used for isotropic imaging resolutions of 2 mm, 1.8 mm, 1.5 mm, and
1.25 mm, respectively. Each integer divisor of slice number divided by MB
factor (i.e. N/MB), then determines an allowable ES factor under the same
TR (because it determines a single temporal reordering of sequence blocks,
see Supplementary Figure 6.15). For instance, at 72 slices with MB = 3,
N/MB = 24 the allowable ES factors are [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24]. At full duty
cycle, each such ES is associated with a single minimum TM, determined
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by the length of RF pulses, gradient pulses, and EPI train length. Again
due to MESMERISED’s temporal block reordering property, the minimum
TM for each allowable ES is (very close to) ES*TMES = 1, i.e. an integermul-
tiple of the minimum TM for ES = 1.
A proof of principle test was performed to demonstrate thatMESMERISED’s
echo-shifting does not affect the resulting SE and STE images, and there-
fore the same signal can be acquired in shorter total acquisition time. Sets
of MESMERISED SE and STE images were acquired at 1.8 mm isotropic
resolution at different ES but fixed TM = 300 ms, TR = 11.88 s and TE
= 47.5 ms. ESxMB combinations of 1x3, 2x3 and 4x3 were acquired with
transverse slices, GRAPPA 2, Field of view (FoV) 230 x 230 mm2 and par-
tial Fourier 6/8. The achievable (but unused) minimum TR for ESxMB=
2x3 and 4x3 were recorded to quantify the acceleration potential of MES-
MERISED.
Quantitative T1 imaging was performed at 1.8 mm isotropic and 1.25 mm
isotropic, by performing relaxometry over a range of allowable ES/TM com-
binations at the same TR and TE. Five repetitions of each TM were ac-
quired to assess retrospectively what level of data averaging (1, 3 or 5 rep-
etitions) supports robust exponential T1-decay model fitting. Additionally,
T1 relaxometry was performed at both at the minimum possible TR, at
full duty cycle and acceleration, and with a doubling of TR and all TM’s.
This is to assess the range of TM’s necessary robust exponential T1-decay
model fitting. Full acquisition parameters are given in Supplementary Ta-
ble 6.11.
Quantitative T2 and B1

+ mappings were performed at 1.8 mm by relaxom-
etry on a range of TE’s, and by cosine model fitting of Exc-Sto-Rec = α◦-
2α◦- α◦ for a range of multipliers α[138], respectively. Additionally, T2 re-
laxometry was performed at both ES = 1 and at ES = 3, to assess whether
robust qT2 mapping can be performed under echo-shifting. Full acquisi-
tion parameters are given in Supplementary Table 6.12.
Multi-shell diffusion imagingwas performed at 2.0mmand 1.8mm isotropic
for different maximum b-values. Diffusion acquisitions were designed to
explore the strengths of MESMERISED in achieving a high number of vol-
umes per unit time, and either high b-values or a large range of ∆’s. A set
multi-shell diffusion acquisitions with maximum b-value 7000 s/mm2, 185
directions over 4 shells (a total of 370 SE and STE volumes), were per-
formed at 1.8 mm isotropic and different ES/TM, realising different diffu-
sion times between 80 ms and 430 ms in the STE. A 4-shell acquisition
at 2 mm isotropic with maximum b-value 7000 s/mm2 was performed to
explore the effect of a very short TR (2.36 s) and a very high number of
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volumes per unit time. An acquisition at 1.8 mm isotropic at four differ-
ent diffusion times and two different b-values (1000 and 2500 s/mm2) was
performed to assess efficient exploration of ∆ dependent effects on Mean
Diffusivity (MD) andMeanKurtosis (MK). Full acquisition parameters are
given in Supplementary Table 6.13.

6.3.3 Image processing and analysis

Each MESMERISED dataset (all repetitions for all TM’s (qT1), TE’s (qT2),
flip angles (B1

+), or directions and b-values for diffusion) was individu-
ally denoised, separately for the SE volumes and STE volumes. Denoising
was performed before any other step following the approach by Veraart et
al. 2016 [215], using the mrdenoise tool in MRtrix 3.0 [205] with a ker-
nel size of 5 or 7. Subsequently, the data were corrected for movement,
off-resonance and eddy-current artefacts with the Topup and Eddy tools
using FSL v6.0.1 [110]. Given that the TE, EPI readout-train, and crush-
ing/diffusion gradients are exactly matched between SE and STE within
each acquisition, distortion estimation can be performed on either SE or
STE. Therefore, Topup was performed on the highest signal SE volumes
(i.e. shortest TE, flip angles 90◦-180◦-90◦, and/or b0 acquisition) and Eddy
was performed separately on SE and STE volumes with this Topup input.
Since datawas organisedwith shortest-TM volumes first, the first acquired
SE and STE volumes are already in close spatial alignment (having been
acquired ∼ 100 - 300 ms apart in time), which ensures good alignment
of all SE and STE volumes. After correction, the following analyses were
performed.

qT1 and qT2 analysis

For qT1 analysis, two distinct relaxometry approaches were used which fit
volumes at varying TM with the same TR and TE. In the first approach,
only the STE volumes are used. The STE signal as a function of TR, TM,
TE and flip angles can be written:

SSTE(TR, TM, TE, αi) = 0.5S0

(∏3
i=1 sin (αi)

)(
exp

(
−TM
T1

)
− exp

(
−TR
T1

)
)
)
exp

(
−TE
T2

)
(6.1)

Where S0 contains all parameters not varying with TR, TM, TE and flip
angles, like proton density and Tx/Rx spatial sensitivity profiles, and α1,
α2, and α3 are the flip angles (in radians) of excitation, storing, and recall-
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ing pulse, respectively. Absorbing all terms that do not vary with TR or
TM into the S0 term, we get:

SSTE(S0, TR, TM, T1) = S0

(∏3
i=1 sin (αi)

)(
exp

(
−TM
T1

)
− exp

(
−TR
T1

))
(6.2)

In the first approach, Equation 6.2 was fitted to STE volumes at varying
TM andmaps for S0 and T1 were obtained. In this approach, the S0 absorbs
effects of flip angle and T2 decay (as well as RF receive coil sensitivities and
proton density), and the fitted curve is a product of exponential functions.
In the second approach, both SE and STE volumes are used. The SE signal
and STE/SE signal ratio as a function of TR, TM, TE and flip angles can
be written:

SSE(TR, TM, TE, αi) = S0 sin (α1) sin
(α2

2

)2 (
1− exp

(
−(TR−TM)

T1

))
exp

(
−TE
T2

)
(6.3)

SSTE
SSE

= sinα2 sinα3
1−cosα2

exp
(

−TM
T1

)
(6.4)

Absorbing all terms that do not vary with TR or TM for the ratio into an
S0* term, we get:

SSTE
SSE

= S∗
0 (αi) exp

(
−TM
T1

)
(6.5)

In the second approach Equation 6.5 was fitted to STE/SE ratio volumes at
varying TM and maps for S0* and T1 were obtained. In this approach, the
S0* absorbs effects of flip angle, and the fitted curve is a simple exponential
function. Therefore, the second approach uses the available SE images in
MESMERISED to establish a potentially lower complexity fit (simple expo-
nential vs. product of exponentials in the first approach). Approach 1 and
2 were both evaluated for the estimation of qT1 maps and compared for the
precision of their estimates by evaluating Fisher InformationMatrix (FIM)
local uncertainty [102]. In addition, the uncertainty of qT1 estimates was
evaluated for an increasing number (1, 3, 5) of repetitions per TM volume.
For qT2 mapping only the SE signal was used for both acquisitions (ES =
1 and 3) separately, fitting a simple exponential decay of TE’s to estimate
a qT2 map.

B1
+ analysis

For B1
+ mapping, the approach used by Lutti et al. 2012 [138] was used

on the acquired varying flip angle data. It consisted in taking the ratio
between STE and SE signals, where the flip angle ratio between the three
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STEAM pulses is α◦- 2α◦- α◦ (e.g. for α= 90◦: 90◦-180◦-90◦ degrees for
excitation, storing and recalling pulses respectively). The STE/SE ratio is
proportional to the cosine of the excitation flip angle:

SSTE
SSE

=
sin (2α) sin (α)

sin (α)2
exp

(
−TM
T1

)
→ S∗

0 (TM0, b0) cosα (6.6)

Therefore, the relative B1
+ map can be estimated from a sufficient number

of ratio volumes with varying α.

Diffusion analysis

For diffusion MRI, the following analyses were performed. For the 4-shell
(max b = 7000 s/mm2) single-TM acquisitions, the diffusion data from the
STE signal was analysed by DTI on the 1st shell, Diffusion Tensor Kurtosis
[111] on the 1st and 2nd shell, Ball&Stickmodels [26, 25] with one (B&Sr1),
two (B&Sr2) and three (B&Sr3) sticks on all shells, NODDI model [237] on
the 1st and 2nd shell, CHARMED model [8] with one (CHARMEDr1) and
two (CHARMEDr2) cylinder compartments on all shells. For the SE vol-
umes from the same acquisitions, the highest b-value shell was analysed
with DTI. For the 2-shell multi-TM acquisition, both DTI (1st shell) and
DKI (1st and 2nd shell) were used on the STE signal.

Model optimisation

All modelling analyses above were performed in the Microstructure Dif-
fusion Toolbox (MDT; https://mdt-toolbox.readthedocs.io/en/latest_
release/) with Powell optimiser at patience 10, and using a cascaded op-
timisation approach [101]. For diffusion modelling, the cascade consisted
of S0 estimation – B&Sr1 estimation – desired model; for qT1, qT2 and B1

+

analysis: S0 estimation – desired model. Where relevant, the precision of
estimates was evaluated by computing standard deviations derived from
the FIM [102].

6.4 Results

Figure 6.2 shows a comparison between image and signals obtained using
MESMERISED with no ES (ESxMB = 1x3, equivalent to MB STEAM, cf.
Figure 6.1A), ESxMB = 2x3 and 4x3 for the SE and STE images. Qualita-
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tively, Figure 6.1A shows that images retain the same contrast and char-
acteristics when dead time is filled up through echo-shifting. At the same
time, the minimum TR (minTR) illustrates that MESMERISED allows
these images to be acquired at higher acceleration in a shorter time, going
from a 11.88 s minTR with ESxMB = 1x3, to 4.83 s minTR with ESxMB =
4x3. Here we should note that, if the shorter TR is actually used, the con-
trast and SNR might change compared to the long TR images shown here
due to magnetisation and steady-state effects. The minTR also illustrates
that although the additional acceleration compared to multiband STEAM
is significant (e.g. 2.46x for ESxMB = 4x3 compared to ESxMB = 1x3),
and multiplicative with MB factor (e.g. 7.38x for ESxMB = 4x3 compared
to ESxMB = 1x1), the temporal acceleration factor is generally not linear
with ES, due to the time added by the SBBi (i > 1) blocks (c.f. Figure 6.1B).
Figure 6.1B shows a more direct comparison in signal line plots. MES-
MERISED accelerated signals (2x3 and 4x3) follow the MB STEAM signal
(1x3) closely.

6.4.1 qT1 mapping

Figure 6.3A showsMESMERISEDT1 relaxometry data at 1.8mm isotropic.
The relaxometry on TM is performed at constant TE (28 ms) and TR (6.9 s)
by increasing the ES factor proportionally to TM, for TM’s from 140 ms to
1680 ms (see Supplementary Table 6.11). This results in total acceleration
factors (ESxMB) from 3 to 36, highlighting the super-acceleration capabil-
ity of MESMERISED for T1 relaxometry. For MB-STEAM and STEAM
(without MB) the TR for relaxometry would be limited by the largest TM
and would equal 41.51 and 124.60 s, respectively, which means that rel-
ative temporal speed-ups of 6.02x and 18.06x are achieved compared to
MB-STEAM and STEAM, respectively. Figure 6.3B shows the whole-brain
isotropic resolution S0 and qT1 maps resulting from analysis of STE data
(i.e. using Equation 6.2). The S0 map estimated in this way retains strong
T2-weighting (along with weighting for proton density and Tx/Rx fields),
which is recognised in contrast between white matter (WM) and grey mat-
ter (GM) structures. The qT1 map shows also a high contrast level due to
the quantitative differences in T1 between WM and GM structures. For
comparison, Figure 6.4A shows S0* and qT1 maps resulting from analysis
of the STE/SE data from the same acquisition (i.e. using Equation 6.5).
The resulting qT1 map is qualitatively highly similar. However, the the-
oretical expectation (described above) that the S0* map is more weighted
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for Tx field (i.e. local flip angle) and less for T2 compared to the S0 map is
borne out in a decreased WM/GM contrast and an increased central dark-
ening strongly (anti-)correlated with the transmit field (described below).
Figure 6.4B showsMESMERISEDS0* and qT1 maps at 1.25mm isotropic,
from data at constant TE (31.7 ms) and TR (8.8 s), resulting in total accel-
eration factors (ESxMB) from 3 to 54 over 8 different TM’s (Supplementary
Table 6.11). For MB-STEAM and STEAM (without MB) the TR for relax-
ometry would be limited by the largest TM and would equal 79.79 and
239.40 s, respectively, which means that relative temporal speed-ups of
9.07x and 27.20x are achieved compared to MB-STEAM and STEAM, re-
spectively. A more detailed comparison of the uncertainty of qT1 maps for
the more SNR challenged 1.25 mm isotropic data is shown in Supplemen-
tary Figure 6.16. This shows that uncertainty in qT1 estimates is lower 1)
with an increasing number of repetitions, 2) at long TR (8.8 s) and maxi-
mum TM (max TM, 2.16s) compared to short TR (4.4 s) and max TM (1.08
s), and 3) with STE/SE ratio analysis compared to STE-only analysis. Al-
though 1) and 2) would be expected given the averaging effect of repetitions
and a max TM that is better for the range of expected T1’s at 7 T (1 - 1.5 s),
the benefit of STE/SE ratio analysis is more interesting. With the STE/SE
ratio analysis the local maxima in uncertainty for the long TR, TM data is
at a similar level with a single repetition (acquisition time 1:40) as for the
STE-only analysis with 5 repetitions (acquisition time 6:22); the STE/SE
ratio analysis with three repetitions (acquisition time 4:01) has lower un-
certainty everywhere (Supplementary Figure 6.16, bottom row). Addition-
ally, the uncertainty for STE/SE ratio analysis is more homogeneous over
the brain. Therefore, the 1.25 mm isotropic whole-brain qT1 map in Figure
6.4 can be achieved in 2-4 minutes, and the 1.8 mm isotropic qT1 map in
1-2 minutes, depending on the desired precision level.

6.4.2 qT2 and B1 mapping

Figure 6.5 shows T2 relaxometry results and qT2 maps at 1.8 mm isotropic
with MESMERISED both at ES = 3 and ES = 1 (i.e. MB-STEAM). Fig-
ure 6.5A shows SE volumes over echo times of 28.3 ms to 88.3 ms (see
Supplementary Table 6.12) illustrating T2 decay, qualitatively similar for
ES = 1 and ES = 3. Figure 6.5B shows the derived qT2 maps for each ES
factor. Analogous to Figure 6.2, neither the SE signal nor the qT2 map
seem affected by the echo-shifting mechanism in MESMERISED. Figure
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6.6 shows MESMERISED B1
+ mapping at 1.8 mm isotropic, derived from

both the SE and STE volumes (Figure 6.6A) for different αTX multipliers
in an αTX - 2αTX - αTX flip angle scheme for Exc – Sto – Rec pulses. Figure
6.6B shows the corresponding SE/STE ratios used for B1

+ map fitting, and
Figure 6.6C depicts the resulting whole-brain relative B1

+ map. Both the
results in Figure 6.5B and 6.6Cwere derived from 3 repetitions per volume,
which means that qT2 and B1

+ mapping can each be achieved in roughly
2 minutes, independently of echo-shift factor used. Here it is important
to note that qT2 and B1

+ mapping, per se, do not benefit from the acceler-
ation by echo-shifting in MESMERISED. However, the ability to perform
fast qT2 and B1

+ mapping with the same pulse sequence that provides ac-
celerated qT1 and diffusion imaging can have considerable advantages for
fast multi-contrast mapping.

6.4.3 Diffusion MRI

Figure 6.7 illustrates the two-dimensional parameter space of diffusion
time (vertical) and b-value (horizontal) withMESMERISED diffusion data
at 1.8 mm isotropic (where the further 2 dimensions of diffusion direction
on the sphere are left implicit). Here, different diffusion times were re-
alised by varying TM and utilising the maximum echo-shift factor allowed
at each TM, individually minimising TE and TR. All optimised TR’s are
close to 3.4 s (see Supplementary Table 6.13), showing a capacity to explore
high b-values, up to 7000 s/mm2, and high diffusion times, up to 436.9 s, at
very high acceleration and data rate. In the following, we first focus on the
possibilities afforded by multi-shell acquisitions at a single diffusion time
and then demonstrate the possibilities of acquisitions at varying diffusion
time.

6.4.4 Multi-shell diffusion MRI

Figure 6.8 shows example slices out of a 4-shell MESMERISED acquisi-
tion and analysis results for the simultaneously acquired STE images (at
a diffusion time of 160.6 ms and b-values up to 7000 s/mm2) and SE im-
ages (at a diffusion time of 20.6 ms and b-values up to 752 s/mm2). This
makes explicit how the acquisition of both diffusion-weighted SE volumes
and STE volumes provides 8 useful shells of diffusion data in a 4-shell ac-
quisition, even when analysed separately. Whereas the low-b SE volumes
support analysis with Gaussian diffusion models such as the DTI model,
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the high-b STE volumes are suitable for non-Gaussian diffusion models,
such as the DKI, NODDI and CHARMEDmodels. This data was acquired
at ES = 2 at a TR of 3.45 s and a TE of 49.8 ms, which tunes the diffusion
time of the STE volumes to the shorter end of the achievable range and
the b-values of the SE volumes to the higher end, which is accompanied
with a higher TE. When a longer diffusion time and higher echo-shift fac-
tor is chosen for the same STE volume maximum b-value (e.g. 7000 s/mm2

here), diffusion gradient length δ naturally decreases, along with the SE
maximum b-value (see Supplementary Table 6.14).
Figure 6.9A shows two 4-shell (max-b = 7000 s/mm2) acquisitions which
realise full duty cycle at similarmixing and diffusion time at 2mm isotropic
(ES = 5, TM = 290 ms; top) and 1.8 mm (ES = 4, TM = 280 ms; bottom).
The 2 mm acquisition achieves this at a shorter TR (2.36 s vs. 3.37 s) and
therefore enables a higher data rate of ∼ 1.2 s per volume (SE and STE
together), which generates the full 370 volume dataset in an acquisition
time of 7 min and 47 s (vs. 10 min and 53 s for 1.8 mm). Figure 6.9B shows
analysis results for two 4-shell acquisitions with matched full-duty cycle
TR (3.45 s) and acquisition time (11:08) at 1.8 mmwith different echo-shift
factors (2 vs. 3) and mixing times (140 ms vs. 210 ms). Besides a different
diffusion time for the STE volumes, this also achieves a differentmaximum
b-value for the SE volumes (see Supplementary Table 6.14). As shown be-
low, the capability to realise different diffusion times for the STE volumes
at the same TR opens the possibility to explore diffusion times (when the
TE and δ are kept constant at the same b-value) rather than b-values (at
the same diffusion time).

6.4.5 Varying diffusion time

Analogous to keeping TR constant in MESMERISED T1 relaxometry (by
increasing ES factor proportionally to TM), different diffusion times for the
STE volumes at the same TR can be realised by increasing ES factor with
increasing diffusion time. When TE, b-value and diffusion gradient length
are also kept constant, this opens the possibility to explore the behaviour of
diffusion phenomena over different diffusion times. Figure 6.10 illustrates
this with 2-shell diffusion data acquired at four diffusion times with other-
wisematched parameters (i.e. TR, TE, δ and b-value are equal throughout,
see Supplementary Table 6.13). Each 1.8 mm isotropic dataset had 24 di-
rections at b = 1000 s/mm2, 48 directions at b = 2500 s/mm2 and 8 b0’s, for a
total of 70 STE volumes (and 70 SE volumes, not shown). This is sufficient
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for whole-brain DTI analysis (on the b = 1000 s/mm2 shell, Figure 6.10B)
and DKI analysis (on both shells) at each diffusion time (Figure 6.10C),
and to assess how diffusion measures such as Mean Diffusivity (MD) and
Mean Kurtosis (MK) change with ∆ (Figure 6.10D).

6.5 Discussion

MESMERISED achieves super-accelerated 7 T STEAM imaging by com-
bining echo-shifting and multiband/simultaneous multi-slice acceleration,
leading to very high multiplicative acceleration factors and time efficiency
for qT1 and diffusion imaging. Furthermore, qT2 and B1

+ mapping can be
performed with the same pulse sequence. MESMERISED inherits from
STEAM the capacity to simultaneous generate both SE images and STE
images and the possibility of performing qT1, qT2, B1

+ mapping as well
as diffusion-weighted imaging. It also inherits the property of 50% lower
SNR and 40% lower SAR compared to a similar spin-echo sequence, and
66% lower SAR compared to an inversion-prepared spin-echo sequence.
In essence, MESMERISED capitalises on the low SAR of the STEAM se-
quence to considerably increase its SNR per unit time through the multi-
plicative ESxMB acceleration. This enables fast multi-contrast mapping
over the whole-brain, for instance at 1.8 mm isotropic, with qT1 mapping
(2:07), qT2 mapping (1:48), B1

+ mapping (2:14) and 370 volume multi-shell
diffusion (11:08), in a little over 17 minutes. Accepting a lower precision
level in the quantitativemaps (i.e. working with a single, rather than three
repetitions), and 200 volumes in the diffusion dataset (cf. Supplementary
Tables 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13), would lower the total multi-contrast acquisi-
tion time to under 10minutes (i.e. qT1 mapping in 1:18, qT2 mapping 0:56,
B1

+ mapping 1:05 and 200 volume multi-shell diffusion in 6:15).

6.5.1 qT1 mapping

MESMERISED T1 relaxometry can be performed at a low constant TR by
increasing the ES factor proportionally to TM, which results in increasing
total acceleration factors (e.g. from 3 to 36 in 1.8 mm data and from 3 to 54
in 1.25 mm data in Figure 6.4), highlighting the super-acceleration capa-
bility of MESMERISED for qT1 imaging. Although the temporal speed-up
of the multiplicative ESxMB acceleration is not linear with ES, the speed-
up compared to multiband only accelerated STEAM can be very large (e.g.
6.02x faster than MB = 3 for 1.8 mm and 9.07x faster than MB = 3 for
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6.5 Discussion

1.25 mm). In addition, MESMERISED simultaneously provides spin-echo
images in the same acquisition time, which can be used to either improve
the precision of the qT1 maps in the same acquisition time or achieve even
shorter acquisition times for the same precision level. For instance, un-
certainty in 1.25 mm isotropic qT1 maps at a single repetition (acquisi-
tion time 1:40) with STE/SE ratio analysis are at similar levels as that of
three repetitions (acquisition time 4:01) or even 5 repetitions (acquisition
time 6:22) for STE-only analysis (Supplementary Figure 6.16, bottom row).
Here it should be noted that these results are obtained at less than 100%
duty cycle, with a doubling of the minimum achievable TR and TM (c.f.
Supplementary Table 6.11, row 2 and 3), providing a better spacing and
range of TM’s for T1 relaxometry. Potentially, in the future, this space can
be used for simultaneous sampling of other contrasts, such as a multi-echo
EPI readout [166] for qT2/qT2* mapping.

6.5.2 qT2 and B1
+ mapping

Both qT2 and B1
+ mapping can be performed over the whole-brain with

MESMERISED (e.g. 1.8 mm isotropic qT2 and B1
+ maps in roughly 2 min-

utes each; Figure 6.5B and 6.6C). Here we note that qT2 and B1
+ map-

ping, per se, do not benefit from the accelerating echo-shifting capacity in
MESMERISED. qT2 and B1

+ mapping derive from basic properties of the
STEAM sequence, i.e. relaxometry on SE or STE echo times and the α-
2α– α technique, respectively, which can be performed independently of
any echo-shifting. However, the ability to perform qT2 and B1

+ mapping
with the same pulse sequence that provides highly accelerated qT1 and dif-
fusion imaging has considerable advantages for fast multi-contrast map-
ping. First, all quantitative contrasts are generated by the same sequence
and readout train leading to similar image distortions which aid alignment
of the different maps where needed. Second, for the same reason, the im-
ages from all contrasts share the same image noise distribution, which
aids denoising with methods that take all images into account [54, 215].
Third, well-aligned B1

+ maps can help in correcting transmit field related
biases in quantitative maps, for instance in qT1 maps [142].

6.5.3 Diffusion MRI

For diffusion imaging MESMERISED inherits from STEAM the capacity
to achieve long diffusion times and high b-values, as well as the possibility
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to simultaneously generate diffusion-weighted SE images and diffusion-
weighted STE images. MESMERISED includes to this a very high data
rate to explore a large range of b-values, diffusion directions or diffusion
times in a short time. For instance, 370 whole-brain diffusion volumes
over eight b-value shells up to b = 7000 s/mm2 can be generated at 2 mm
isotropic in 7 min and 47 s (ESxMB = 5x3), a data rate of almost a volume
per second, or at 1.8 mm isotropic in 10min and 53 s (ESxMB = 4x3; Figure
6.9A), a data rate of more than a volume per 2 seconds. In addition, this is
achieved with a lower diffusion gradient duty cycle (and less gradient coil
heating and accompanying cooling requirements) than PGSE, since the
longer diffusion times in STEAM dictate shorter diffusion gradient dura-
tion for the same maximum b-value. The shells consist of half SE volumes
in low-b shells which can support analysis with Gaussian diffusion models
as in DTI, and half STE volumes in the same number high-b shells which
are suitable for non-Gaussian diffusion models, such as DKI, NODDI and
CHARMED models. This provides a wealth of diffusion information from
several different models in short acquisition time, which could be further
extended in future work. For instance, instead of collecting a relatively
large number of directions in 4 shells for each SE and STE, fewer (e.g.
6-12) directions could be acquired at each of many (e.g. 14-28) b-values.
When carefully chosen, this would continue to support fitting of the afore-
mentioned models on high-b STE volumes, while creating an opportunity
to additionally fit the intra-voxel incoherent motion (IVIM) model [126] to
the richly sampled low b-value domain in the SE volumes. Further tuning
potential for the b-values of SE volumes (for a given STE max-b) lies in the
choice of mixing time (and therefore ∆) of the STE volumes because, for
the same TR and STE b-value, the SE b-value varies with different choices
of TM and δ (see Supplementary Table 6.14).
The combination of high data rate and wide range of achievable diffusion
times makes MESMERISED an excellent tool to investigate the behaviour
of diffusion phenomena at long and varying diffusion times. Several stud-
ies have shown that processes such as coarse-graining or exchange leave
their mark in the change of diffusion MRI measures with increasing dif-
fusion time [39, 154, 157]. Diffusion time-resolved dMRI can even be used
to achieve some sensitivity to axonal diameter distributions [5, 12, 65].
Most of these applications require a quite extensive sampling of diffusion
times, b-values and, sometimes, directions, often leading to long (e.g. 30 -
60 min) acquisitions with current techniques. MESMERISED can achieve
time-efficient sampling of different diffusion times in the STE volumes at
otherwisematched parameters by increasing ES factor with increasing dif-
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fusion time. We demonstrate this with 1.8 mm isotropic diffusion data ac-
quired at four diffusion times from ∼ 80 ms to ∼ 290 ms, which supports
both DTI and DKI at each diffusion time (Figure 6.10). The analysis of the
resulting STE data with DTI and DKI captures a dependence of MD and
MK with increasing diffusion time in WM (Figure 6.10D), in agreement
with earlier reports [83, 112]. In the future, MESMERISED could be a
useful tool in further investigating such micro- and meso-structural phe-
nomena. In principle, less than the number of directions acquired here per
b-value (24 for b = 1000 s/mm2, 48 for b = 2500 s/mm2 at a total acquisition
time of ∼ 17 min for all diffusion times) might be sufficient for DKI and
thus a shorter MESMERISED acquisition may be possible for this pur-
pose. Furthermore, sampling higher diffusion times is a possibility, since
correspondingly higher ES factors allow these to be acquired at the same
TR (e.g. 430 ms at ES = 6 and 560 ms at ES = 8).

6.6 Outlook

As mentioned above, a useful extension might be a multi-echo EPI read-
out, which would enable further efficiency in mapping both qT1 and qT2/
qT2* since unused duty cycle in optimal-TM sampling for T1 relaxome-
try can be used to sample multiple TE’s per shot for T2/T2* relaxometry.
This could potentially also make use of efficient sparse sampling trajecto-
ries of the temporal relaxation curve, such as in echo-planar time-resolved
imaging (EPTI; [222]). A multi-echo readout would also enable further
speed-up of mixed or dependent contrast sampling, such as mixed T2/T2*
relaxometry and diffusion imaging [199, 216], and help characterise tissue
compartments with separate relaxation constants and diffusion behaviour
[64, 105, 231]. Future combination with SAR efficient MB pulses, such as
PINS [155, 156], multi-PINS [75] and pTx-MB [232, 167] could allow high
data quality at even higher MB factors. For the fastest acquisitions, ac-
quisition of the reference data for GRAPPA and MB reconstruction takes a
considerable proportion of the running time (about 30 s in the current im-
plementation), which might be sped-up further with more efficient strate-
gies. Additionally, a flexible table-based sequence looping implementation
in which all parameters (TM, ES, TE, diffusion direction and gradient am-
plitude) can be controlled independently, could allow running qT1, qT2,
B1

+ and diffusion mapping in a single sequence run with a shared refer-
ence scan and reversed phase-encode direction scans, further decreasing
the overhead time. Finally, the SAR efficiency of a STEAM-based sequence
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makes it attractive for high duty cycle and multiband acceleration at 7 T,
but many of the advantages could translate well to 3 T, particularly when
MB factors are increased even further, as allowed bymodern 32 to 64 chan-
nel head or head/neck RF-coils.

6.7 Conclusion

MESMERISED achieves super-accelerated 7 T STEAM imaging by com-
bining echo-shifting and multiband/simultaneous multi-slice acceleration.
This leads to very high multiplicative acceleration factors and time ef-
ficiency for qT1 and diffusion imaging. MESMERISED can probe com-
bined T1, T2 and diffusion contrast with high time efficiency for fast multi-
contrast mapping and characterisation of multi-component relaxometry,
diffusion, and exchange.
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6.9 Supplementary material

Figure 6.11: Quantitative T1 imaging parameters. Total acquisition times are for 1, 3 and
5 repetitions for each echo-shifting/mixing time (ES/TM) and with included 30 seconds of
acquisition time due to GRAPPA and MB reference scans.

Figure 6.12:Quantitative T2 and B1
+ imaging parameters. T2-weighting imaging (row 1 and

2) uses standardExc-Sto-Rec = 90◦-90◦-90◦. B1
+ imaging (row 3) uses flip angle combinations

of Exc-Sto-Rec = α◦- 2α◦- α◦ for different multipliers α. Total acquisition times are for 1, 3
and 5 repetitions for each TE or flip angle combination and including 30 seconds of GRAPPA
and MB reference scans.
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Figure 6.13: Diffusion imaging parameters. Total acquisition times are for all combinations
of ES/TM and b-values and including 30 seconds of GRAPPA and MB reference scans. Num-
ber of volumes in the final column is SE and STE volumes for all b-shells and ES/TM. B-values
are listed for the STE echo volume.

Figure 6.14: Combinations of echo-shift factor (ES), mixing time (TM), diffusion gradient
length (δ), and spin-echo b-value achievable at the same TR for the case of 1.8 mm isotropic,
maximum STE b-value = 7000 s/mm2, at full duty cycle for GRAPPA factor 2 and multiband
factor 3. The listed SE b-values are for a 4-shell acquisition with equally distributed b-values
(i.e. at 4/4, 3/4, 2/4 and 1/4 of max-b), corresponding to STE b-value = 7000, 5250, 3500, 1750
s/mm2. Note that full-duty cycle values also depend on the EPI readout train length, and
therefore values would be slightly different for different resolutions and GRAPPA factors.
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Figure 6.15: MESMERISED enables a multitude of mixing times at the same TR with full
duty cycle. Here SE and STE signals are acquired for 6 slice groups, each containing the
number of slices determined by the employedMB factor. Each sequence block containing Exc-
Sto pulses and SE readout (SBA in main Figure 6.1) is labelled as SEi; each sequence block
containing Rec pulse and STE readout (SBB in main Figure 6.1) is labelled as STEi. SE and
STE readout for the same slice groups, as well as the time evolution of longitudinally stored
magnetisation during the mixing time (dashed horizontal lines), are encoded by the same
colour. In MESMERISED each echo-shift factor (ES factor) engenders a simple reordering
of the same sequence blocks to enable different mixing times at the same TR. This TR is the
same for all allowable TM’s and is minimised by employing the full acquisition duty cycle.
The illustrated examples are for sequence block length of 70 ms, enabling TM = 140 ms for
ES factor 2 (top), TM = 210 ms for ES = 3 (middle) and TM = 420 ms for ES = 6 (bottom).
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Figure 6.16: MESMERISED 1.25 mm isotropic qT1 mapping and its uncertainty compared
between: short vs. long TR and TM (top vs. bottom), STE-only vs STE/SE ratio analysis (left
vs. right) and number of repetitions (1, 3 and 5). Short TR is 4.4 swith amaximumTMof 1080
ms, in which case 1/3/5 repetitions have an acquisition time of 1:05 / 2:16 / 3:26 respectively;
long TR is 8.8 s with a maximum TM of 2160 ms, in which case 1/3/5 repetitions have an
acquisition time of 1:40 / 4:01 / 6:22 respectively (c.f. Supplementary Table 6.11). STE-only
qT1 analysis is performed with Equation 6.2, whereas STE/SE ratio analysis is performed
with Equation 6.5. Uncertainty or precision of the point-estimates is mapped as standard
deviations derived from the Fisher InformationMatrix. Uncertainty in qT1 estimates is lower
1) with increasing repetitions, 2) at long TR, TM compared to short TR, TM, and 3) with
STE/SE ratio analysis compared to STE-only analysis.
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7.1 Overview

Current medical imaging techniques (e.g. computed tomography, ultra-
sound, positron emission tomography, magnetic resonance imaging) have
opened access for scientists and clinicians to a minimally (to non-) invasive
study of the human body. Its anatomical, structural and functional char-
acteristics can be unravelled using these techniques, which rely on proper-
ties such as electromagnetic (EM) signal attenuation, sound permeability,
and magnetism. The relationship between the acquired signal and the un-
derlying biological structures and processes has been a topic of discussion
between researchers. There is a disagreement on which models to apply
and which assumptions to make.
One of the conflict points is the relationship between the image resolution
(spatial and/or temporal) and the resolution of the physical phenomena or
biological process of interest. In the context of neuroscience, where the
brain is the organ of interest, the use of quantitative MRI (qMRI) and
diffusion MRI (dMRI)1 has brought forward valuable information about
the brain macro and microstructure. The collected information from those
techniques are aimed to validate the plausible connection between the
magnetic properties like relaxation times (i.e. T1 and T2 from qMRI) and
water self-diffusivity (Dij, from dMRI), with the underlying biology of the
brain, for example, the fibre distributions and/or configurations (as dis-
cussed in the Introduction (Chapter 2) of this thesis). However, MR tech-
niques are amenable to the same discussions, especially in this plausible
connection mentioned previously (a generalised overview in this topic was
introduced in the special issue aboutMicrostructural Imaging inNeuroIm-
age [162]). One way to tackle this problem in neuroscience is by exploring
and extending the analysis from the in vivo brain to the ex vivo brain.
Investigation of ex vivo brains permits the acquisition of higher spatial
resolution qMRI and dMRI images as shown in Chapters 3 and 4. The
high spatial resolution images enable, in principle, the cross-validation
between the estimated physical parameters and their corresponding bio-
logical structures and processes using qMRI/dMRI and histology analysis,
especially if they are performed on the same specimen [118]. If the corre-
lation between the MRI contrast and the histological finding is significant,
1Actually, the concept of quantitative MRI introduced here and specially in the Quantitative
MRI book [49] involves all the techniques in which a quantitative estimation of a physical
parameters can be obtained. Under this definition, dMRI is intrinsically included into
this qMRI concept. But in this work, qMRI will only involve relaxometry studies (e.g. T1
and T2) and be separated from dMRI.
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then the assumed biological interpretation assigned to the qMRI/dMRI re-
sults can be considered valid. And therefore, a proper extension of those
results can be applied to the corresponding qMRI/dMRI results obtained
using in vivo specimens. This extrapolation, from ex vivo to in vivo, must
at least include, the biological differences between both specimens (asmen-
tioned in Introduction (Chapter 2), and in the next references [71, 175]).
To achieve the mentioned cross-correlation between MRI and histology, it
is desirable to achieve mesoscale spatial resolution (much lower than 1000
µm isotropic) in qMRI/dMRI, which would require the use of powerful gra-
dients [118], ultra-high B0

i field strengths [125, 211] and optimised MRI
sequences [203]. Taking into consideration all the advantages and disad-
vantages in the use of powerful MRI hardware [118, 125, 211], sequence
optimisation becomes a vital component since a proper optimisation would
allow achieving the highest SNR/resolution possible for any hardware con-
figuration [118].
The main goal of this thesis, then, was to show how some sequences were
optimised for ex vivo and in vivo qMRI and dMRI studies in ultra-high field
scanners (from 7 T and above).

7.1.1 MRI pulse sequence optimization

InChapters 3, 4 and 6 optimisedMRI sequences were presented for qMRI
and dMRI in UHFMRI scanners. While the first two chapters were aimed
at imaging acquisition in ex vivo human brains (performed at 9.4 T), the
latter was aimed at ultra-fast in vivo human brain imaging (performed at 7
T).Chapter 3 introduced the kT-dSTEAM sequence andChapter 4 intro-
duced the kT-dSSFP sequence. Both were optimised to solve the complex
B1

i+ spatial inhomogeneity present inUHF scanners in human brain sized
samples [211] by using a sophisticated RF pulse design using the kT-points
method [53]. Both sequences were shown to be SNR-advantageous on
UHF human bore MR scanners for dMRI ex vivo acquisitions (in terms of
SNR and flexibility) in comparison to the gold-standard diffusion-weighted
pulsed gradient spin-echo (PGSE) sequence (see Figure 3.5 and reference
[84]) With this SNR advantage, kT-dSTEAM acquired homogeneousmulti-
contrast (multi-shell diffusion-weighted and relaxometry-weighted) images
from high (1000 µm) to ultra-high isotropic resolution (400 µm). Through
the analysis and results of the diffusion datasets, ultra-high resolution
data showed advantages in tractography analysis, whereas high resolu-
tion multi-shell varying TM data allowed establishing dMRI acquisition
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protocols which maximised SNR at each b-value shell (c.f Supplementary
Figure 3.14). The SNR shown in kT-dSSFP images allowed achieving ac-
celerated ultra-high 450 µm and 500 µm isotropic resolution whole brain
dMRI data at moderate b-values (3000-4000 s/mm2). The performed spin-
echo diffusion tensor imaging (SE-DTI) analysis on this data showed an
increased contrast between white matter and grey matter in both resolu-
tions. However, the highly complex signal model for the dSSFP signal and
its dependency on parameters like T1/T2/B1

i+make this sequence less suit-
able for quantitative microstructure studies (in comparison to diffusion-
orientation studies [143, 144]). In this context, the use of kT-dSTEAM or
kT-dSSFP in this type of research necessarily depends on the application,
scanner capabilities and time constraints.
Chapter 6 introduced the MESMERISED sequence. This sequence is
based on the STEAM sequence and optimised to perform very highly ac-
celerated acquisitions for in vivo studies (from x 4 to even x 54 times total
acceleration; from approximately 2 to 9 times faster than multiband-only
accelerated acquisition). This was achieved by applying an echo-shifting
(ES) approach during long TM periods in STEAM, resulting in additional
acquisitions during what would normally be dead time. This, combined
with multiband/simultaneous multi-slice (MB-SMS) RF pulses, makes the
total acceleration factor proportional to ESxMB. The ES approach inMES-
MERISED does not introduce any extra signal penalties (like the geomet-
ric factor, or g-factor [35, 4] and signal attenuation) in the resulting spin-
echo (SE) and stimulated echo (STE) signals. The main advantage of this
technique is the highly accelerated acquisition speed for time-consuming
STEAM techniques like T1-weighted relaxometry and diffusion imaging
at long diffusion times or high b-values. Besides, MESMERISED inherits
the advantages of the STEAM imaging technique, such as its versatility
for qMRI (including quantitive mapping of B1

i+, T1 and T2) and dMRI
techniques (including diffusion at varying TM with the same b-value, and
varying b-value with the same TM). Resolutions of 2.0, 1.8, and 1.25 mm
isotropic images at proportional ESxMB factors with a fixed reduced repe-
tition time (TR) were acquired to show the performance of MESMERISED
at different contrasts and SNR’s. The outstanding amount of data per unit
time (one full brain image at 1.8 mm isotropic in approximately 1.7 seconds
per volume) that can be obtained through this sequence allows performing
complex data analyses with data-hungry models (especially in dMRI) such
as CHARMED [8], or combined contrast models, such as combined qT1 and
diffusion microstructure modelling. Moreover, this sequence acquires the
SE signal simultaneously, which is low-b diffusion-weighted (lower than
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1000 s/mm2), useful for analyses like DTI and intravoxel incoherent mo-
tion (IVIM) [126].

7.1.2 Signal modelling

Chapter 5 revisited the physics of the STEAM sequence through the ex-
ploration of the signal behaviour in the short TR regime. It was necessary
to develop and to present a full expression for the longitudinal component
(hereafter, steady-state) in the SE and STE signal equations, which is not
usually explicitly defined for all TR regimes (e.g. in reference [7] intro-
duced a reduced version only valid in the long TR regime, where TR > T1).
A generalised expression was then obtained and a comprehensive analysis
was performed on the behaviour of SE and STE signals with the steady-
state component properly inserted into the contrast evolution. First, the
results verified that the flip angles for all the RF pulses in STEAM scale
the signal, maximising it in most cases when the excitation, storing and re-
calling flip angles are π/2 rad (as mentioned in the reference [85]), however
with some exceptions. Second, the results demonstrated the possibility of
obtaining a set of TM-TR combinations where the SNR can be maximised,
and the contrast of a specific tissue (with a specific T1) can be maximised
or minimised (achieving suppression of e.g. fluid) in comparison to the sig-
nal coming from other T1-components. This signal model was validated
through the comparison of the modelled SE signal behaviour with the ex-
perimental SE data from a homogeneous phantom and an inhomogeneous
ex vivo whole-brain specimen. The signal behaviour from experimental
data showed a high correlation with the modelled signal for both study
samples. The proposed signalmodel for SE and STE in the short TR regime
can be also extended to different TR regimes.

7.2 Discussion

7.2.1 Why was the STEAM sequence chosen in this work?

First, STEAM is a sequence that is not as extensively explored and studied
for ex vivo (and in vivo) imaging at UHF scanners as compared to PGSE
(for example, see the work of the Human Connectom Project group, e.g.
in reference [220]) and (arguably) SSFP (for example, see the research of
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Dr. Miller’s group, e.g. references [146, 84]) sequences. This work helped
further establishing it as a flexible and advantageous sequence for qMRI
and dMRI studies. From the flexibility side, STEAM can be used for re-
laxometry (T1, T2), multi-parametric diffusion (same/different b-values at
different/same diffusion times, or TM’s) and relative field mapping (i.e.
B1

i+) with straightforward signal modelling. All techniques in this thesis
have been explored in the context of UHF in vivo (Chapter 6) and ex vivo
(Chapter 3). Furthermore, the double echo (SE and STE) acquisition ap-
proach, when feasible, increases the amount of information and analysis
that can be performed. STEAM can also overcome some of the disadvan-
tages experienced by other sequences, as previously discussed in the afore-
mentioned chapters.
However, this sequence has inherent drawbacks that were considered and
studied in this work, coming predominantly from the signal and acquisi-
tion time perspectives. From the signal perspective, STEAM loses half of
the total signal in the STE signal alone. Recently, the use of the simultane-
ously acquired SE signal for complementary analysis purposes is becoming
more common (as for example in B1

i+ mapping [138] and shown in Chap-
ter 6). In this thesis, the option of using this signal for analysis purposes
was evaluated. It was necessary to understand the implications of acquir-
ing this signal and its possible interference with the STE signal in a broad
range of timing and flip angle conditions (Chapter 5). Subsequently, this
knowledge was practically applied by obtaining results from stand-alone
SE qMRI and dMRI analysis (i.e. T2 and diffusion analysis in Chapter 6).
The results from combined SE and STE analysis enriches the total biophys-
ical information that can be obtained from this sequence, but only if the
proper signal behaviour is considered (this is discussed further in the next
subsection). From the acquisition time perspective, STEAM requires long
time-consuming experiments when TM is employed as a variable param-
eter. As explored in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6, T1 relaxometry requires
TM sampling values at least equal to or (preferably) considerably longer
than T1 (for example, for in vivo white matter, at 7 T, this is approximately
1.5 s [160, 223]). For dMRI experiments, if the b-value is predominantly
dependent on TM (i.e. fixed maximum gradient amplitude and relatively
short duration, δ, to keep TE as short as possible), then high b-values re-
quire from moderated to long TM values (in Chapter 3, and Chapter 6).
In each of those cases, TR must be even longer (at least TM plus readout
gradient and TE/2, c.f. Figure 2.7). As a consequence, considerable dead
periods are introduced, which are not reduced by the current (in-plane or
simultaneous multi-slice) acceleration methods. Therefore, the implemen-
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tation of the ES acceleration (for MESMERISED in Chapter 6) was the
immediate solution which uses the dead time to excite and acquire extra
slices.

7.3 Which information can be extracted from STEAM
qMRI and dMRI data?

As extensively shown in this work, the two main echoes (SE and STE)
in STEAM can be used for both qMRI (qT1 and qT2) and dMRI. Under-
standing how those echoes are generated can help to give an appropriate
biological interpretation of their relaxometry and diffusion signal decay.
Even though the following analysis will discuss each MRI technique inde-
pendently, the SE and especially the STE are multi-contrast signals (i.e.
T2-Dij and T1-T2-Dij, respectively).
From a qMRI perspective, as described in reference [68], T1 and T2 (and
other) parameters can reveal biological features in the brain. This de-
pends, evidently, on the relaxometry signal modelling and the spatial res-
olution of the qMR images. The signal equations (explicitly described in
Chapter 5) show that both signals (SE and STE) are differently T1-T2-
weighted, as presented in Figure 7.1. Due to this weighting difference be-
tween signals, taking the ratio between them (STE/SE) can leave only the
T1-relaxation phenomena contribution (as shown in 6). This is useful to
avoid the inherited model degeneracy for T1 STE relaxometry estimation,
as discussed in Chapter 5. On the other hand, both signals are equally
weighted by T2, and similarly as in PGSE. It is clear then, that quanti-
tative T2 mapping can be performed with only the SE or STE signals, or
both simultaneously (i.e. as in Chapter 6). It should be noted in Figure
7.1 that the effect of the T1 weighting in STE decreases the different signal
decay steepness in comparison to SE T2 signal decay.
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Figure 7.1: SE and STE signal decays (first and second column, respectively) due to relaxom-
etry (T1, top row and T2, bottom row) at different TM’s and TE’s for two signal compartments
(C1 and C2) independently (solid lines) and sum-weighted (dashed lines). The signal equa-
tions employed are the simplified versions of Equations 5.1, 5.2 and 5.14 in Chapter 5. For
T1 relaxometry, both signals decay differently, where the SE decays as a function of the total
signal available per compartment and the STE decays as a function of the total signal and
relaxometry phenomena. For T2 relaxometry both signals decay equally but the extra contri-
bution of T1 in the STE signal reduces the steepness of the T2 signal decay contribution for
each compartment.

This differentiation property of the STE signal can be exploited to disen-
tangle the differential contribution from different brain structures, given
the fact that the T1 and T2 values for the extra-axonal, myelin and intra-
axonal water molecules are different (e.g. see references [48, 68]). On the
other hand, from a dMRI perspective, (as described in references [71, 128]),
the microstructural information is more sensitive to time diffusion param-
eters (i.e. ∆ and δ) than gradient amplitude (

√
GiGi). Experimentally it

has been shown that under the same b-value at different ∆, the signal de-
cays differently, mostly influenced by the geometry of the compartments
containing the spins (e.g. cylinders in the case of axons) [83, 128]. In
STEAM, acquiring variable diffusion times in dMRI can be performed by
varying TM in the STE signal. This results in higher SNR images at high
b-value, making them suitable for diffusion analysis using complex diffu-
sion models. Moreover, given the structure of the sequence (Figure 2.7),
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the SE signal is also T2- and diffusion-weighted, although much less (as
studied in Chapter 6). In this context, stand-alone analysis of the SE
and STE diffusion-weighted signals can extend the understanding of the
signal sources. It is known in literature how the different biological com-
ponents are sensitive to b-value2. For example, low b-values (< 500 s/mm2)
are sensitive predominantly to the coherent and incoherent fluid motions
in vasculature [126]. Moderate high b-values (≥ 1000 s/mm2) are sensitive
to a more global diffusion perspective (in other words, only diffusion phe-
nomena are measured), predominantly in the extra-cellular (where most
of the signal comes from) and intra-cellular compartments. Finally, high
b-values (beyond 7000-8000 s/mm2) are predominantly sensitive to intra-
cellular diffusivity since the signal coming from the extra-cellular com-
partment is fully suppressed (therefore, Dijintra < Dijextra) [216, 159, 117].
Therefore, it would be advantageous to develop proper signal modelling
that incorporates the SE and STE signals simultaneously. In this way,
each modelled compartment can be described more precisely as a function
of its own relaxometry and diffusion parameters.
As a whole, considering the multi-contrast properties of STE and SE sig-
nals, it is clear that performing dMRI with STEAM comes with relaxome-
try phenomena that cannot be avoided. As extensively studied inChapter
5, it is possible to choose sequence parameters (TR and TM, but also TE)
that can suppress or enhance specific signal components (by the steady-
state component). If those are simultaneously weighted by diffusion then
proper signal discrimination from different signal components can be per-
formed. For example, diffusion models where a different relaxometry com-
ponent (i.e. T2) per signal compartment is assigned have already been pro-
posed (e.g. see references [216, 63]). This allows discriminating whether
the diffusion anisotropy of the water molecules come from the intra or
extra-axonal compartment, as well as estimating the g-ratio3 [194, 46].
The benefits of this discrimination could be used for tractography, where
the definition of streamlines can not only be based on thewater self-diffusion
orientation but also on other microstructural information (e.g. g-ratio, or
relaxometry values [67, 58]) The correlation between diffusion anisotropy
and quantitative parameters has been extensively studied (see reference
[48]), showing that the anatomical information that can be extracted from

2The following values are reported for the in vivo situation. For ex vivo specimens, the
values are approximately twice as high and evidently, some biological compartments are
not present i.e. vasculature

3G-ratio is defined as the ratio of the inner to the outer radius of the myelin sheath of a
myelinated axon
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any brain specimen (in vivo or ex vivo) requires proper understanding of
both contrasts. This is illustrated with kT-dSTEAM data of an ex vivo hu-
man occipital lobe in Figure 7.2 (and in reference [86]). A visible contrast
in grey matter (GM) and white matter (WM) for both parameters is no-
ticeable and likely represents the influence or concentration of different
elements, like myelin, iron, or even the fibre orientation with respect to
the main magnetic field [48, 68, 227].

Figure 7.2: Ex vivo occipital lobe 200 µm relaxometry and overlayed 400 µm main diffusion
direction from diffusion MRI study on the same specimen [86]. By using a gradient-echo
(GRE) sequence (for qMRI), it is possible to estimate T1 (qT1, not shown) and effective T2
(qT2*, shown here), while with kT-dSTEAM it is possible to estimate the main diffusivity
directionality. Not only the contrast between WM/GM is enhanced in the qT2* map (first
row), but also into the WM. The orientation of the main diffusion vector is related with the
WM qT2* constrast [227]. V1/CalcS: Visual area 1 and Calcarine Sulcus, SLF III: Superior
Longitudinal Fasciculus III, OT: Optical Tract, TP: Tapetum, SStr: Sagital Stratium and LV:
Left Ventricle.

7.3.1 Outlook and promising future developments

The work aimed for the optimisation of dMRI and qMRI sequences (pre-
dominantly STEAM) and their application for in vivo and ex vivo human
brain acquisitions using UHF MRI human bore scanners. In the context
of the STEAM sequence, several of its drawbacks were mitigated or min-
imised and the characteristic potential enhanced. However, there are fur-
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ther developments to be investigated in STEAMspecifically, andwith other
pulse sequences more generally, which are presented in the following sec-
tion.
First, regarding the MRI pulse sequences (SSFP, STEAM and PGSE) and
their usage in ex vivo and in vivo research. For ex vivo studies, the MR
sequences should be capable of acquiring high to ultra-high resolution im-
ages with enough SNR for analysis, to be analytically simple and to be
time-efficient. With SSFP, time-efficiency is not a concern in comparison
to the other sequences, but its signal modelling is severely dependent on
quantitative maps (i.e. B1

i+, T1 and T2). Therefore, using the SSFP se-
quence demands a robust protocol for acquiring and estimating thosemaps
for quantitative diffusion imaging. Complementary to this, beyond the
scope of this work, this sequence could prove valuable in the implemen-
tation of multi-shell diffusion models and analysis [202]4, together with a
proper biological interpretation. In the case of STEAM, time efficiency and
noise reduction (which is more predominant than in SSFP) are the critical
points to be discussed. Regarding the time efficiency, advanced readouts
and sophisticated undersampling approaches can be implemented. An ex-
tensive set of options are discussed in the next subsection5. Regarding
the noise reduction, it is important to remark that it was considered but
better approaches are desired to ease the high resolution-SNR trade-off,
as shown in Chapter 3. For example, all the images were reconstructed
with the root-of-covariance-sum-of-squares (rCovSoS), which helped in re-
ducing background noise. Techniques like SENSE-1 reconstruction [187]
or by a matrix theory denoising approach [215] could be used.
Besides the points discussed for individual sequences, there remain more
general issues that must be studied and accounted for in both sequences:
(a) image distortions and B1

i+, and (b) temperature stability. In the case
of point (a), ex vivo imaging suffers less imaging artefacts in comparison
to in vivo studies, but it does not mean that those image distortions can be
neglected. For example, severe magnetic susceptibility difference between
tissue-solution or tissue-air bubbles introduces signal and geometrical dis-
tortions [183]. Furthermore, the high field inhomogeneity (B0

i) present
in UHF produces severe phase offsets and frequency drifts [233] which
requires sophisticated correction methods like conjugate phase correction
(i.e. see review in reference [176]). Moreover, it has been shown that the

4This work got published during the writing period of this thesis
5It is important to remark that those options are not only limited to STEAM, but can be
equally applied for PGSE and SSFP sequences.
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main magnetic field can suffer from instability through slow drift during
long scan acquisitions. This can introduce a variation in B1

i+ (and B0
i, as

already mentioned). Therefore, acquiring RF-maps in between measure-
ments (by using DREAM [152] or Actual Flip Angle Imaging (AFI) [234]
acquisitions) or RF signal during acquisitions (by using FID navigators,
for example in reference [221]) can help in reducing this variation. In the
case of point (b), it has been reported that temperature variation during
scanning introduces a severe bias in some quantitative parameters like T1
[171] and Dij [104]. It has been established that performing dummy scans
(from one to several hours) allows the ex vivo specimen to reach thermal
equilibrium (which was applied in this work). However, this method is not
entirely reliable because: (1) it does not ensure that a thermal equilib-
rium has been reached and (2) the use of hours for this method severely
constraints the time for data acquisition. Therefore, it is proposed to es-
tablish an MR thermometry protocol that can be used interleaved with
qMRI/dMRI ex vivo acquisitions [171] such as interleaving diffusion mea-
sures for ADC calculation in the solution [104, 171].
For in vivo human brain experiments, pre-processing (in the image space)
is considered a priority. In this work, an established pre-processing pipeline
was used (from the Human Connectome Project - HCP - Consortium [91],
which includes motion correction, field map B0

i correction and eddy cur-
rent correction) and also included a denoising approach [215]. However,
improvedmethods could be considered andmight require additional acqui-
sitions and the use of sophisticated image correction for motion (e.g. real-
time prospective motion correction (PROMO) [228]), distortions (e.g. echo
planar time-resolved imaging (EPTI) [222]), Gibbs ringing [214] and eddy
currents (e.g. eddy current and motion correction (ECMOCO) [149]) or by
using higher-order corrections [16]. Some of these have already been com-
bined recently in updated dMRI preprocessing pipelines (e.g. DESIGNER
[1]). The discussed points for ex vivo studies (i.e. high resolution, time
efficiency and SNR) are also important for in vivo studies. However, there
is a natural barrier that limits the use of the scanner for in vivo subjects:
restrictions in SAR and peripheral nerve stimulation establish a border-
line, which does not exist for ex vivo specimens.
Regarding readout advances and accelerated readouts, it has been reported
several promising techniques that allow faster data acquisition while keep-
ing or even improving data quality. For all the discussed sequences (for ex
vivo, kT-dSTEAM – kT-dSSFP; and in vivo, MESMERISED) some of those
techniques could be implemented as follows: for accelerated ultra-high res-
olution 3D acquisitions (i.e. for ex vivo studies), three dimensional (3D)
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CAIPIRINHA [34] and spiral readout [31] can be used. Whereas the first
approach could allow performing higher resolution images with a shorter
total acquisition time, the second approach not only decreases total ac-
quisition time but also improves SNR due by using a shorter TE’s. For
accelerated 2D acquisitions (i.e. for in vivo studies), blip up-down acqui-
sition (BUDA or DR-BUDDI) [106] and EPTI techniques can be used. In
contrast to the first-mentioned techniques, these methods can help in ac-
quiring images with less distortion and blurring by optimising subspace
reconstruction (in the case of BUDA) or acquiring interleaved opposite-
pair (e.g. blip-up and blip-down) encoding lines (in the case of EPTI). All
the aforementioned techniques (and others) require sophisticated recon-
struction procedures to obtain the desired images.
Regarding the multi-contrast imaging and multi-parametric microstruc-
ture modelling shown for the STEAM sequence (Chapter 5) is far from
complete. It is indeed promising to see that the SE and STE data can be
used jointly (as shown in Chapter 6), but with the risk of falling in de-
generacies, as extensively discussed in the works of Does et al. 2018 [68]
and Novikov et al. 2018 [158]. A degeneracy, as meant in the context of
the signal fitting, is where a large set of model parameter values will all fit
the data equally, making interpretation of any specific values problematic.
Therefore it is suggested, by the dMRI community for example, to estab-
lish a careful acquisition sampling (with variable timing parameters and
amount of data) which can be used with improved signal models (as dis-
cussed in the reference [48]). On the other hand, the incorporation of the
SE signal from kT-dSTEAM for analysis can be beneficial for relaxometry
rather than diffusion. This is because the low diffusion-weighting in the
SE signal becomes even lower (if not negligible) in the context of ex vivo
imaging.
Regarding MESMERISED (Chapter 6), it is possible to speed up the se-
quence even further by using multi-echo, EPTI or spiral-out readouts in-
stead of echo-planar (EPI) readouts (as presented in the previous subsec-
tion). This allows faster acquisitions and higher data rates (especially in
the case of multi-echo and EPTI) and shorter TE’s (especially in the case
of spiral-out). Besides, it could be advantageous to take advantage of of
a 7 T pTx system, with PINS, multiPINS or pTX-MB pulses [155, 156],
where B1

i+ homogeneity can be improved and, as a consequence, achieve
higher homogeneity of SNR and contrast over the image. Due to the po-
tential of this sequence, its implementation for lower fields (e.g. 3 T) can
benefit quantitative MR research for clinical studies. It is noted that MES-
MERISED is already capable of achieving acceleration factors up to x 54,
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and speed-up up to x 9 compared to multiband accelerated acquisitions
(the current state-of-the-art in EPI imaging speed) and it could appear to
be unrealistic to accelerate this sequence even further. However, first the
imaging speed comes at the cost of SNR per image (starting from half the
SNR of other sequences in STEAM) and the achievable spatial resolution.
Second, the real objective of optimising this sequence (and others) is not
merely speeding things up but also in allowing the acquisition of a large
number of MR images (especially in in vivo studies) at reasonable resolu-
tions with enough SNR for analysis. Then, biological microstructure fea-
tures can bemore easily discovered [159] and data-expensive signalmodels
can be employed (like AxCaliber [12] or ActiveAx [70]). This is an endeav-
our where functional MRI is rapidly progressing, and it is where qMRI and
dMRI should go as well.

7.4 Final general remarks

To summarise, the STEAM sequence allows acquiring insightful MR im-
ages in which the signal can be used to reveal physical and biological in-
formation from the subject or specimen under study. From a general per-
spective, the use of any sequence can show new insights (or, in a colloquial
way, spark joy) with the correct acquisition, signal modelling, and inter-
pretation. Conversely, it can cloud the research question in the void of
image and signal analysis degeneracy, uncertainties, and false positives.
The aim of this work was, from this point of view, to give an impulse to the
use of the STEAM sequence, not as a competitor of other sequences, but
as a complementary sequence that can contribute to the MRI community
another option within its acquisition and analysis approaches. Therefore,
it was necessary to progressively approach the different aspects of this se-
quence and steadily step through their analysis. Other acquisition meth-
ods (as mentioned previously), pre-processing and post-processing studies
(such as tractography) were not fully covered in this work but it is neces-
sary to investigate them. Future research might benefit from the reported
improvements in the investigation of brain microstructure incorporated in
this work, and from their further application to the entire human body.
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Knowledge valorisation: the process of creating value from knowledge,
by making knowledge suitable and/or available for social (and/or economic)
use and by making knowledge suitable for translation into competitive
products, services, processes and new commercial activities. From Reg-
ulations governing the attainment of doctoral degree, 22, Maastricht Uni-
versity, NL.

8.1 Research

The main goal of this methodological thesis was to present optimised mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) sequences (steady-state free precession,
SSFP; and predominantly stimulated echo acquisition method, STEAM)
for ex vivo and in vivo quantitative MRI (qMRI) and diffusion-weighted
MRI (dMRI) studies in ultra-high field scanners (UHF, from 7T and above).
The advantages of STEAM, severely constrained due to hardware lim-
itations (e.g. B1

+ inhomogeneity) and sequence drawbacks (e.g. time-
expensive), were overcome. It resulted in ultra-high resolution whole-
brain dMRI data for ex vivo studies (achieving 400 µm isotropic resolu-
tion) using kT-dSTEAM, and very highly accelerated qMRI and dMRI ac-
quisition protocols for in vivo studies (up to x 54 times the current total
acceleration with STEAM; or up to 9 times faster than multiband-only ac-
celerated acquisition) using MESMERISED. With the current feasibility
of acquiring ultra-high resolution data and highly sampled multi-contrast
MRI images, data-expensive signal models can be employed (e.g. for dMRI,
like AxCaliber [12] or ActiveAx [70]) and tractography analysis can bene-
fit; but above all, the biological microstructure features in the brain can be
easily more revealed from the resulted analysis [159].

8.2 Relevance

From a scientific point of view, the optimisation of MR sequences was
achieved to enable whole human brain acquisitions (either for ex vivo or in
vivo studies). These MR images can provide information regarding the en-
tire white matter network systems, the entire grey matter areas connected
through these systems, as well the underlying biological microstructure.
The concept of visualising biological structures and functions throughMRI
is defined in the MR community as in vivo MR histology (see the review of
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Bridge et al. 2006 [37]). This information, which could previously be ac-
cessible only through post mortem histology, would help to understand the
function and structure of the normal brain but also in diseased brains. For
example, as broadly discussed in this thesis, high resolution and multi-
contrast imaging could support sophisticated quantitative and diffusion
microstructure modelling, such as axon diameter modelling and quantita-
tive myelin modelling. Those models (and others) are relevant to under-
stand brain connectivity in normal brain, and how those biological proper-
ties are affected in patients with neuro-degenerative diseases like Parkin-
son [130], Multiple Sclerosis [195] and Epilepsy [229].
From a clinical point of view, on the other hand, time is a valuable parame-
ter given the restriction of scanning human subjects, especially in diseased
conditions. In other words, a proper diagnosis (or clinical application) re-
quires an accelerated version of an often lengthy scientific acquisition pro-
tocol: acquire enough data to be analysed with sophisticated (mostly data
expensive) models, such that the results enable a robust interpretation.
Which can be simplified to get as much (good quality) data as possible in
the shortest time. Here is where MESMERISED can contribute immensely
to this endeavour. In its current state, a full qMRI and dMRI protocol (with
included calibration) with MESMERISED can be achieved in 10 to 20 min
(at 1.8 mm isotropic resolution) at a 7 T MR scanner (an lighly updated
version of which has been FDA approved and CE-marked for clinical use),
with promising updates for reducing this time even further without com-
promising data quality, and a potential to extend its implementation to
much more commonly used 3 T clinical scanners.

8.3 Target group

Acquiring MR images with these sequences can be interesting to several
groups, because the data type and quality required for improving pre-
processing methods, refining analysis models and overcoming current soft-
ware andmodel limitationswill be accessible. For example, high resolution
ex vivo data is computer expensive when the available software for image
reconstruction, pre-processing and analysis (especially tractography) are
used. Then, software developers can improve their software by using this
kind of data1. MR physicists andNeuroscientists can use this data to study
the validity of signal modelling and compare it with information from his-
1This request was already asked for some software developers during the presentation of
the kT-dSTEAM abstract in ISMRM 2018 in Paris, France.
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tology, even more if the specimen used is the same. In other words, this
can contribute in the aim of in vivo MR histology.
As previously mentioned for the clinical setup, radiologists (or medical
physicists) and physicians can experiment with a higher amount of data
offered by the MESMERISED sequence. This could help them to estimate
how much data and at which resolution would be necessary for a robust
analysis or diagnosis. This step is really important because a proper diag-
nosis can help in the prognosis of the patient.

8.4 Activity

All the studies presented in this work are available for the scientific com-
munity in the format of poster presentation, power pitch, scientific ses-
sions in international conferences like the International Society of Mag-
netic Resonance inMedicine (ISMRM) and its correspondingBeneluxChap-
ter (ISMRM Benelux Chapter), the European Society of Magnetic Reso-
nance in Medicine and Biology (ESMRMB) and the Organisation of the
Human Brain Mapping (OHBM). Moreover, some of them are published
papers with open access (see the references [88] and [87]). Furthermore,
the advances in high resolution dMRI of ex vivo human brain tissue have
been actively disseminated to the localMaastricht UniversityMedical Cen-
tre researchers. The kT-dSTEAM sequence is a crucial enabling tool in sev-
eral studies investigating mechanisms and treatments of diseases, such as
Epilepsy, Alzheimer’s disease, and Parkinson’s disease.
The MESMERISED sequence has been patented2 to protect the intellec-
tual property inherent to its inventive aspects, and ensure that some ben-
efits from commercialising the technology will flow back to scientific re-
search and academic teaching. As of this writing, the patent has been
licensed to one major scanner vendor. Complementary to this, Maastricht
University and the inventors commit themselves to make all aspects of
MESMERISED available without cost to researchers and clinicians for the
purpose of non-commercial research, investigation and teaching. This can
allow them to implement it in their respective (research and clinical) cen-
tres and expand the advantages of this sequence for research studies as
well for clinical studies (as mentioned previously).

2Inventors A. Roebroeck, B. Poser and F. J. Fritz; CPT and USA patents are pending.
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Peer reviewed journal articles

1. Fritz, F.J., Sengupta, S., Harms, R.L., Tse, D.H., Poser, B.A. and
Roebroeck, A. (2019). Ultra-high resolution and multi-shell diffusion
MRI of intact ex vivo human brains using kT-dSTEAM at 9.4T. Neu-
roImage Vol. 202: 116087;
doi:10.1016/j.neuroimage.2019.116087

2. Fritz, F.J., Poser, B.A. and Roebroeck, A. (2020). MESMERISED:
Super-accelerated 7 T STEAM imaging for quantitativemulti-contrast
and diffusion MRI. bioRxiv 2020.05.15.098269;
doi:10.1101/2020.05.15.098269

3. Fritz, F.J., Poser, B.A. andRoebroeck, A. (under resubmission). MES-
MERISED: Super-accelerated 7 T STEAM imaging for quantitative
multi-contrast and diffusion MRI. NeuroImage.

4. Sengupta, S., Fritz, F.J., Harms, R.L., Hildebrand, S., Tse, D.H.,
Poser, B.A., Goebel, R. and Roebroeck, A. (2018). High resolution
anatomical and quantitative MRI of the entire human occipital lobe
ex vivo at 9.4T. NeuroImage Vol. 168:162-17;
doi:10.1016/j.neuroimage.2017.03.039.

5. Harms, R.L., Fritz, F.J., Schoenmakers, S., Roebroeck, A. (2019).
Fast quantification of uncertainty in non-linear diffusion MRI mod-
els for artifact detection and more power in group studies. bioRxiv
651547;
doi:10.1101/651547.

6. Harms, R.L.,Fritz, F.J., Tobisch, A., Goebel, R., Roebroeck, A. (2017).
Robust and fast nonlinear optimization of diffusion MRI microstruc-
ture models. NeuroImage Vol. 155:82-96;
doi:10.1016/j.neuroimage.2017.04.064.

Conference proceedings

1. Fritz, F.J., Poser, B. andRoebroeck, A.MESMERISED: Super-accelerated
7T STEAM imaging for quantitative T1 and diffusion MRI. In Pro-
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ceedings of the 27th International Society for Magnetic Resonance in
Medicine, Montreal (2019) 0937. (Oral presentation - Summa cum
Laude award).

2. Fritz, F.J., Poser, B. andRoebroeck, A.MESMERISED: Super-accelerated
7T STEAM imaging for quantitative T1 and diffusion MRI. In the the
UHF Study Group Business meeting of the proceedings of the 27th
International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, Montreal
(2019) (Oral presentation - 1st place award in the category of UHF
MRI Technology Development).

3. Fritz, F.J., Poser, B. andRoebroeck, A.MESMERISED: Super-accelerated
7T STEAM imaging for quantitative T1 and diffusion MRI. In Pro-
ceedings of the 36th Annual Meeting of the European Society for Mag-
netic Resonance in Medicine and Biology, Rotterdam (2019) A-1269.
(Oral presentation).

4. Fritz, F.J., Poser, B. andRoebroeck, A.MESMERISED: Super-accelerated
7T STEAM imaging for quantitative T1 and diffusion MRI. In Pro-
ceedings of the 25th Annual Meeting of the Organization for Human
Brain Mapping, Rome (2019) 4357. (Poster - withdrawn).

5. Fritz, F.J., Sengupta, S., Harms, R.L., Poser, B. and Roebroeck,
Ultra-high resolution multi-shell dMRI and tractography of the ex
vivo human brain using kT-dSTEAM at 9.4T. In Proceedings of the
26th International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, Paris
(2018) 0045. (Oral presentation).

6. Kashyap, S., Fritz, F.J., Harms, R.L., Huber, L., Ivanov, D., Roe-
broeck, A., Poser, B. andUludag, K. Effect of optimised coil-combinations
on high-resolution laminar fMRI at 9.4T. In Proceedings of the 26th
International Society forMagnetic Resonance inMedicine, Paris (2018)
0045. (Oral presentation).

7. Fritz, F.J., Harms, R.L., Sengupta, S., Hildebrand, S. andRoebroeck,
A. 400 µm dMRI and tractography of early human visual system pro-
jections ex vivo using kT-dSTEAM at 9.4T. In Proceedings of the 24th
Annual Meeting of the Organization for Human Brain Mapping, Sin-
gapore (2018) 1849. (Oral presentation and poster).
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8. Fritz, F.J.. High resolution diffusion MRI and tractography of post
mortem brains using kT-dSTEAM at 9.4T. In Proceedings of the 3rd
Annual Conference of the IN.NL "Science without frontiers" | Red de
Investigadores Chilenos en los Paises Bajos, Groningen (2018) (Oral
presentation).

9. Fritz, F.J., Tse, D.H., Sengupta, S., Loderhose, T., Kraaijeveld, B.,
Caspers, S., Poser, B. and Roebroeck, A. Kt-DSTEAM: High Reso-
lution Diffusion-Weighted Imaging of the Ex Vivo Human Brain Us-
ing B1+ Homogenized STEAM at 9.4T. In Proceedings of the 25th
International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, Honolulu
(2017) 0173. (Oral presentation - Magna sum Laude award).

10. Fritz, F.J., Tse, D.H., Sengupta, S., Harms, R.L., Loderhose, T.,
Kraaijeveld, B., Herrler, A., Lataster, A., Caspers, S., Amunts, K.,
Poser, B.A. and Roebroeck, A. High resolution diffusion MRI and
tractography of post mortem human brains using kT-dSTEAM at
9.4T. In Proceedings of the 23rd Annual Meeting of the Organization
for Human Brain Mapping, Vancouver (2017) 1567. (Oral presenta-
tion and poster).

11. Fritz, F.J., Tse, D.H., Sengupta, S., Loderhose, T., Kraaijeveld, B.,
Caspers, S., Poser, B. and Roebroeck, A. kT-STEAM: kT-points 3D
at 9.4T for high resolution whole brain T1 and T2 weighted MRI ex
vivo. In Proceedings of the 8th International Society forMagnetic Res-
onance in Medicine Benelux Chapter, Tilburg (2017). (Oral presenta-
tion).

12. Sengupta, S., Fritz, F.J., Hellenbrand, R.F., Wiggins, C.R. and Roe-
broeck, A. A Modular RF Coil Platform for Ex-Vivo Imaging of Brain
Slices at 9.4T. In Proceedings of the 25th International Society for
Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, Honolulu (2017) 2413. (Poster).

13. (Lagos) Fritz, F.J., Foxley, S., Sengupta, S., Harms, R., Caspers,
S., Zilles, K., Tse, D.H., Poser, B., Miller, K. and Roebroeck, A. Whole
human brain diffusionMRI at 450 µmpostmortemwith dwSSFP and
a specialized 9.4T RF-coil. In Proceedings of the 24th International
Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, Singapore (2016) 3379.
(Electronic poster).
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14. (Lagos) Fritz, F.J., Foxley, S., Sengupta, S., Harms, R., Caspers, S.,
Zilles, K., Tse, D.H., Poser, B., Miller, K. and Roebroeck, A.Whole hu-
man brain diffusion MRI at 450 µm post mortem with dwSSFP and a
specialized 9.4T RF-coil. In Proceedings of the 7th International Soci-
ety for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine Benelux Chapter, Eindhoven
(2016). (Poster).

Published patent

1. Patent code: P2016-054/AB/5634/MESMERISED|AOMB ref: 70321US
and US application 16/757,098 "A METHOD AND A MRI APPARA-
TUS FOR OBTAINING IMAGES OF A TARGET VOLUME OF A
HUMAN AND/OR ANIMAL SUBJECT USING MAGNETIC RESO-
NANCE IMAGING (MRI)"
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Francisco, or mostly known as
Frank, was born on May 4th,
19901, in Santiago of Chile. He
finished his secondary education
at Colegio San Luis, Antofagasta,
Chile, in 2007 (total grade of
6.4/7.0). He studied and gradu-
ated in 2015 as a Licentiate in As-
tronomy at Pontifical Catholic Uni-
versity of Chile (PUC). His thesis,
completely unrelated with his de-
gree, focused on the "Parameters
optimisation for an Elekta’s kV-
CBCT"2. This allowed him to apply
and get accepted in the double Master’s degree in Clinical Medical Physics
at the same University (PUC) and Heidelberg University, Germany. His
Master’s Thesis, again completely outside of the aim of the Master’s pro-
gram, was developed during his internship at the German Cancer Re-
search Centre (DKFZ), Heidelberg, under the supervision of Dr. Dorde
Komljenovic (DKFZ) and Dr. Ignacio Espinoza (PUC). This work covered
the "Calculation of vascular fraction per voxel in experimental tumours us-
ing magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)"3. Months later after his Master’s
defence, he started a PhD project under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Rainer
Goebel and Dr. Alard Roebroeck at Maastricht University. Dr. Benedikt
Poser became his supervisor a year later when a proper mentoring on MR
sequence programming was required. During the completion of his thesis
entitled "MRI methods for diffusion-weighted imaging at Ultra-high field:
from ex vivo to in vivo imaging of the human brain", Frank started to work
as a Postdoctoral researcher in the group "Quantitative MRI and in vivo
histology" at Universitätklinikum Hamburg-Eppendorf under the super-
vision of Dr. Siawoosh Mohammaddi. Between the academic steps men-
tioned, he had spent time doing small projects for different research groups
and institutions (Live is too short). Jack is still alive (thanks Medicine) and
8 years and 2 months old at the moment this section is being updated be-
fore printing.

1Yes, may the force be with you.
2During this period, Jack appeared in his life.
3And during this period, his mythical cubic dog mug appeared in his life.
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